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ABSTRACT
The Psychosocial Experience of Physicians

Who Treat Cancer Patients

(September 1980)

Anne L. McComb, B.S., Cornell University

M.S., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Harold Raush

The goal of this study was to discover what kinds of feelings are

evoked in physicians by the treatment of cancer patients and how the
physicians coped with these feelings.

This v/ork grew out of a belief

tnat only when pnysicians understand and are able to cope with their own

feelings will they be able to deal most effectively with those of their

patients.

A focus upon the feelings evoked by the care of cancer pa-

tients in particular was chosen because of the often fatal nature of

malignant disease, and its meaning as

a

symbol in our society for suf-

fering and death.
A semi -structured interview, lasting from one to five hours, was

conducted with twenty physicians, one of whom subsequently dropped out
of the research.

The remaining nineteen doctors, fourteen men and five

women, ranged in age from 27 to 55 years old, and had been practicing
for zero (student physicians) to twenty-two years.

There were six on-

cologists, five surgeons, five medical and three surgical specialists.
The physicians became very involved in the interview process and often
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appeared to feel gratified by the experience.
A variety of feelings were described by the physicians
as being

evoked by the care of cancer patients.

Physicians were excited about

the challenge to their medical and interpersonal
skills which treating

cancer patients provided.

They were thrilled when they could cure pa-

tients and gratified when they could, by virtue of their
treatments,
give their patients longer or more symptom- free lives.

The intensity of

the doctor-cancer patient relationship was also cited, particularly by

surgeons, as

a

source of physician satisfaction.

However, physicians also noted their dismay at discovering that

patient had cancer and their discomfort with informing
a

diagnosis.

patient of such

Further, physicians were often angry and frustrated when

their treatments did not work and
a

a

a

reappearance or worsening of

a

a

patient's disease progressed.

Such

patient's disease sometimes provoked

feelings of depression and personal failure in the physicians.

The doc-

tors also reported feelings of helplessness during the terminal stage

of a patient's illness and

a

sense of relief as well as sadness when

a

patient died.
Physicians used both institutionalized and more individual methods

of coping with their feelings.

A medical perspective involving a fami-

liarity with death and dying provides physicians with some psychological

distance from their work and

suffering and death.

a

faith in people's abilities to cope with

A focus on the information generated by a pa-

tient's illness and death also helps the physician defend against the
painful feelings innerent in interaction with the dying.

The physi-

cian's role, with the boundaries it imposes on the doctor-patient rela-

IX

tionship, also provides the physicians with
some distance from their
feelings about those for whom they care.

A strong capacity for hope, or

the ability to "look on the bright side"
appeared to be important for

physicians who treat cancer patients.
The individual coping strategy most commonly
described involved

a

physician's ability to keep on working no matter what
has happened or
how he or she feels about it.

Such

a

task-oriented focus seemed to pre-

vent the physicians from becoming very involved in their
frustration or

grief over losing their patients to death.
ones as objects for the physicians' concern.

New patients "replaced" old

This work concludes with

comments about the implications of the research at hand for further
research and the improvement of physicians' abilities to understand and
cope with their feelings.
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The foci of this book are the feelings evoked in physicians
by the

care of cancer patients and the ways in which physicians cope with
such
feelings.

However, this is also

coping with it.

a

book about human loss and ways of

In an age when human dying

is hidden in hospitals and

disguised with respirators and intravenous fluids, our exposure to the
dying process, and the range of feelings which it evokes, is minimal.

Physicians however are not so protected from the dying process, and have
become practiced at dealing with it.

To understand the feelings physi-

cians have about caring for patients with cancer,

which are fatal two-thirds of the time,

is

a

set of diseases

to learn about grief.

understand how physicians cope with those feelings

is

To

to learn about

loss and human nature.

Physicians bring to their work some training, attitudes and skills

which make their contact with cancer patients take on
ing.

a

particular mean-

Physicians are not involved with cancer patients simply to watch

two-thirds of such patients die, but in fact to prevent them from doing
so.

To learn about physicians' work with cancer patients is also to

learn something about people whose approach to coping with loss is

a

highly active one.

Thus this book is written with
cians feel

a goal

of understanding how physi-

about caring for cancer patients and how they cope with this

psychological experience.

My assumption has been that the most valuable

1

route to such an understanding

is

via physicians themselves, and

I

have

conducted intensive interviews with physicians
for this purpose.

Throughout this work physicians often speak
in their own language about
the psychological exigencies of their work.

It is hoped that the read-

er will review such statements with an eye
to the commonalities between
the physician's experience with human mortality
and that of our own.

The first portion of this work contains

a

literature pertaining to the subject at hand.

review of

a

variety of

The information from

writings on the role of the physician, medical education,
and physician
empathy, attitudes, and treatment goals as they pertain
to the physician's treatment of cancer patients is discussed.
a

This is followed by

description of the way in which the study came into existence and of

the research methods upon which its data are based.

sent background information about the physicians:

Two chapters pre-

physicians' percep-

tions about their role and bedside manner with cancer patients.

The

largest portion of the text is devoted to an examination of key themes

which emerged from physicians' discussions of the feelings evoked by
their work with cancer patients and the methods they use to cope with
such feelings.

The final chapter examines the implications of these

findings for further research and for the improvement of physician functioning.
It should be noted that the goal of this research was to understand

the feelings and coping styles of physicians.

While an examination of

these experiences in other health caregivers would have been interesting,

it was beyond the scope of this work.

Similarly, discussion of the

experience of cancer patients was included only insofar as it related

to
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physicians' experience.

Thus, for instance, no distinction between

a

patient's disease (biological) and his or her illness (the phenomenological experience of disease) was made.

With such limitations of the

scope and subject of this work in mind, let us proceed to its beginning.

CHAPTER

I

THE PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE ROLE OF
PHYSICIAN

The most striking aspect of the role of the
doctor in our society
is the amount of responsibility in the
lives of others which he or she

accrues by virtue of his or her training and title
(Freidson, 1970; Merton,

1976).

The responsibility inherent in treating bodily ills is

iterated throughout the physician's training by mentors
who are quick
to point out the disastrous consequences to the patient
of even a mo-

mentary lapse in the physician's memory or judgement (Becker,
Geer,
Hughes and Strauss, 1961).

Further, the burdgeoning growth of medical

technology, with the concomitant increase in the physician's abilities
to cure illness and save lives, have helped to create the illusion
for

the lay public that doctors have some magical

of dying (Heineman, 1972).
as rampantly as ours

In a

control over the process

society which fears and avoids death

(Feifel, 1959), the physician then becomes a god,

an omnipotent parent in whom we invest a great deal of responsibility

for our physical and emotional well-being (Menke, 1971; Senescu, 1969).
In fact, as Freidson

(1970) points out, the physician assumes a

peculiar kind of responsibility,
a general

a

personal responsibility rather than

one:

One whose work requires practical application to concrete
cases simply cannot maintain the same frame of mind as the
scholar or the scientist:
he cannot suspend action in the
absence of incontrovertible evidence or be skeptical of himself, his work and its fruit.
In emergencies, he cannot wait

4

Dealing with individual
h
he
cannot rely solely on probabilities
or on genera
concepts or principles:
he must also rely on his own
senses
By the nature of his work the
clinician must assume responsi^
bility for practical action, and in doing
so he must rely on
his concrete clinical experience
(p. 17u).

rLoc
cases

Thus, the daily demands of physicians'
work encourage staunch in-

dividualism in medical practice, leaving physicians
both proud of their
abilities to take decisive, curing actions and
vulnerable to severe reproach when their methods fail.

"Like political or economic power, the

physician's professional authority teeters between glory
and ruin and
is

prone to claim its glory more because of its risk of
ruin than be-

cause of its accomplishment" (Freidson,

p.

170).

Practicing physicians tend to treat individuals rather than
groups
of people, and this one-to-one relationship is characterized
by certain

similarities and differences between doctor and patient.

patient relationship
cial

is

The doctor-

formed not through any "normal agencies of so-

contact but is brought about through the professionalization of

one life and the intrusion of a disease process in the other"
1976, p.

269).

(Krant,

Further, the patient's physical well-being can be cru-

cially affected to varying degrees by the functioning of that relationship, while the doctor's typically is not.
Both parties, however, look to the medical relationship for certain

gratifications.

While the patient asks for compassion, relief from

pain, and an understanding of his or her malady, the physician looks for

more professional kinds of gratification.

Haley (1971) states that the

physician has at least three sources of professional reward:

6

One is the reward of seeing other
people's status in lifp im
proved by his efforts.
The second'is'the inieneclua]
Sward
of seeing his own mental processes and
diagnoses and his own
actions and treatment result in a tangible
positive solution
to a problem
Finally there are the rewards from the community which the successful physician receives
(p. 19-20).

Fredericks and Mundy (1976) found that helping
humankind, professional-

satisfaction, prestige, independence and monetary
rewards were given as
reasons for choosing
1962.

a

medical career by first-year medical students in

If intellectual

stimulation is included under the rubric of pro-

fessional satisfaction, several other surveys of the values
held by

medical students and physicians list essentially the same
findings as
those of Haley and Fredericks and Mundy (Cahalan, 1957; Ford,
1967;

Phillips, 1964).
Two other, somewhat more subtle, gratifications which physicians

may obtain from their work have been suggested.
of

a

One is the satisfaction

need to have the authority in relationships or as Haley (1971)

writes,

".

.

.a

need for one-to-one relationships with individuals who

are in trouble or have a problem"

(p.

18).

Vorhaus (1957), in discuss-

ing the physician's need to take care of people, delineates this factor

more clearly:

It is related to the drive for leadership, it draws its motivations from the wish to be a father, respected, obeyed, even
revered.
Sometimes the fantasy of these childhood emotional
drives is very strong.
The drive is felt as a wish to be an
omniscient father, to play at being God, to have the Power of
life or death in one's hand, to possess the authority of rearranging people's lives, ordering them to do this, forbidding
them to do that (p. 59-60).

Closely related to the doctor's need to be the helper, the untrou-
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bled member of the relationship, is the
need to master his or her strong
fear of death.

White (1969) states:

Medicine is an excellent, although in the last
analysis inadequate, solution, on a counterphobic basis, to this
fear of
death.
In the medical contract between doctor and
patient
nothing is clearer than the fact that it is the
patient who is
sick and the doctor who is well.
We all know perfectly well
that this is not true; nonetheless, for some people it
seems
an adequate definition of roles.
We put on the patient a label that says, "You are sick and therefore I am well.
And the
outcome of this human relationship, if I as a physician can do
anything about it at all, is going to be that at the end of
it, I'm still well, whatever has happened to you."
In this
cumbersome way doctors may reassure themselves that they are
in fact immortal (p. 823).

Social, technological and economic changes during this century have

resulted in

a

modification of the traditional role of the physician.

As

our reliance upon the family and the church for psychological support
has diminished,

the doctor has inherited many of the caregiving respon-

sibilities formerly associated with those institutions (Menke, 1971).

Menninger (1975) states:

For all too many individuals, an ideal relationship of caring
and being cared for is not achieved; indeed for each of us
that relationship and other supporting relationships are at
times strained or may even break down temporarily.
At such
times, we then search for a substitute "caring" person, and
with the proper ticket of admi ssion--an illness--we go to a
physician (p. 836).

That is, many of the patients seen by today's physicians may in fact be

asking for relief from their psychological ills even though they present
with bodily aches and pains.
Finally, in spite of changes in the physician's role, he or she
still expected to evidence a certain sympathy or "detached concern"

is
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(David,

1974) for his or her patients:

Ideally, a doctor is expected to show some concern
for his patient while he performs his professional task:
he should take
a patient s history, discuss the present
illness, give the patient a physical examination, and later, on the basis
of his
information, present some diagnosis and prescription,
provide
some information and explanations, and give the patient
a certain amount of reassurance (Davis, 1968,
p. 337).

It is unclear,

pectation.

however, to what extent physicians live up to this ex-

Davis (1968) found that junior physicians (fourth-year med-

ical students) emphasized the doctor-patient relationship as
vital

to

their role more than did their medical school mentors, while the senior

physicians saw themselves as expressing more sympathy (and less detached concern) to their patients.

When observed with patients however,

both groups had difficulty communicating with their patients and dealing

with doctor-patient attempts at controlling one another.
Many authors are in agreement about the difficulties physicians
have in being both sympathetic and professional.

Davis (1968) states:

A subtle balance is required for those particular aspects of
the doctor's role.
While patients expect doctors to be sympathetic and to show some affect, the physician is professionally bound to maintain an appropriate distance, to be controlled emotionally, and to be nonpartisan.
This produces considerable strain on the physician. As a member of society, he
plays a variety of roles and has certain values; as an individual, he is susceptible to spontaneous emotional responses,
which as a physician, he is supposed to inhibit (p. 338-339).

Haley (1971) adds:

"Professional i zation requires learning to com-

municate, to sympathize and to empathize with patients, while still

maintaining an emotional distance.

This is difficult and every physi-

cian has some problems in this area" (p. 18-19).
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David (1974), in discussing the concept of detached
concern,
marks that it:

.is, by definition, not an attempt to eliminate the emo.
tions of fear and trembling, but an attempt to suppress them
in order for the physician to be effective.
The retention of
the feeling of concern is very important in this respect.
Unfortunately, in some few physicians, the feeling of concern is
lost, and then the only thing that may remain is detachment
(p. 431).
.

Schuffel

(1975) points out that

.

.each physician develops a

style [of interacting with the patient] of his own which is based on
personal likes and dislikes but is hardly affected by

a

deliberate

checking of factors which influence the doctor-patient relationship as
induced by the doctor"

(p.

187).

Similarly, many authors agree that the key to improvement of this

aspect of medicine

is

or her own feelings.

helping the physician understand and accept his
Blum (1960) writes:

"Only when the physician

manages his own feelings and actions can he hope to exercise rational

management over the doctor-patient relationship"

(p.

281).

Davis (1968) states:

While there has been a great deal of emphasis on teaching
medical students that patients are people, it is the author's
feeling that some attention should be directed to the fact
that doctors too, are people and subject to similar problems,
inhibitions, likes, and dislikes. To suppress these feelings
in a particular role may be more disruptive than recognizing
and dealing with them (p. 342).

Miller (1975) makes the point more strongly in her "Professional
Education for Humanistic Medicine."
a

"To practice a humanistic medicine,

professional must be cultivating personal health in the fullest sense.

He must come to see his developing, evolving health,
as

contribution that he makes to medicine.

modelled and taught"

(p.

a

part of the

This experience can then be

77).

Barbour (1975) is clearest about the benefits to both doctor and
patient of such an approach:

As physicians, we need to be more aware of ourselves, and our
humanity— appreciating ourselves as whole human beings, using
fully our own minds, bodies, emotions and spirits, to be there
more ful ly for us (p. 52)

To what extent does the physician's training prepare him or her for
the detached concern which these authors have deemed essential for good

medicine?

In the following chapter,

the effects of medical education

on the physician's professional attitudes and psychological needs are

addressed.

C H A P T E

R

I

I

THE TRAINING OF THE PHYSICIAN

Medical students are one of the most studied
groups of people in
the world.

The literature contains hundreds of articles
which describe

or give measurements of almost every aspect
of their existence, from
their physiological conditions (Thomas and
Greenstreet, 1975) to their

political values

(Goldman and Ebbert, 1973).

In addition, many books

have been written about the medical student and
his or her training
(Merton, Reader and Kendall, 1957; Becker, Geer, Hughes,
and Strauss,
1961;

Fredericks and Mundy, 1976; Haley, D'Costa, and Schafer,
1971).

Only two articles (Haley, Huynh, Paiva, and Juan, 1977; Haley,
Juan,
and Gagan, 1968), however, discuss the medical student's feelings
about,

attitudes toward, and experience with cancer patients.

The contrast be-

tween the number of works written on every other aspect of the medical

student's training, values, and needs, with these two works on the
medical student's attitudes toward cancer is worth noting.

Although

we cannot know with certainty why the medical education literature is

bereft of works which deal with this serious and epidemic disease, it
seems safe to assume that the dearth of such literature is not coinci-

dental.

Whether physicians do not see cancer is any different from any

other illness (and thus not worth special study), or this literary ne-

glect reflects the better known societal avoidance of the topic (Rimer,
1976), or is due to a denial

that physicians or physicians-in-training

n
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have any particular or intense feelings about the
disease and its victims, we can only speculate.

The focus of this chapter, however, will

be those works which give an understanding of the
student's experience

of medical school, especially with reference to his or
her values, psy-

chological needs and professional attitudes.

Parameters of Medical Education

In order to understand the impact of a medical

education upon the

self of the student, we must first clarify the parameters of that education.

The decision to become a doctor usually occurs several or more

years before the actual entry into medical school
Rogoff, 1957), often before the age of 19.

(Thielens, 1957;

Thielens (1957) speculates

that this early commitment to a career may be due to:

a)

the greater

contact we have as children with doctors than other professionals,

b)

the high social status accorded the profession, and c) the extensive

premedical academic requirements.

Premedical undergraduates typically

spend at least two full academic years taking courses required for
medical school, and the aggressive academic competitiveness and single-

minded dedication required of the "pre-med" student make them wellknown stereotypes in university communities.^

Once accepted at medical school, the student faces four more years

At a recent college reunion, I met a former classmate, now a medintern,
who told me how nice it was to be back and able to explore
ical
the campus because "when I was here as an undergrad, I was so^ pre-med."
It was understood by both of us, without his saying more, that his being
pre-med precluded his having time to get to know the campus when there
as an undergraduate.
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of academic requirements.

Typically, the first two years consist
of the

classroom and laboratory learning of such
subjects as biochemistry, physiology, anatomy, histology and pathology.
The last two years of medi-

cal

school are the "clinical years" at most
schools.

Lectures and la-

boratory work are still required, but the
majority of the student's
time is spent in a clinic or hospital
examining, diagnosing and treating patients, under the supervision of more
experienced physicians.

Al-

though the third- or fourth-year medical student
may have considerable

responsibility for patients, he or she

is

typically at the bottom of

a

hierarchy of physicians upon whose knowledge and skill
the well-being
of

a

given patient rests (Becker

et al., 1961).

Thus, he or she may

be responsible for drawing blood, examining patients,
holding surgical

retractors, and performing uncomplicated obstetrical deliveries,
while
he or she may only observe other procedures which require
more skill

and risk to the patient.

Besides attending lectures, participating in

ward rounds (where an experienced physician may examine and discuss
various patients) and asking questions of the physicians who supervise

their work, the students are expected to do extensive reading on what-

ever ailment or condition they are treating (Becker et al., 1961).
During these two "clinical" years, the students begin what for

most of them will be

a

work-pattern for the rest of their lives, that

duty known as "on-call."

That is, every several days (more or less

often, depending upon the specialty and the particular hospital involved) the student will either spend the night at the hospital or,

with aid of

a

"beeper", go home, and be responsible for any medical or

surgical problems that arise on

a

particular ward that night.

Thus the

14

student must learn to deal with 36-hour work
days and frequent evenings
devoted to his or her profession.
At the end of these four years, the student
receives

gree, the official designation of "Doctor."
dent upon the student's career goals.

a

medical de-

Future training is depen-

If a student decides to become a

general practitioner, or is uncertain about what
branch of medicine he

or she is interested in, he or she takes
in

a

hospital setting.

a

year-long paid "internship"

These positions frequently require 120-hour work

weeks and consist of spending up to several months learning
and practicing such subfields as medicine, surgery, obstetri
cs/gynecology

,

psychia-

try and pediatrics.

Physicians who already know what specialty they want to pursue
forego this general internship and apply for residencies, three-to-five

year programs in medical or surgical specialties such
cine or urology.

as

internal medi-

Like interns, residents spend enormous numbers of

hours working and may be on-call as often as every other night.

Resi-

dents tend to be allowed much more responsibility than interns and may
in fact be solely responsible for patients who are hospitalized without
a

private physician.

Interns and residents also become, as they advance

through their training, increasingly responsible for the teaching of
those medical students and interns behind them.

Finally, for the physician who has the desire, the stamina, and the
funds, after eight to ten years of postgraduate training, there are

"fellowships" in which one can obtain training in
a pertinent example,

a

sub-specialty.

As

to be an oncologist (a physician who treats cancer

patients), one must first do

a

residency in internal medicine (typically
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three years or three years plus an
internship) and then do

a

fellowship

(typically two or three years) in oncology,
which is considered

specialty of internal medicine.
by medical

a

sub-

Such fellowships are usually offered

research centers which treat and study
only, or large numbers

of, cancer patients.

Thus a medical education requires

a

minimum of five, but as many

as 13 or 14 years of postgraduate
education.

There exist national

medical board exams to be taken at the end of
the second and fourth

years of medical school as well as similar exams
which certify one as

a

specialist or subspecialist to be taken at the end of
the residency or
fellowship.

From the above descriptions, it

is

clear that medical training re-

quires an enormous sacrifice of time on the part of the
student (and the

student's loved ones and friends).
financial sacrifice.

What has gone unmentioned is the

Although federal programs exist which pay

a

large

part of one's training costs in exchange for several years of postmedical school service to a particular population (rural, Native American, etc.), many students rely on loans to pay the high price of a

medical education (not only is medical school tuition high, but the

voluminous texts required can run higher than $100.00 apiece).

Thus,

specialists or subspecialists may emerge from their training in their

early thirties with tens of thousands of dollars in loans to repay.

The Student'

s

Experience of Medical Trai

ni ng

How do medical students experience their training?

What effects

does this training have on their later abilities to deal with the psy-
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chological exigencies of caring for
their patients in general and
cancer
patients in particular? Becker et al.
(1961) spent two years at a midwestern medical school observing and
talking with male medical students
(and to a lesser extent the faculty)
at a variety of tasks and times.

Through this continual observation, the
researchers attempted to understand the male students' experience and
actions in relation to both the
tasks and the faculty of medical school.

Since Becker et al.'s work

limits its focus to male medical students,
it is of limited usefulness
in understanding the medical

student's experience of medical school.

However this limitation accurately reflects

a

limitation of medical

schools at the time Becker et al. did their research:

the tendency to

ignore or discount women in the process of selecting
and training people
to be doctors.

At that time, only six percent of the students enrolled

in American medical

schools were women (United States Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, 1978).

Medical Education

:

1957

.

Becker and his colleagues found that the male

students entered the medical field feeling that medicine was the best

profession in the world.

They wanted to become practicing physicians

as a way of helping people while doing rewarding work and making a rea-

sonable amount of money.

However, the researchers note, the students

soon find that the amount of information which exists for them to learn

during their first year requires that they put aside thoughts of practicing medicine and concentrate on memorizing enough medical facts to

allow them to pass their exams and stay in school.
culum is so structured that.

Further, the curri-
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Because of this imposed isolation
and their desires to become good
doctors, the students soon attempt
to deal with the information
overload
through determining what is "relevant,"
by one of two criteria:
that of

what one will need to know as

a

practicing physician (practical criteri-

on) or that of what the faculty
believes is important to know.

They

then select the "relevant" material to
study, while considering all

other information
ents

".

.

a

waste of time

(p.

120-130).

In doing so,

the stud-

.lose patience with knowledge which is not
both easily grasped

and concrete" (p.

120).

As the students progress through their freshman

year, however, their low test scores make it clear
that they do not know

enough about the practice of medicine to effectively
use the practical
criterion.

They then begin to devote their energies to finding out what

the faculty wants them to know and direct their study
to that end.

During the clinical years of their training, this solution to the
students' dilemmas over what to study is no longer effective.

Becker et

al

.

Instead,

note, the medical students use one or more of three per-
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spectives to determine both the level and direction
of their activities.
The first two, similar in focus, are those of
clinical experience and
medical responsibility.

The importance of clinical experience is

learned when the students answer their professor's questions
on the basis of textbook knowledge only to be told time and
again,

answers were incorrect.
says that.

way."

that their

"Yes," the instructor might say, "your text

But never, in my clinical experience , has it occurred that

Gradually, students learn that medical knowledge

and the human body so inconsistent, that

a

is

so incomplete

good physician must rely on

his own experience as much as academic information (note the encourage-

ment here of the "responsibility for practical action" which Freidson
(1970) states is endemic to the practice of medicine, page
text).

of this

Thus the students begin to strive for their own experience or

access to their professors'.

Work which provides them with no or un-

needed experience ("scut work") is avoided.

Similarly, medical students learn that the exercise of responsi-

bility in the welfare of the patient is "the hallmark of the real physician" (Becker et al.,

p.

Thus they look for opportunities, such

254).

as in the understaffed emergency room,

to exercise this responsibility,

and consider much of their time in the operating room wasted because of
the rarity with which they play

a

major role in carrying out the sur-

gery.

Importantly, Becker et

al

.

suggest that the development of these

two perspectives allows the student

".

.

.a

'professional' and imper-

sonal way of viewing events that might be very difficult should he con-

tinue to look at them with the eyes of

a

layman" (p. 272).

Thus while
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laypeople may be horrified or saddened by

a

patient's death,

a

male

medical student becomes more concerned
with whose responsibility it was
and whether or not he will be required
to waste time attending an autopsy (when the same information could be
more quickly obtained by skipping

the autopsy and reading the pathologist's
report).

The third perspective which male medical
students use to guide
their efforts, Becker et al

"academic perspective."

.

suggest, is that which they call

the

Similar to that of learning what the faculty

wanted them to know during their preclinical years,
it involves the
students' discovering each clinical professor's
particular area of in-

terest or style of teaching and catering to them.
the students Becker et al

.

So concerned were

studied about the faculty's ability to flunk

them out of medical school, that they fabricated laboratory
data on patients for whom they had neglected to perform lab texts before

a

mentor

read a patient's chart.

Becker et

al

.

conclude that contrary to the then contemporary be-

lief (Eron, 1955), male medical students do not leave medical school

more cynical and less idealistic than they enter.

Rather, the youthful

idealism they profess as entering freshmen matures and becomes professional idealism.

This happens, according to the researchers, because

the idealism is an inadequate perspective for guiding the work of the

medical student

.

That is, other perspectives, such as those of learning

what the faculty wants them to know, or of getting as much clinical experience as possible, are more useful for helping the student survive
a

rigorous four-year training.

When their training is finished, and the

students enter the world of the practicing physician, the researchers
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suggest, their idealism may return, but transformed
by the exigencies
of the students' clinical years, to

a

specific professional idealism,

more applicable to the "real world" of medicine.
However, Becker et al

.

miss

their findings in this area.

a

valuable and obvious implication of

It is not that the students'

survive, or even by transformed by medical education.

idealism may

It is that by

having no opportunity to provide input into the learning requirements

of medical school, by being forced, through social isolation and the

overwhelming informational demands of the faculty, to limit their learning to that which is easily assimilated,

the medical student's creativ-

ity and curiosity can easily be squelched.

Thus, the intellectual ma-

turity and flexibility which result from grappling with various theoretical

systems as conceptualizations of the human organism, are given

little chance to develop under the system of education which Becker et
al

.

describe.
Further, Becker et al

.

do not delve very deeply in attempting to

understand the effects of the tremendous workload, academic and clinical, on the psychological development of the emerging physician.

The

researchers observed and explained the content of the numerous medical
school

hours but did not look for the meaning of such numerous hours to

the student.

Nor did they attempt to understand how the student was

deprived in other areas of his life (social, psychological), and the
effects of that deprivation on his development as
In a sense,

a

physician.

Becker et al., in their research, mimicked the very in-

stitution they were studying.

By studying the ways in which the male

medical student assimilates both the knowledge and the attitudes which
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the faculty consider appropriate, they neglect
to look at the continuing psychological growth (or lack thereof) of
the student himself.

Krant (1976) states this position most clearly:

Most medical education to date has taken the position
that
there is no need for the physician to know himself.
Little
attention indeed is paid to working through prejudices,
poor
attitudes, and negative feelings regarding other human
beings.
The failure to explore, even at a superficial level,
some of the deep-seated feelings that physicians bring
to
medicine may well solidify certain attitudes behind areat defensive walls.
Such defended biases and perspectives, although not seen as problems by the physician, certainly produce an endless series of problems for the patient and his
family (p. 272-273).

Contemporary Medical Education

.

In examining the current literature on

medical education, we find that in many respects the medical school ex-

perience, some twenty years after Becker et al.'s study, remains unchanged.

Rezler (1974), in a summary of her review of the literature

on attitude changes in medical school, states:

.it seems that medical school does contribute to the development to cynicism in students and that participation in a
liberalized curriculum does not reverse this trend. Many
writers blame the medical school for producing such strong
feeling (sic) of inferiority in medical students that they defend themselves by becoming cynical.
Medical education certainly does not seem to increase student humanism or benevolence; at best it leaves these attitudes intact in those students who exhibit them to a high degree at entrance. There is
evidence, however, that attitudes do change after medical
school; as physicians begin to practice in 'high interaction'
[with patients] specialties, cynicism subsides (p. 1025).
.

.

In looking closely at reported experiments in medical

school cur-

ricula, Rezler (1974) notes two factors that seem to be crucial vari-

ables in their success or failure at developing more humanistic atti-
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tudes in student physicians.

One is the day-to-day interactions
which

students have with both teachers and
peers.

Even the most sweeping

changes in medical school grading
systems or modes of instruction
will
produce only temporary student attitudinal
changes, she states, unless
the faculty and student peers
change their attitudes in the desired
di-

rection.

Secondly, she notes, since attitudes are
so difficult to change,

rather than attempting to change the
attitudes of students during their
medical school stints, perhaps we should
select students "who possess

certain attitudes prior to entrance"

(p.

Thus she advocates that medical school

1029) of medical

training.

faculty determine what kinds of

attitudes they want their trainees to embody as
physicians and then select students on those criteria as well as on
the traditional criteria

of intellectual qualifications.
If we look, for a moment, at the current
criteria for the selec-

tion of medical

more clearly.

school students, we will understand Rezler's concern

Korman, Stubblefield and Martin (1968) examined the cor-

relations between various patterns of success in medical school

(intern-

ship success, peer esteem, humanism, scientist potential, general

achievement) and such variables as performance on the Medical College

Admissions Test (MCAT--a nationally given standardized test), undergraduate grade point average (GPA), and faculty pre-admission rankings
of applicants (all three of the above factors being the current criteria
for selection as

a

medical student), as well as performance on the Ed-

wards Personal Preference Test and the California Personality Inventory
and biographical data.

They found that:
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Insofar as they select systematically,
such variables as MCAT
and premedical GPA identify smart,
achievement-oriented rather aloof individuals who know how to
get good grades
As one would expect, an emphasis on MCAT
scores and premedical
GPA s seems to be systematically unselect
with reference to
such a criterion as Humanism.
The tendency in many medical
schools IS toward the selection of one type
of student who
will do well by one criterion of success
(p. 409).
Do contemporary students differ in their
experience of medical

training from those studied by Becker et al.?

Although Becker et al.'s

description of male medical students in 1957 portrays
them as tremendously overworked, anxious and receiving little
emotional support from
the faculty, the researchers rarely quoted student
complaints about any-

thing but the tremendous amount of learning required of
them.
et al.'s study,

a

In Becker

random group of students was asked what had been most

traumatic for them in their first year of medical school, and 63% said
"nothing," while 26% said "exams"

(p.

106).

Thus we may assume that

either the students did not feel particularly deprived emotionally, or
that they were not comfortable saying so.

As we shall see, contemporary

medical students both feel deprived and are willing to say so.

Edwards and Zimet (1976), through discussions with medical students
(male and female), student advisors, and student psychiatric consult-

ants, developed a list of student concerns and problems.

They then

asked the students of all four classes at the University of Colorado
School of Medicine to rank each problem or concern on

a

seven-point

scale as to how significant it was in each of their lives.
are so striking that
(see Table

I

have chosen to reproduce

a

The results

table of them here

1.)

It is clear that the students experience their social

and emotional
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TABLE

1

Degree of Concern on Selected
Questionnaire Items among

Students at the University of Colorado
School of Medicine
(Edwards and Zimet, 1976,

p.

622)*

Questionnaire Item**

Lack of time for recreation
Lack of time for family or intimate friends
Being unable to learn everything
Lack of time for socializing
Preparing for and taking exams

Fear of making a mistake in your work
Feeling dehumanized
Feeling you might not be able to achieve your
academic goals
Feeling lonely
Difficulty getting to know faculty members well

Lack of money
Thoughts or feelings of having chosen the wrong
profession
Being treated as though you were immature and
irresponsible
Being among people who are too serious and humorless
Competition for grades or rank in your class

Having to perform excessive noneducational service
Lack of interaction with students in other disciplines
Lack of time to get involved in worthwhile projects
at school

Percent
Significantly
Concerned***
72
62
61

55
51

48
47
46
42
38
36

34
34
33
32
32
31

30

*0f 506 medical students surveyed, 288 responded.

**Includes only items of significant concern to 30 percent or more
of all medical school respondents.

one

***Percent responding five, six, or seven on a seven-point scale from
= no problem or concern to seven = major problem or concern.
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deprivation as extremely stressful.

They elaborated on their concerns

in written comments, many of which
stated that the students'

strong

feelings of dehumani zation stemmed from
the experience of feeling anonymous and insignificant to the medical
school faculty who made "arbitrary, inflexible,

'high schoolish'

academic demands"

(p.

623).

Edwards and Zimet add:

The dehumani zation also derives from the "tunnel
vision" which
students acquire when excessive academic demands
preclude time
for family, friends, and recreation and for
exploration of
personal interests.
In addition, many students feel that they
are dehumanized by the dissonance which arises
when their curriculum emphasizes concern for the sick but fails to
address
the problems and difficulties which students
themselves face
Furthermore, students decry an educational environment which
fails to reinforce creativity, individual initiative, and
mastery of important knowledge and which instead demands endless
memorization and gamesmanship (p. 623).

Interestingly, women expressed significantly more concern than the
men on such items as feeling lonely, feeling out of place at the
medical

center and feeling that they might not be able to achieve their academic
goals.

It is worth speculating that women, who in our culture are

taught to be highly sensitive to both their own feelings and those of
others (Chodorow, 1974), might be more sensitive to the rather cold,
impersonal, unfeeling environment of the medical school.
ly,

Feeling thus-

they may question whether they can withstand the many years in that

environment required to become

a

physician.

Edwards and Zimet point out that the unfulfilled needs of the students run the gamut from basic biological needs (lack of time for sleep)
to those of self-esteem (feeling dehumanized).

ory

Using Maslow's (1971) the-

of the hierarchical nature of human needs, they note that the
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large number of unfulfilled needs at the lower
end of the hierarchy,

gives little support for and may in fact hinder the
medical student's

psychological growth.

They conclude:

It is ironic that in training for a profession which
offers
vast opportunities for self-actualization, individuals
should
undergo so many personal deprivations. One suspects that
these deprivations eventually color the behavior of physicians
in their practice of medicine and thus may relate
significantly to the current problems of medicine such as the
malpractice
insurance crisis (p. 625).

Saul and Kass

(1969) studied situational anxiety in medical stud-

ents (male and female) at the beginning and end of the freshman year,

and their findings reinforce those of Edwards and Zimet.

searchers gave the students

a

These re-

list of 15 situations (selected by a

group of medical school faculty) which the students were likely to face
in their medical

giving

a

school careers (such as drawing blood from a patient,

rectal exam, discussing a fatal illness with a patient, talk-

ing to a medical

instructor about course subject matter, watching first

surgical operation).

The students were then asked to respond to 14

modes of reaction (heart beats faster, experience nausea, enjoy the

challenge, etc.) according to how intensely (on

imagined they would feel such
ation.

a

a

five-point scale) they

reaction if they were in the given situ-

The scores on the 14 modes of reaction were then summed to yield

an anxiety score for each situation.

Saul and Kass found that:

the situations which seemed to arouse the greatest anxiety in
the entering freshman did not involve performance as a future
physician so much as performance as a student and competence
Thus the two most
as an individual in interpersonal affairs.
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threatening situations for entering freshmen
were discussing'
'''''''' ' '^'^''^^
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pa^enl lll'Te^iT.

Next in order of anticipated anxiety were
entering

a

final exam of an

important course, seeking professional help
in solving
lem, and giving a rectal examination.

Talking to

a

a

personal prob-

medical

instructor

about course material or interviewing a patient
in front of an instructor were rated as moderately anxiety-provoking,
while watching one's

first surgical operation was ranked as least
anxiety-provoking.
Once again, female students showed greater anxiety
throughout their

responses than did the male students.
their freshman year, the students as

When tested again at the end of
a

group produced essentially the

same rank ordering of situations, although they showed

a

significant

increase in total anxiety throughout the inventory.

Clearly there is a fair amount of stress and anxiety associated
with being

a

medical student.

In

addition to the lack of time for en-

riching nonacademic experiences, the medical student must cope with
learning to perform procedures and discuss issues of
(often physically so) nature with patients.

a

highly intimate

In a society which shuns

open and straightforward communication about bodily functions, sexuality, and death, the medical student is typically emotionally unprepared

for such intimacy.

Further, there appears

in medical

education

little

focus upon the feelings which such patient contacts arouse in the stud-

ent-physician and no instruction in how to cope with them.
It seems,

then, safe to state that contemporary American medical

training does not provide an optimal environment in which for future
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physicians to learn to deal with the
psychological issues involved in
being

a

practicing physician.

Dr.

William Nolen (1970) states:

In the years he spends training in
a hospital
learns to relate to other people only in

the doctor
restricted sense;
he IS the healer, they need his
ministrations.
He acquires
the habit of thinking of people only as patients,
he never
sees them well, at their jobs, with their
families.
He develops a distorted view of what the world is really
like.
When I began practice, I could remove a stomach,
fix'a*
broken leg, take out an appendix; but I had never
sent a bill
to a patient, had never made a house call, had
never lived in
a community where I had to concern myself
with things like
the schools, the taxes, the local politics.
I
had never before lived among my patients as a friend, a neighbor,
a man
raising a family and earning a living.
I
had a lot to learn
about the art of medicine (p. 265-266).
a

Medical Training and the Treatment of Cancer

Since treating cancer patients often involves greater medical un-

certainty and higher risk to the patient than many other doctor-patient
interactions, we would expect the psychological issues for the physician
in this situation to be simultaneously more intense and complex.

If

medical training leaves students unprepared for some of the commonest

doctor-patient interactions (billing, doctor-patient relationships outside the office), what effects does it have on the physician's ability
to deal with the emotional

aspects of being

a

caretaker

of cancer pa-

tients?

Little research has been undertaken in this area, and it limits its
focus to the changes in students' attitudes toward cancer during medical

school.

1.

2.

Haley et al.

(1977) sought answers to the following questions:

How do cancer-related attitudes change in medical school?
How are attitude changes related to intellectual achieve-
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ment, values, and open-mindedness measured
upon entrance
to medical school?
How are attitude changes related to changes in
values and
open-mindedness occurring in medical school?
How do attitudes of medical school graduates
differ from
those of practicing physicians?
(p. 501)

3.

4.

In doing so,

they administered the Cancer Attitude Survey
(CAS) to en-

tering students at five medical schools in 1966 (and
those same five
plus two more in 1967) along with several other
psychometric instruments

(Gordon Survey of Interpersonal Values, the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey
Study
of Values and Rokeach Dogmatism Scale, Form E) and the Medical
College

Admissions Test (MCAT).

The students were retested with the CAS at the

end of their sophomore year and with all instruments at the end of their

senior year.
In addition,

Approximately 450 students participated in all testings.
186 practicing physicians

(selected so that their specialty

preferences reflected those of the senior medical students) were given
the CAS.

The Cancer Attitude Survey is

a

paper-and-penci

tudes connected to the care of cancer patients.
al

1

survey of atti-

Factor and correlation-

analyses of preliminary CAS forms had yielded four attitudinal dimen-

sions:

(a)

attitudes toward the patient's ability (psychological re-

sources) to cope with serious illness such as cancer (CAS I);
tudes toward the value of early diagnosis of cancer (CAS Ila);

(b)
(c)

attiatti-

tudes toward the value of aggressive treatment of cancer (CAS lib); and
(d)

"attitudes toward personal immortality and preparation for and ac-

ceptance of death (CAS III)"
as

(a

ing):

"+"

(p.

501).

CAS

I

included statements such

indicates positive loading on factor,

a

a

negative load-

"The patient would be psychologically damaged by knowing of his
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incurable cancer" (-); "The harmful reaction
of

a

patient to the news

he has cancer usually overshadows the good
of his being told"

psychological stress on
and Gagan, 1968).

CAS

a

I

"Any

patient should be avoided" (-) (Haley, Juan

la was

plete history and physical
(-);

(-);

comprised of such statements as:

"A com-

usually unnecessary in everyday practice"

is

"Proctoscopic examinations should be required in routine
physical

examinations despite their difficulty for the doctor and
discomfort for
the patient" (+).

CAS lib contained such statements as:

"Only some

cancer patients should be treated aggressively" (-), and "Therapeutic
attempts to control

a

cancer's progress should continue for as long as

the patient can be kept alive"

volved such statements as:
he cannot exist after death"

(+)

(Haley et al., 1977).

"To be realistic
(-);

"There

is

a

a

CAS III in-

man has to accept that

possibility of

a

beautiful

death for the cancer patient" (+), and "The dying patient has to be kept

happy since he has nothing to look forward to" (-)

(Haley et al.,

1968).

Haley et al.

(1977) found that as students progressed through

medical school, they developed more definitive attitudes (as evidenced
by fewer neutral
in all

responses on the CAS) toward cancer and cancer patients

areas except CAS III

(attitudes toward death).

The researchers

speculate that the consistency of the student attitude patterns with
regard to death may be due in part to the religious content of the
items in CAS III.

That is, "for many people, questions about death and

immortality possibly remain unsettled, and time has no solidifying effects"

(p.

503).

As a group, the students exhibited changes on all four attitude
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factors throughout their medical
training, with changes in CAS I
being
the most substantial. The
student-physicians wavered little during
the
first two medical school years in
their beliefs about people's
abilities
to handle cancer (CAS I).

However their faith in these abilities
in-

creased during their clinical years of
training, perhaps as

exposure to patients.
there was also

a

a

result of

During their last two years of medical
training,

significant tendency for the students to
decrease their

faith in the usefulness of early diagnosis.

There was

a

decrease in

their belief in the efficacy of aggressive
treatment throughout all four
years of training.

The students also underwent changes in
values and

open-mindedness during their training, showing an
increase in independence (as measured by the Gordon Survey of
Interpersonal Values) and

aesthetic values (as measured by the Allport, Vernon,
Lindzey Study of
Values) and

a

decrease in dogmatism (becoming more open-minded,
as mea-

sured by the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale).
Although Haley et

al

.

(1977)

found that changes in the students'

attitudes about cancer (except attitudes about early diagnosis)
were related to their intellectual achievement, values, and open-mindedness
upon entrance to medical school, such personality characteristics ac-

counted for ten percent or less of the variance in the changes for CAS
I,

CAS

lib, and CAS III.

Similarly, changes in open-mindedness and

values were related to attitude changes in all areas but CAS lib (atti-

tudes toward the aggressive treatment of cancer) and accounted for less
than 12 percent of the variance in the changes for CAS I, CAS lla, and
CAS III.

"The two most meaningful correlations between changes in indi-

vidual variables are between open-mindedness and CAS

I

(attitudes towards
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patients' psychological resources) and
between AVL [Allport, Vernon,

Lindzey Study of Values] religious value
and CAS III (attitudes pertin-

ent to death and dying)" (p. 505).
Finally, Haley et

differed, to

al

.

(1977)

found that senior medical students

significant degree, from practicing physicians
on every

a

cancer attitude factor except CAS III (attitudes
toward death).

Medical

school seniors had more belief in the patient's
psychological resources
and less faith in early diagnosis and
aggressive treatment than did the

physicians.

These differences between medical school seniors and
phy-

sicians may well be, the researchers suggest,

a

result of:

(1)

higher social awareness on the part of today's medical
student

the
as

op-

posed to the older physician, and (2) the trend in medical
schools

toward placing more emphasis on humanistic concerns.

Haley et

al

.

(1977)

a student enters medical

conclude that the personality traits with which

school, and the personality changes he or she

makes while there, account for only

a

change in attitudes toward cancer.

This implies that "attitudes toward

small amount of the student's

early diagnosis and aggressive treatment of cancer primarily result from

education and experience" (p. 507).

The researchers suggest, then, that

the most important variable in the development of medical students'

clinical attitudes toward cancer may be faculty behavior in the care of

cancer patients

If students -becoming-physicians are to be accurate, thorough,
and persistent in their diagnostic approach, they should be
instructed by faculty members who practice in this manner.
In many schools the first exposure to the effects of cancer
takes place in the autopsy room. The students' perceptions
resulting from such experience should be counter-balanced by
.

,
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simultaneous encounter with patients
"cured" of cancer
An
appropriate setting might be a follow-up
tumor c^
c wheJe
^M^rtlve aid communiti
rolsTf

"ZT''
ir^tf^^r^
cer patient (p. i^^T^^^^^
507) (underlining

needs^thi-^-

mine).

That medical education and experience
play

a

large part in deter-

mining the future physician's attitudes
about such factors as early diagnosis, and aggressive treatment of cancer,
suggests that it may similarly be possible to instill or change
student attitudes of a more sen-

sitive nature.

That is, perhaps medical "education and
experience"

could be designed to include academic and
clinical situations which en-

courage student physicians to examine their
feelings and beliefs about

caring for cancer patients, about death and dying,
and their roles as
physi

ci

ans

Currently, it appears that to the extent that cancer
patients are

terminally ill, the psychosocial aspects of their care
(and thus student
physician attitudes about the importance of such care) are
grossly neglected by medical school curricula.

The Foundation of Thanatology sur-

veyed the deans and chairmen of four departments (medicine, surgery,

pediatrics, psychiatry) of sixty-eight medical schools about the activities and programs related to terminal illness in their curriculae

(Schoenberg and Carr, 1972).

They found that almost two-thirds of these

deans and department chairs felt only somewhat pleased or somewhat dis-

pleased, while one-quarter of them felt displeased with their teaching
efforts to prepare medical students in the care of the dying patient.
More than two-thirds of the respondants reported that their programs re-

quired no courses or examinations pertaining to the care of the dying
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patients.

More than half had no specific
person who taught the care of

the dying patient.

Finally, the academicians reported
that their de-

partments did not prepare their medical
students to understand and deal
with some specific aspects of the
dying process. Table 2, reproduced

from their work, shows these results
most graphically.
As

distressing as these results are, they may
be overly optimistic

When the same foundation made similar
queries of students graduating
from two medical schools, they found that
over two-thirds of the stud-

ents reported feeling either only somewhat
pleased or somewhat dis-

pleased, while one-third reported being displeased
with their school's
efforts to prepare them for working with dying
patients.

Their reports

on the academic requirements pertaining to
care of the dying and avail-

ability of a specific faculty member to teach this
care were similarly
more damning than were those of the faculty previously
mentioned.

In

addition, the following percentages of students from the two
schools re
ported that, while treating the dying patient, they were not
encouraged
to engage in such activities as:

School A

School B

a.

talking with chaplain

90 3%

100.0%

b.

talking with social worker

51

M

70.6%

c.

talking with the nurse

50.0%

88.2%

d.

talking with the family

45.2%

47.1%

e.

discussing social, financial and
family problems with the patient

61 .3%

68.8%

.

(Schoenberg and Carr,

p.

6)
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TABLE

Department does not specifically prepare medical
students to understand and
deal with:

a.

b.

c.

e.

f.

Surgery

Pediatrics

Psychiatry
^

the patient's emotional response to

33.3%

56.5%

34.6%

24.2%

33.3%

73.9%

44.0%

18.8%

55.0%

77.3%

50.0%

28.1%

gi^ief

50.0%

63.6%

52.2%

18.8%

the family's anticipatory grief and
mourning

55.0%

60.9%

23.1%

28.1%

the hospital person's emotional reaction to the patient

38.1%

69.6%

28.0%

25.0%

the role of denial in
the dying patient
the process of pa-

tient's separation or
disengagement from
others
d.

Medicine

2

the dying patient's

nel

Source:

Schoenberg and Carr, 1972,

p.

5.
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In

discussing these inadequacies in
medical training, Schoenberg

and Carr note our society's need
to avoid and deny death.

Health pro-

fessionals, they suggest, are intrinsically
no more comfortable with
dying patients than is the layperson
and, in fact, often become doctors
and nurses to overcome their fears of
death. 2

Further, the age at which

most students attend medical school
may make encounters with death par-

ticularly anxiety provoking:

Professional training ordinarily takes place at
a time in
life (late and post-adolescence) when feelings
of uncertainty
are readily displaced onto death.
Usually, this anxiety is
quickly repressed by college students and they report
only
rare or occasional thoughts about it.
While other college
students are coping with anxiety related to death by
repression and denial, however, the medical, nursing and
chaplaincy
student is repeatedly confronted with death as a fact of
everyday life. He is expected to deal with problems
related
to dying and to remain emotionally accessible to the
severely
ill or dying patient (p. 11).

In

their attempts to cope with the anxiety which such experiences

provoke, medical students often withdraw, from both the dying patient
and their own feelings.

They soon discover that the social system of

the hospital, through its division of labor and rituals of care,
offers

numerous opportunities for students to avoid the emotionally difficult
aspects of the care of the dying.

However, state Schoenberg and Carr,

these defenses produce feelings of shame and guilt in student physicians
and prevent them from experiencing the professional gratification in-

^It is interesting to note in this context, that students' first
encounter with death in medical school, the dissection of a cadaver, is
rarely processed as a potentially disturbing event, either by the facul'
ty or the students themselves (Schoenberg and Carr, 1972
Siegel
;

1979).
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volved in caring for the dying.

They conclude:

The major challenge for the
educator at this time is to main

openness' we mean a way of reacting
to the envirconditions in which an atmosphere is
prov?Hpw in which the student
vided
feels free to express his anxiely
and is supported in dealing with
his feelings of grief and deappropriate role models can the'student be
exnpr PH°?to learn to provide
pected
the optimal in care for his dyinq
^
patient and the family (p. 12).

nnT.l'
•

^

Strauss and Glaser (1970), in discussing
reforms needed to humanize
terminal medical care, make

a

similar point.

They note that medical

training teaches the physician how to cope
with the technical aspects of
death and dying but neglects the social,
psychological and organizational

aspects.

Thus physicians' professionalism extended only
to the tech-

nical care they give; in their behavior with
the dying, they manifest
the same discomfort and inadequacy as
laypeople.

Thus, according to the literature,

a

traditional medical education

does little to help, and in fact may hinder, the
development of the

medical student's abilities to cope with the feelings, either
the student's or the patient's, involved in the care of the cancer patient.
Medical training demands a great deal of student commitment in terms of
time, money, and intellectual effort, which students spend in an atmos-

phere inconducive to personal growth.

While being exposed to extremes

of human suffering and death, and required to take responsibility for
human lives, the students are deprived of social and psychological supports (or the time to make use of those which exist).
lae place emphasis upon students'

Medical curricu-

technical or intellectual skills while

ignoring or denying the need for the development of interpersonal or in-
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trapsychic skills with which to
handle doctor-patient interactions,
especially those involving a patient's
impending death. This overriding
emphasis upon the technical/intellectual
skills of the student physician
begins with medical school admission
criteria which select bright,

achievement-oriented individuals and unselect
with reference to humanistic concerns. While medical students
do change their attitudes about
cancer, becoming more confident in
patients' abilities to cope with cancer, less confident in medical
diagnosis and treatment, and more accepting of death, there is currently little
attempt by medical educators to

identify and change any harmful attitudes
about treating cancer patients which students may bring to or develop
during their medical

training.
To fully understand the importance of these
deficits in contemporary
medical training, we must first examine the
psychological experience of
the physician who treats cancer patients.

What feelings, fantasies and

attitudes are evoked in the physician by this experience?

It is the lit-

erature on this topic, most pertinent to the research
at hand, which
will be explored in the next chapter.

CHAPTER

III

THE ROLE OF THE PHYSICIAN IN TREATING
CANCER PATIENTS

According to the literature, there
patient relationship

a

is

inherent in the doctor-

certain amount of patient dependency upon
the

skills and caring of the physician.

Patients with cancer, because of

the widespread dread of the disease
as well as the pain, disfigurement

and death which may accompany its course,
often feel intensely dependent
upon their physicians

(White, 1969).

Senescu (1969) states:

.to some degree, the seriously ill patient
always feels
damaged, helpless and hence childlike.
.he is apt to evaluate himself as being damaged,bad, unacceptable,
unloveable
etc. The more helpless or childlike the patient
feels, the
greater is his need for a parent, and the more likely
is he to
regress to a child-parent pattern of coping and adaptation;
I.e. he is more likely to seek solutions to his
problems and
a feeling of safety by parentifying certain
figures in his environment (p. 697-698)
.

.

.

In

such a regression, says the literature, the patient may even
project

primitive fantasies of his or her own omnipotence onto the physician,
just as young children delegate seemingly magical control over their
lives to their parents (Rado, 1956).

The cancer patient is not alone in such

a

projection.

Doctors have

long been the figures to whom the American public has turned with this

need for an all-powerful, life-protecting parental object.

While the

decline in our society of participation in organized religions (the
church being another institution which has supplied comforting assur-
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ances of eternal life and

a

parent-figure to worship) may be

a

contri-

buting factor, the recent intensification
of our tendency to parentify

physicians is most likely due to advances in
medical technology (Heineman, 1972).

Physicians are realistically closer than ever
to being god-

like in their abilities to create life and
prevent death.

As modern

medicine gains more and more control over the
much-dreaded disease of
cancer, it becomes increasingly easy (for both
physicians and the public) to think that our primitive but universal
belief in our own immor-

tality is no longer

a

fantasy, that doctors really can prevent death.

Die seductiveness of these recent technological advances heightens
our

demands for omnipotence from the contemporary physician.
How do physicians react to being placed in such

Understandably, their reactions will depend to

a

a

parental

role?

certain extent upon

their abilities to deal with feelings of omnipotence as well as their

capacity to recognize the cancer patient's psychological process and
the resulting parenti fication of physicians.

Senescu (1969) points out that if
the parental
still

a

physician is uncomfortable in

role, perhaps because he or she is a young professional and

feels in need of a parent him- or herself, he or she may ignore or

prematurely discourage such projections on the part of the patient.

The

doctor may be so uncomfortable in this role that he or she starts to

avoid the patient, either by allowing only brief, task-oriented visits
or delegating the patient's medical care to another practitioner.

either case, Senescu states, the patient's needs for an omnipotent
parent-figure are neither recognized nor met, leaving him or her to
feel

helpless, anxious and abandoned.

In
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There are equally, if not more,
damaging consequences for the
doctor and patient if the doctor
believes in his or her own
omnipotence
and basks in the role of parent with
patients (Senescu, 1969).
Such a
stance on the part of the physician
encourages a helpless, highly de-

pendent role for the patient.
a

In the face

of such an omnipotent figure,

patient may be unable to feel or express
any negative feelings toward

his or her caretaker.

This leaves the patient particularly
prone to

depression and also leaves both doctor and
patient with no mechanism for

discussing patient complaints about treatment.
Spikes and Holland (1975) state that

physician's unresolved un-

a

conscious feelings of omnipotence may manifest
themselves in several
ways, all of which are ultimately destructive
to both doctor and cancer

patient.
ful

Thus, the doctor may envision him- or herself
as a (1) power-

healer,

(2)

indestructible, and/or (3)

a

destructive force.

When

treating cancer patients whose prognoses are unknown or who are
likely
to die from the disease,

doctors who see themselves as powerful healers

may feel frustrated, helpless, hopeless, and angry, for their
images of

themselves are threatened by their patients' illnesses.

The doctors'

feelings of futility and helplessness may allow them to ignore or forget
the numerous things they could do (or perhaps already have done) to make

patients more comfortable, both physically and psychologically (Leigh,
1973).

Further, such an image of oneself predisposes the physician to see
a cancer patient's

downhill

course as

a

personal

failure.

The fact that

such patients and their families may also blame the doctor for the patient's approaching death compounds this problem for the physician.

The
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doctor cannot then respond
appropriately to the patient's
(or the patient's family's) anger at the
disease and may attempt to
alleviate his
or her own guilt and depression
through such defensive reactions
as anger with or avoidance of the
patient and family (Spikes and
Holland,
1975).

Such a physician may react to this
frustration of self-image by

over-treating the patient:

The patient may realize that his body
cannot hold out any
longer and be ready to die. Sometimes
the physician's reacis to intensify therapy, even in
ways that
cln\lL
fll patient (and his
can
make the
family) more uncomfortable.
Moreover, the physician may even become angry
with the patient
who refuses further therapy and openly
expresses the wish to
'^^^ physician is plagued
^°
with thoughts
?!
u
u
that; he
has not done enough for the patient, or
that he did
not start appropriate treatment at the optimal
time (Spikes
v
h
and Holland, 1975, p. 141).

If the physician's unresolved feelings of
omnipotence result in

need to see him- or herself as indestructible, talking
with

a

a

patient

who will, or is likely to, die from his or her disease,
may prove too

anxiety-provoking for the doctor.

Talking with such a patient reminds

the physician that just as he or she cannot save the life of this
patient, he or she cannot save his or her own.

Because of the anxiety in-

volved in this realization, the physician may avoid the patient or be

brusque and somewhat distant with him or her during doctor-patient visits

(Spikes and Holland, 1975).

A third manifestation of the physician's unresolved feelings of

omnipotence

is

the iirage of him- or herself as a destructive force.

Spikes and Holland state that this image is related to that of the
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powerful healer through two unconscious
mechanisms:
If the physician is so powerful
that he can cure everyone he
must also have tremendously destructive
resources at his com!
Patient's condition constantly reminds
t e physiciin'nf u^t ^'"P"'^^"'^^^" ^^i^^
^^^ites feelings of angeMn
him (p. 142)'

Such an unconscious fantasy may lead to
several conscious, inappropriate

attitudes or behaviors on the part of the doctor.

thought that he or she might harm the patient.

One is the upsetting

A doctor who is preoccu-

pied with such thoughts may be ineffective in
treating the cancer patient.

Out of fear of hurting the patient, the physician
may delay or

withhold altogether strong drugs or radical surgery which
might cure the
patient or lengthen his or her life.

Similarly the doctor may be so

afraid of hurting the patient that he or she avoids discussing
the illness with the patient, leaving the patient feeling rejected and
full of

unanswered questions and concerns (Spikes and Holland, 1975).
The physician's unconscious image of him- or herself as

a

destruc-

tive force may also affect his or her ability to be compassionate,
yet

truthful with cancer patients in disclosing their prognoses.

Rather

than basing the dissemination of this information upon knowledge of the

patient's personality and/or reactions to previous medical crises, the

physician allows his or her own needs to dictate how and what the patient is told about the illness.

Spikes and Holland (1975) note:

The physician who feels uncomfortable about dealing with patients on this level [that of gauging what the patient needs]
may try to assuage his discomfort by lying to his patients.
Regardless of the nature or projected course of a patient's
illness, he is told, "You have a minor problem, but you'll
soon be well again.
There's nothing to worry about." Time
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and the progression of the illness
prove the physician a liar
'
"^i^,^^"^^^^ sown at a time when
tru t "s vil ?
Tt flTl.''
hiu^lu on
?he ?ac? ?hat'h'r?p?u'
'""'V''''
Patient 'the unvarnished truth,'
^^^r^
Za^lniLl
I t
regardless of
his personality or resources.
"You have six
months to live, there's nothing I can
do for you" is a form of
painful abandonment that confirms the
worst fears of the oa"?\9etting better. The 'always tellers' and the
•n!?i/?°n''
never tellers' have no place in this
delicate area of the art
of medicine (p. 143-144).

It is not only by lying to patients
that a physician may avoid

telling patients the truth about their illnesses.

The "facts" of an

illness are numerous and varied (diagnostic results,
the particulars of
treatment, the expected course of the disease,
treatments available for
painful symptoms, etc.), and for

a

cancer patient to understand his or

her particular illness and its potential consequences
for his or her
life, the physician must spend a good deal of time teaching
him or her

about the disease.

Quint (1965) in

a

fascinating article on "Institu-

tionalized Practices of Information Control" discusses the widely-used
physician practice of offering only vague, general statements "stretched
in the postive direction"

the extent of her disease.

(p.

121) to the breast cancer patient about

She notes that the physician, in the use of

this and other strategies of controlling the doctor-cancer patient in-

teraction are supported by institutional practices,

which assert that the physician cannot deny hope to the patient.
For instance, he can focus complete attention on
recovery, provide nonspecific answers to medical questions,
avoid use of the word 'cancer' and other potentially dangerous
phrases, limit the time available for consultation, and refrain from discussing questions about the future.
In addition, he can use his position to cut short conversation which
threatens to become distressing or difficult to manage (p.
.

129).

.

.
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Quint affirms Spike and Holland's
(1975) point:

that all of these

strategies are ways for the physician
to control the doctor-cancer
patient interaction in a situation which
threatens the doctor's selfimage.

There can be other manifestations of
unresolved feelings of omnipotence in the doctors who treat cancer
patients which Spike and Holland (1975) do not explore.

Sontag (1978) has eloquently described the

ovemhelming dread of cancer

in our society and the ways in which
this

disease has become a metaphor for evil.
this societal

Krant (1976) points out how

view of cancer places the physician "in the role
of con-

demner of the flesh and spirit, and ultimately executioner,
when he
gives the diagnosis of the disease to the patient"

(p.

270).

That is,

just as in ancient times the messenger of bad news was often
made responsible for the bad news and inmediately executed, the physician
who
discloses a diagnosis of cancer to

a

patient is often seen by the pa-

tient as the creator of disease (Krant, 1976).

If physicians, because

of their own feelings of omnipotence, also begin to see themselves as

responsible for the disease, their guilt over such

a

situation may in-

capacitate them as medical caretakers.
Finally, according to the literature, doctors, particularly surgeons, are action-oriented people for whom a career in medicine is often

related to unresolved fantasies about conquering the much feared enemy
of death (White, 1969).

Such a physician, who through the use of sur-

gery, chemotherapy, or radiation, has "cured" a cancer patient, expects

that the patient will be exceedingly grateful.

When the "cure" itself

has involved severe disfigurement or a radical change in bodily func-
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tion, such as a mastectomy or a
laryngectomy, the patient often feels

less than grateful to, or in fact
angry with, the doctor who performed

the treatments.

The physician who sees him- or herself
as

a

rescuer not

only cannot understand the patient's
reaction but may respond to the pa-

tient with anger at

a

emotional support.

Krant (1976) states:

time when the patient is desperately in
need of

The more evil the condition the more powerful the
rescuer
feels.
If one identifies with the role of a dragon
slayer
then rescue! ng somebody from so great an evil
as cancer should
entitle one to all kinds of rewards.
Since the dragon
IS of such ferocity, then clearly radical
therapies are permitted.
It is no wonder that a surgeon can justify radical
surgery in the name of rescue, and feel totally justified
in
demanding the patient's gratitude rather than see himself
as
the initiator of a new set of psychological problems
(p. 273).
.

.

the context of these statements about the unconscious needs

In

which

.

physician seeks to fulfill through his or her career, we must

a

wonder about the personal needs or fantasies of physicians who treat
only cancer patients (oncologists, some surgeons, radiation therapists).
Is

such a physician any more (or less) fearful of death than other phy-

sicians?

with

a

Does he or she have a particular need to engage in battles

disease which is fatal so much of the time, or

quently observe death as

a

a

need to fre-

way of desensitizing him- or herself to it

or mastering the emotions which accompany it?

Such questions will be

valuable to keep in mind when we examine the data of the present study.
The above discussion delineates the ways in which fantasies of omnipotence can paralyze the physician in the treatment of cancer patients.

However, not all physicians are subject to such problems or at

least not to the degree cited above.

Yet, even the most unconflicted
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physician may be expected to feel
anxious or uncomfortable at
times during the treatment of a
cancer patient.

pathizing with someone who has

a

various

The simple act of em-

serious, disfiguring, or fatal disease

requires some amount of discomfort on
the part of the physician because

of the identification with the patient
necessary for such empathy
(Leigh, 1973).

Learning to cope with the rigors of
empathizing with

such patients is not

a

part of the medical school curriculum.

would expect most physicians to have some
trouble in this area.

Thus we
It is

this act of empathy, an expected component
of the doctor's repertoire,

and its emotional consequences for the physician
who is treating cancer
patients, which we will examine in the next chapter.

CHAPTER

IV

EMPATHIZING WITH CANCER PATIENTS

The authors of the literature on the psychosocial
aspects of the
doctor-patient relationship point out that almost every
doctor has problems in the area of establishing comfortable,
appropriate relationships

with patients.

As may be anticipated, these problems can occur more

frequently in and have more serious consequences for the
doctor-cancer

patient relationship.

Obviously the doctor-cancer patient relationship

can be affected by many variables besides those of the doctor's
and pa-

tient's personalities.

The reactions of both doctor and patient to the

disease and each other will be affected by the physical symptoms and
stage of the disease, the mode{s) of treatment employed, the expected

prognosis of the disease, the length of time the physician and patient
are,

or have been involved with each other, whether or not the patient

is hospitalized, and the number of physicians involved in treating the

patient.
It is interesting that the literature on the physician's identifi-

cation with the cancer patient focuses upon the problems inherent in the

physician's emotional involvement or identification with
will

die (with one exception:

a

patient who

Krant (1976) points out that surgeons,

who through radical surgical measures may save the lives of some cancer
patients, often cannot understand why their patients are not unambival-

ently grateful).

The authors of this literature neglect discussion of
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any feelings or fantasies about
pain, disfigurement, or alteration
of
bodily function which are mobilized
by the physician's personal
involve-

ment or identification with his
cancer patients.
In

this writer's experience as a
psychotherapist with cancer pa-

tients, such fantasies were a common
occurrence.

particularly when

I

They were evoked most

worked with those whose cancer treatment,
although

successful, had left them with drastically
different lifestyles or plans
for the future (as with one who had
lost a testicle and who was no

longer fertile).

Quint (1965) made

a

similar discovery when she spent

many hours interviewing women who had recently
undergone mastectomies
(some of whom, we can presume, were considered cured):

"it's when

I

am

with these women who are really getting the full
impact of what it's
like to have cancer that it really gets me down.
them,
toms.

I

begin to feel with them, to the point that
Isn't it a way of saying

Why,

not only feel for

I

I

have physical symp-

I'm scared too?" (p. 124).

then, is there a paucity of literature on the particulars
of

the physician's identification with those cancer patients who
although

not terminally ill, have lost a limb or bodily function?

Perhaps, as

Krant (1976) suggests, physicians are so oriented toward saving the

lives of the patients, that radical, life-changing surgery and its results are seen as givens.

From this perspective, physicians' feelings

about patients' loss of bodily functions would seem not particularly
worthy of scrutiny.
While problems of establishing an effective doctor-patient relationship, or maintaining an appropriate emotional distance from the pa-

tient seem to plague all physicians, nowhere are they as difficult or as
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crucial
ill.

(to both patient and doctor) as when the
patient is terminally

White (1977) states:

Caring for a person who is going to die has all
the elements
of threat, failure and helplessness which we so often
associate with the process of dying itself.
It is not surprising
that this should be so, because in the process of caring
for
a person, there is, to a greater or lesser degree,
some identification with his problem as well as his personality
(p. 93).

Schoenberg and Carr (1972) add:

"In his identification with the termin-

ally ill patient, the medical worker may re-experience childhood
fears

of separation, abandonment, and injury, as well as the consequent feelings of anxiety, grief and depression" (p. 9).

How do physicians cope with such intense, unpleasant feelings?

The

most common response, according to the literature, is that of withdrawal.

The physician, wanting to avoid the dying patient (and the phy-

sician's own feelings about dying), but forced by his or her conscience
and medical ethics to maintain contact with such a patient often compro-

mises by making visits to such patients brief and impersonal (Leigh,
1973, p. 149).

Such an emotional withdrawal on the part of the physi-

cian is easily accomplished in modern hospitals where an emphasis on

medical tasks and "ward rituals" (Schoenberg and Carr, 1972,

p.

12)

often overshadows the patient's individual needs for caring (Glaser and
Strauss, 1968).

Contemporary medical philosophy (with its emphasis upon

objectivity) and the economics of American health care (with the fee-

for-service system encouraging shorter office visits and large patient
loads) also provide institutional

rationales for, and thus widespread

acceptance of, these avoidance behaviors on the part of the physician
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(Leigh, 1973).

Some physicians, as a defense against the intense
feelings of loss

and fear which are evoked by caring for the
terminally ill, become over-

involved with their patients (Leigh, 1973).

Unable to make distinctions

between their own needs and those of their patients,
these physicians

may overtreat their patients and be unable to effectively
cope with the
patients' deaths when they occur.

Further, such physicians can become

burdens to the terminally ill, who in addition to coping
with their own
fears and feelings about the approach of death, may feel
that they must

also cope with those of their doctors in order to assure continued
ade-

quate medical care.
Spikes and Holland (1975) point out that

a

terminally ill patient

may actively encourage the doctor's overinvol vement because the patient

feels abandoned by family and friends who are unable to cope with the

patient and their feelings about him or her during this crisis.

In such

an instance, the physician who is overly involved with the patient will

be of little help:

Because he has identified with the patient, he either will not
approach the patient's family, or if he does approach them, he
will convey his feelings of anger toward them for abandoning
the patient, which will cause his efforts to induce them to
alter their behavior to fail (Spikes and Holland, 1975, p.
144).

Finally, the physician who is caring for

may use

a

a

terminal cancer patient

peculiar combination of withdrawal and overinvol vement to de-

fend against the depression inherent in that experience.
gives a vivid description of such a coping mechanism:

Leigh (1973)
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A combination of withdrawal and overinvol vement
is seen in the
intern who splits his ego by denying the
patient's illness
same time treating the symptoms and
complications
^l his
J-^ might.
with all
For example, one house officer insisted
that a terminal patient with metastatic
synovial sarcoma to
the lungs and mediastinum undergo a
thoracotomy to remove the
mass pressing the vessels, minimizing the fact
that such an
operation in itself would be fatal at the time
(p. 148).
White (1969), in discussing the physician's attempt
to maintain the
illusion of control over death, illustrates

a

slightly different varietjy

of the same mechanism of defense:

When I was a younger man and was caring for a patient who was
clearly dying of a disease for which there was no cure, I
bent every effort to make sure that at the moment of death my
patient had a normal white count, hemoglobin, sodium, potassium, chloride, carbon dioxide, and in fact to make sure that
everything I could measure was normal. Only in that way
could I convince myself that I had tried, that I had done
enough.
My patients, when they died, were the least sick
dead patients one could imagine.
This was really a refusal
to face the death of a patient and a retreat to scientism, to
technology, and was a means of convincing myself that I was
performing important work in preventing death.
It convinced
me, against the facts, that I retained control.
Aided by a
great hospital, I could correct almost all the chemical problems I measured and could, through this success, ignore the
greater failure.
Now, when my patients die, although I am
concerned with these laboratory tests, I am not unhappy if
they are abnormal; after all hope of recovery is gone, I make
no effort to correct these abnormalities (p. 828).
i

The difficulties in caring for
all

a

terminal cancer patient are not

due to the identification with the patient which must take place in

order for the physician to empathize with him or her.
in his article,

Astrachan (1973)

"The Gynecologist and the Critically 111 Patient,"

states that not only must the physician deal with the patient's reactions to her illness, including her demands on the doctor, but with the

following realities for the physician:
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(1)

that the physician must remain intimately
involved with and care for

the patient, knowing full well that she will
soon die.
(2)

that the physician must face and respond to the
patient's family and

friends both before and after the patient's death.

This means coping

with their expressions of grief, frustration and anger.
(3)

that the physician must withstand the frustration and
feelings of

helplessness involved in having no more medical treatments to
try for

curing the patient's illness, and thus watching her be overcome by
illness.
(4)

that "As a man of conscience he faces the personal impact of

tailed self-examination of his handling of the case.

a de-

He feels and may,

in fact, incur a loss of self-esteem of his colleagues, either overtly

or covertly expressed"
(5)

(p.

126).

that the physician must mourn his or her patient when she dies, and

deal with whatever previous personal

losses which this current loss re-

vives for the doctor.
Thus the authors emphasize that caring supportively for the dying
is exceptionally demanding work.

Perhaps the most demanding component

of this work involves coping with the sense of loss and failure involved
in pouring one's

cognitive, physical and emotional energies into someone

who then dies, committing what can be easily interpreted as the ultimate
act of desertion.

Gorowitz (1975) comments:

Nobody likes to invest in a losing proposition, and dying perEmosons are losing propositions from many points of view.
tional capital is limited, for health care providers as well
There seems to be no long-term payoff from
as everyone else.
investing it in dying strangers (p. 160).
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It is ironic that at a time when terminally
ill patients and their

families are often disengaging from one
another emotionally (KublerRoss, 1969), the physician is expected to
maintain, or even intensify,

his or her contact with the dying patient and
patient's family.

While

the physician saw the patient and family only
once per month or for

short periods of time several times weekly during
their active battle

with the disease, during this final hospital stay the
physician may find
it necessary to visit with the patient and family
once or even twice

daily in order to serve

a

supportive function.

Thus, ideally, the phy-

sician must manage the paradox of disengaging emotionally from
the patient while remaining open to both patient and family for additional
medical advice or palliation and the exploration of their feelings
about
the patient's approaching death.

Further, such magnaminity is required at the very moment for which
the physician's training leaves him or her least prepared to cope.

For

the doctor's medical training emphasized taking an active aggressive

stance toward illness (Becker et al., 1961) and acquiring

a

"storehouse

of scientific facts which are of little help at such a moment" (Lasagna,
1968).

Herter (1972) points out that in the last days of the patient's

life.

the doctor may feel impotent and awkward without a positive
therapeutic program other than the titration of analgesic and
tranqui li zing medications; his natural inclination is to avoid
more than cursory contact with his patient. No longer able to
project hope with any conviction and forced into the position
of having to utter patently false reassurances, his discomfort
grows (p. 86).

It is not just the inability to actively treat the patient's ill-
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ness or to prevent his or her
death which upsets the
physician who is
treating the dying cancer patient.
"Despite his experience with the

mechanics of terminal illness and
death itself, all too often
he shares
his patient's uncertainties about
the meanings of these critical
events
and he grows fearful of the awesome
role which may be asked of him as
healer, confidant, counselor or
spiritual mentor" (Herter,

p.

80).

Heineman (1972) points out that while
this kind of relationship with the
dying used to be considered a sacred
trust "assumed by the clergy, it
has,

in these times of changing social

values and rapid technological

growth, devolved by default upon the
physician" (p. 20).

Perhaps it is because the capacity for this
kind of involvement

with the dying is

relatively recent demand upon the physician
that

a

attempts to develop it are not yet a systematic
part of medical training.

More likely, an attempt to develop in the medical
student an ap-

proach to the dying patient which integrates both the
advances of medical

technology and

a

personalized, well-thought-out philosophy of life

and death would require a major overhaul of the medical
school curriculum.
a

It has thus remained a theoretical

few, idealistic medical

educators.

goal

or an individual dream for

As long as medical schools pride

themselves on programs which allow their students little time for family,

friends, moments of reflection, and even sleep, we cannot expect

these students to do the difficult, gut-wrenching work of exploring the

meanings, for themselves and others, of human suffering and death.
until

And,

this is systematically encouraged as an important developmental

task for the fledgling physician, it would seem the exceptional doctor

who, in spite of his or her medical training, has developed both the
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skills and existential sense of self to
meaningfully support the terminal cancer patient's physical and emotional
transitions from life to
death.

The task of mediating
a negative experience.

a

cancer patient's death need not be solely

Quint (1977) states:,

other person's dying is far from easy.

".

.

.involvement in an-

At the same time such involve-

ment offers profound opportunities for sharing the experience
of living
at

a

depth of personal investment not generally found in human
relation-

ships" (p. 139-140).

Given the difficulties, listed above, inherent in

the role of the physician caring for often- terminal cancer patients,
how

can the physician make this experience
ful

one?

a

less threatening, more meaning-

The literature suggests that the answer lies not just in phy-

sician's approaches to terminal cancer patients, but in their approaches
to illness,

the doctor-patient relationship, thei r heal th-care col-

leagues, themselves and life itself.

CHAPTER

V

THE CAPACITY FOR HOPE

An enduring capacity for hope appears to be
an important attribute

for the physician engaged in caring for cancer
patients.

Several au-

thors point out the difficulties involved for both
doctor and patient

when the physician loses hope.

Krant (1976), in discussing the diffi-

culties for the doctor who must inform a patient of a
diagnosis of cancer, states:

If.
.the physician's attitude toward that cancer (not necessarily toward all cancer, but toward a particular cancer problem in a particular patient) is one of fatalism and futility,
then this guilt in being the condemner may easily interfere
with his ability to order a logical course of treatment and
management.
A sense of hopelessness prevails, fostering a
feeling of defeat and inevitability in both the patient and
the physician.
The problem then becomes one of whether to
tell the patient the truth or not, of whether the physician
should "condemn" a human being (p. 271).
.

In

addition, a physician in whom such fatalism is combined with unre-

solved fantasies of omnipotence, when faced with treating a patient he
or she believes to be incurable, may become incapacitated by the anxiety

aroused by such a threat to his or her omnipotence.
It is well

known that patients' attitudes toward their illnesses

can affect their responses to treatment, the severity of their symptoms
and in fatal diseases, the length of their survival
ton, 1975; Stavraky,

(Simonton and Simon-

1968; Weisman and Worden, 1975).

Thus the mainten-

ance of hope in the cancer patient, even the patient whom all expect to
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die, is considered by many (Bahnson,
1975; LeShan, 1964; Simonton and

Simonton, 1975) to be of utmost importance and
a primary goal of medical
care.

Stehlin and Beach

(1966)

state that both the nature and the

quality of the patient's hope are influenced by the
physician's attitudes toward cancer.

Given the extended courses of most cancers, the

physician may have to maintain the trust and confidence
of the cancer

patient for

a

long time.

Thus, the physician cannot be unrealistical
ly

optimistic about the outcome of the patient's bout with cancer for
fear
of losing the patient's trust in the doctor's honesty and medical
competence.

However, in walking this thin and difficult line between pro-

jecting too much and too little hope, it seems best for the physician to
err on the side of being too optimistic:

A reasonable plan is one in which optimism and hope for cure
are combined with reality.
Too little optimism is more reprehensible than too much.
The physician, who, by virtue of his
own pessimism regarding cancer, can impart nothing but gloom
and doom should not attempt to take care of these patients in
the first place (Stehlin and Beach, p. 101).

Further, the physician who maintains hope of postponing or preventing altogether the death of the patient with advanced cancer may succeed
in giving several

productive years to someone "otherwise doomed to early

and miserable death" (Stehlin and Beach, p. 102).

By treating such pa-

tients through the use of a variety of therapies or experimental proto-

cols, the physician may alter the predicted course of the disease or

even effect

a

cure.

Sometimes such efforts, in the fact of the patient's deteriorating
condition, require that the physician support to some extent, not only
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the patient's defense of denial, but his or
her own as well
Beach, 1966).

(Stehlin and

The point at which such denial, on the
part of either pa-

tient or physician, becomes more destructive
to the patient than facing
the fact of approaching death, may be
ill-defined and difficult to dis-

cern.

Thus it is imperative that the physician be
aware of and under-

stand for him- or herself and the patient the meanings
of their efforts
to fight the disease.

able to

".

.

Without such knowledge, the physician will be un-

.help the 'fighter'

from the resigned" (Herter, 1972,

fight and withhold useless aggression
p.

87).

The physician's awareness and understanding of his or her own feelings about a particular patient or kind of cancer also have
important

ramifications for other aspects of the doctor-patient relationship.

As-

trachan (1973) discusses the vicissitudes involved for the obstetrician/
gynecologist, who rarely sees patients for whom medicine has no cure and

who is customarily involved in bringing new lives into the world, when
he or she must treat

a

woman who is critically ill.

Astrachan believes

that if physicians are aware of the kinds of feelings engendered in

themselves by this situation, they can be prepared to deal with some of
the doctor-patient issues specific to it:

First, if the gynecologist knows that he may suffer a reduction in his ability to do what can be done, both medically and
in terpersonally, when caring for a critically ill woman and
second, if he knows some of the factors that may influence his
response to this kind of situation, he will be forewarned and
forearmed (p. 126).

Such awareness of one's own feelings and responses can also be

a

crucial variable in the doctor's handling of the many forms of patient
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depression which can occur throughout the
treatment process.

The cancer

patient may respond to the illness and/or its
treatment by refusing to
return to the doctor's office, withdrawing
emotionally from the physician, telephoning the doctor incessantly,
refusing to follow the doctor's orders, etc.

Krant (1976) believes that physicians often
feel

personally attacked by such patient behavior, because
they are unaware

of its underlying causes.

The physician who is aware of the overwhelm-

ing feelings of vulnerability underlying the patient's
angry actions and

who understands (and accepts) his or her own natural impulses
to punish
such behaviors, is in an optimal position to avoid a retaliatory,
destructive response (Krant, 1976).

In a medical

situation where the pa-

tient's emotional response to illness and/or treatment can be as extreme
as that of refusing life-saving therapies, the physician's capacity
to

cope with such patient reactions becomes as vital to the patient's well-

being as the treatment itself.

CHAPTER

VI

CARING VERSUS CURING

The concept which appears most consistently
in the literature on
the role of the physician in the care
of the cancer patient involves the

physician's "knowing that successful treatment
cannot always be equated

with physical recovery" (Stehlin and Beach,
1966,

p.

104).

It has been

emphasized that as long as physicians see their
goal as that of curing
their patients, the physician who treats
terminal cancer patients will
"lead a life that is filled with regret and sorrow,
and the keenest kind

of disappointment in his failure" (White, 1966,

p.

826).

Only by chan-

ging their goal from that of curing to that of
caring for their patients, will physicians have access to the true
rewards of caring for

cancer patients:

If the physician's main need is to care and exert his best
professional skills to provide the patient with optimum care,
this may obviously be acconpanied by the patient improving, or
even getting completely well, and such a result is a delight
to both participants.
It may, in the event that the patient
fails to get well, allow the physician to continue to give
that concerned and loving care which ought to be every patient's right, without feeling that he is a failure, and without feeling a complete loss of mastery in a complicated situation

(White, 1977, p. 96).

As White (1977) observes, it appears to be the doctor's sense (or

lack of it) of mastery which is the crucial variable of the physician's

performance in such

a

situation.

If the physician defines caring for

the cancer patient as his or her goal, then success for the physician
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implies discovering what the patient
needs, both in terms of the patient's medical needs and as another
human being.

Unlike that of curing

patients, this goal does not make the
gratification of the needs of the

dying patient and those of his or her
physician mutually exclusive.

Just as importantly in this day of highly
developed medical technology,
it lessens the tendency to pit the patient's
bodily needs against those

of his or her spirit, thus relieving the physician
of the burden of
keeping the patient alive at all costs.
Such a shift in the physician's goals, of course,
does not make the

doctor any less saddened by the death of

a patient.

It can, however,

counter the physician's normal but unrealistic sense of
guilt at not
being able to save the patient's life.

As

the patient's death ap-

proaches, the last vestige of the denial which enabled the physician to

maintain hope of curing the patient is shattered, often leaving the physician feeling depressed and guilty.

The doctor who has maintained a

goal of caring for the patient can, at this point, remind him- or her-

self of the efforts he or she has made and will continue to make to help
the patient feel more comfortable, less alone, and less afraid.

tient's death then becomes

a

The pa-

part of life, grievous to the doctor, but

not an occasion for guilt and self-condemnation (Leigh, 1973; White,
1969).

Implicit in this shift from curing to caring as the goal of the

physician

is

interaction.

an emphasis on the human qualities of the doctor-patient

Rather than setting up god-like goals of saving patients'

lives, physicians commit themselves to doing their best, as physicians

and fellow human beings, in caring for their patients.

Although it is
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rarely made explicit, this emphasis
on the humanness of both
physician
and patient is an important element
of every suggestion for the improve-

ment of the doctor-cancer patient
interaction in the literature reviewed.
The call for less omnipotent-acting doctors
has long been heard

from writers dealing with the psychological
needs of the terminally ill
(Kubler-Ross, 1969).

Doctors who keep their terminally ill patients

alive by extraordinary medical efforts, or
who refuse to tell fatally
ill

patients of their prognoses out of

a

professed concern for patients'

abilities to withstand the news, have long been the
"bad guys" in the

death-and-dying literature.

It is

somewhat ironic, then, that

a

review

of the literature concerned with the psychological effects on
the doctor
who works with the terminally
sion:

ill

reaches essentially the same conclu-

that to enhance physician satisfaction in caring for cancer pa-

tients, physicians must become less constrained by their medical role
and

more aware of and responsive to their very human feelings about patients.

That is, the physician should begin to think of him- or herself

not as "The Doctor," but as

a

person with certain medical skills who is

committed to "providing both expert technical care and the involved concerned human care for another individual" (White, 1969,

3

p.

93).^

The medical community has traditionally delegated the technologiccare of patients to physicians, while the more psychological aspects
of patient care have been assumed by nurses (obviously with some degree
of overlap in taste between the two professions) (Bates, 1970).
If physicians begin to become more involved in the affective components of patient care, the above-mentioned pattern of delegating responsibility for
patient care will be disrupted. If doctors become more involved in the
"caring" aspects of medicine, what tasks will nurses assume? The ramifications of such an increasing overlap in the roles of doctor and
al
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This does not mean that a physician
never "parents"

a patient or
that he or she discourages out-of-hand
the patient's need for an omnipotent figure.
For. as Senescu (1969) points out,
this process of dei-

fying the physician is a normal one in
seriously ill people and if it
"is not recognized or if it is interrupted
prematurely, not only is the

opportunity to use this power for the
patient's benefit lost to the
staff member, but [the patient's] feelings
of helplessness, desertion,
fear and resentment are likely to become
even stronger"
ther,

(p.

698).

Ra-

the physician may allow for a time, the
patient to view him or her

as more capable or smarter than in fact
the doctor is.

In this

way the

physician lends optimism and faith in the medical
treatment of the patient at a time when the patient feels too helpless
and overwhelmed by
his or her condition to muster much faith in anything.

Importantly,

however, no matter how much a doctor allows the patient to deify
his or

her skills and knowledge, the physician should never in fact
assume such
an omnipotent role.
out:

".

.

This is no small feat, as Senescu (1969) points

.one of the occupational

hazards of being a physician is in

beginning to believe you are as good as people want you to be"

(p.

699-

700).

Further, the physician remains alert to any indications on the part

of the patient that the patient no longer needs fantasies of the physician's omnipotence.

When a patient becomes frustrated or angry at the

inability of the physician to meet the patient's demands for magical re-

nurse, while too complex to explore here, could involve
ceptual ization of medical approaches to patient care.

a

radical recon-
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lief from his or her illness, the physician may
begin to point out to
the patient that perhaps he or she is feeling
much more helpless and in

need of magical cures than he or she has realized.

Thus, although he or

she allows the patient the psychological defense
of fantasies of omni-

potence, the physician maintains a realistic perspective and
thus can

utilize the powers delegated to him or her by the patient
"to achieve
and maintain
cu, p.

a

relationship of realistic and dignified quality" (Senes-

698-699).

In this manner the physician may experience the satisfaction
of

helping the cancer patient through whatever course the disease takes

without assuming the agonizing guilt which can accompany being unable to
save the patient's life.

By delegating some of the control and respon-

sibility of the doctor-patient relationship to the patient, the physician is relieved of some of the burden of making difficult decisions

with regard to treatment.

Such sharing of responsibility also lessens

the probability of the patient's having to act out unspoken fears or

needs which are manipulative or unmanageable.
the way for a healthy, growthful

Thus the physician paves

relationship with the patient and is

able to reap the insight, self-validation, and richness of experience

which can derive from such relationships.

In a profession where the ex-

posure to human suffering and loss of life is high, these fruits of hu-

man intimacy can make the difference between

a

sense of continual

low-

grade despair and vital, enriching openness to experience on the part of
the physician.

CHAPTER

VII

SUPPORT FOR THE PHYSICIAN
A final element in the physician's approach
to caring for the can-

cer patient is his or her willingness (or lack of
it) to engage others
for the purposes of personal /professional support.

Quint (1965), in

discussing the experiences of nurse-researchers who were
interviewing

breast-cancer patients, details the despair involved in
listening to the
concerns of cancer patients when the listener then has no
human outlet
for her concerns

.permitting patients with cancer to talk openly about
.
their concerns is not an easy task for the listener but requires time and support from others if one is to be relatively
comfortable in discussing a topic which carries underlying
fear for both participants.
That cancer and its association with death is anxiety-provoking to those in the health professions in general is further revealed by the difficulties we encountered in finding
colleagues who would listen when we needed to talk, both
about the difficulties we encountered and the feelings which
these experiences engendered (p. 122, 126).
.

.

.

.

Several writers (Oken, 1961; Quint, 1965; White, 1969) indicated

that this kind of psychological support is highly desirable for the physician involved in the demanding work of caring for the cancer patient.
Such work is considered to be so emotionally draining that, especially
in the final

days of a patient's illness, the doctor can use all the

support he or she can obtain from people as diverse as other physicians,
the patient him- or herself, nurses and the physician's spouse.
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Other writers go

step further in arguing for support
for the phy-

a

sician and maintain that cancer is

a

complex illness requiring multifa-

ceted care and the expertise of several
different kinds of caretakers
(Bahnson, 1975; Krant, 1976).

In this view, no single physician can

possibly manage all of the physical, psychological
and social components
of the cancer experience and will only disappoint
him- or herself and

the patient by trying.

By engaging other professionals in the care
of

the cancer patient, the physician provides not only
more comprehensive

care for the patient but

a

source of both professional and personal sup-

port for him- or herself as well.

The burdens inherent in caring for

:

the seriously or terminally ill are then shared by many, with varied
ap-

proaches to the task.

Unfortunately, the concept of multi faceted care

for the cancer patient is new, and physicians receive little exposure to
it in their medical

training:

Much of what constitutes good medical care lies in following
an intense cognitive system of rules and regulations in patient management. Since the rules of managing psychological,
social, economic, familial, and other consequences of cancer
have neither been laid out in the medical school educational
system nor revealed to the patient systematically through patient contact, it is not surprising when the physician feels
awkward in addressing himself to the multifaceted dimensions
of cancer care (Krant, 1976, p. 272).

Thus, although the concept of a team of professionals appears to

offer

a

wealth of potential support for the physician involved with can-

cern patients, it does not receive the necessary backing from the medical establishment.

Reports of such team efforts to care for the cancer

patient do appear in the literature (Bahnson, 1975; Sacerdote, 1966),
but typically in the context of their benefits for patients rather than
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their usefulness for health-care personnel.

One other approach, that of liaison psychiatry, to
meeting the
psychological needs of this group of physicians has been
presented in
the literature.

Janes and Weisz (1970) discuss the usefulness to both

patients and medical staff of a psychiatric consultant on

hospital's cancer-research ward.

a

teaching

The authors, through formal psychia-

tric consultations with selected patients and impromptu conversations

and weekly consultation meetings with the ward staff (where discussion

of the patient's psychological processes often evolved into discussions
about psychological issues for the staff), gained intimate knowledge of
the kinds of ethical and emotional issues with which the staff on a can-

cer research ward must cope.

Interestingly, it was the ward nurses who

both requested the liaison services and who, when services were instituted, made regular use of them.

While the resident physicians appeared

to gain both information and support from interactions with the psychi-

atric consultants, they were so pressed for time, and their stay on the

ward so brief, that they could not often attend regularly scheduled
meetings.

spend

a

Janes and Weisz emphasize that

a

liaison psychiatrist must

great deal of time on the ward and attend medical rounds regu-

larly in order for resident physicians to see him or her as

resource

a

legitimate

.;

Leigh

(1973) also served as a liaison psychiatrist on the neoplas-

tic ward of a teaching hospital, working with the resident staff and

nurses on daily rounds, formal consultations and weekly conferences.
Leigh, noting the traditional

"conceptual gap" (p. 148) between general

medicine and psychiatry, believes that the anxiety and confusion experi-
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enced by the resident who is learning
to treat cancer patients are
valuable incentives for residents to try
new approaches to patients.
Leigh led

a

weekly conference for doctors in
which the principles

of psychiatric management of medical
patients were discussed, using
problematic ward case for illustration.

a

Not all of the discussion re-

volved around the problems of the patients,
however.

Calling the con-

ferences "quasi group- therapy for the doctors,"
Leigh states that the
doctors

also had a chance to express their frustrations
and anxieties
during this conference, and to reflect upon their
own feelings
They learn that, even in the face of fatal disease,
it is
still possible to help patients by making them more
comfortable.
Physicians receive support from the psychiatrist who
indicates that he understands the burden, frustration and
depression all physicians feel and that the fear of death is
shared by all.
In turn the doctor identifies with the psychiatrist, indicates to his patient that he understands his feelings, and empathizes with him (p. 149).

Thus it appears from the literature that the model offered by liaison psychiatry for providing a better psychological environment for both

cancer patient and physician has real promise.
physician with:

By providing the student

(1) a safe place to explore his or her feelings about

caring for those with cancer, (2) concepts useful for understanding both
the patient's and his or her own reactions to the disease, and (3) the

perspective that caring for such patients is emotionally demanding and
thus that some form of ongoing psychological consultation or support is

appropriate for the physician, it encourages physicians' acceptance of
their very human feelings about their work.
The problem with the liaison psychiatry model is its lack of use
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and acceptance by the medical comnunity.

Such programs appear to be

rare and largely confined to teaching
hospitals or cancer research centers.

Until

they become an established part of
medical education or of

the larger medical

community, liaison psychiatry services,
like the mul-

tifaceted approach to cancer care, remain
exciting but essentially undeveloped institutional support systems for the
physician.
Thus, according to the literature, a physician
who cares for cancer

patients is involved in work which is high demanding
psychologically.

There is a strong pull, from both the patient and
the larger society,
for the physician to be omnipotent at the same time tnat
he or she must

witness an enormous amount of human suffering and death
over which he or

she has little control.

Further, physicians find little in their train-

ing which prepares them to cope with the feelings, either
the patients'

or the physician's own, which are evoked in the course of

a

malignant

illness, especially at the time of the patient's approaching death.

The literature suggests that the physician's awareness of his or
her own feelings and ability to maintain hope are crucial

to the process

of helping to mediate the terminal patient's transition from life to
death.

Further,

a

focus for the physician upon caring for patients ra-

ther than curing them can allow for physician "success" even in a medical

field in which the vast majority of patients die from their disease.

The physician's awareness of self and willingness to become emotionally

involved with the cancer patient are difficult to attain without the

support of others with whom he or she can discuss the difficulties and
share the burdens inherent in caring for those who have cancer.

Al-

though the need for this kind of physician support is recognized in the
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literature, the medical community appears
to eschew such support, and

programs such as liaison psychiatry are given
little backing.
How,

then,

cancer patients?

do physicians cope with their
experience in caring for

By what means do they handle the feelings
evoked by

caring for those whose lives they often cannot
save, whose bodies may be

mutilated or dysfunctional?

These questions form the focus of the study

at hand, and its design and method are delineated in
the following chapter.

CHAPTER

VIII

A BEGINNING

The method for the present study is

searcher and those researched.

reflection of both the re-

a

As a clinician,

I

have always been im-

pressed by the willingness of people to discuss
highly intimate and/or

threatening material when they perceive themselves
to be in

caring interpersonal environment.

a

safe and

Doctors are known for their difficul-

ty in expressing fears and feelings, especially
those which might in any

way make them look less coirpetent (Bittker, 1976).
in order to elicit physicians'

minal

It seemed then, that

feelings about their work with often-ter-

patients, material of a fairly sensitive and potentially threaten-

ing nature, such

set up.

a

"safe and caring interpersonal environment" had to be

Doing that took the better part of a year.

It required careful

planning, and a relationship with a respected member of a medical communi ty

A Study Develops

Prior to the inception of the study,

practicum at

a

rural

community mental health center.

this center the previous year,

director,

a

had arranged a psychotherapy

I

I

Having trained at

had developed a relationship with its

psychiatrist who was chief of medical staff at the local

hospital, and whose career had included 15 years as

a

general medicine in the community.

interest in the care

Having
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a

mutual

practitioner of
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of cancer patients, we had designed
which

I

a

highly specialized practicum in

would treat only patients with cancer (and/or
their families).

He would supervise this work, acting as
a liaison to the medical

commu-

nity for the referral of such patients, and
using his medical as well as

psychiatric knowledge to help me better understand
the meanings to the
patients of the illnesses which prompted their
referral to me.
a letter

describing the services

I

We wrote

was prepared to offer cancer patients,

and it was sent under his signature to every member
of the medical community.

In

conference

addition the two of us attended the local hospital's tumor
(a

meeting for any physicians treating cancer patients at

which interesting or difficult cases were presented for the purposes
of
teaching and collegial support), announced our new service to the physicians, and encouraged them to refer appropriate patients.
I

Subsequently,

was invited by physicians at two different treatment centers to dis-

cuss further with them the psychological needs of cancer patients.

After the letters, the conference announcement and the longer discussions with the physicians who had asked me to visit their offices,

nothing happened.
I

No patients were referred for a period of six weeks.

then contacted several physicians

discussions) to ask why not.

What

(including those with whom
I

I

had had

was told was that the cancer pa-

tients seen by these physicians were not having any problems dealing

with their diseases and thus did not need counseling.

This did not jive

with the literature about cancer patients (Bahnson, 1975; Sacerdote,
1966), or my own experience as a pre-cancer patient, or my supervisor's

experience as

a

physician with cancer patients.

I

began to wonder if

some element of these physicians' experience with cancer patients could
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be clouding their perceptions of
the psychological

upon their patients.

impact of the

di

sease

These wonderings led to the present
study.

In discussions with my supervisor
and the physicians who had in-

vited me to their offices, it became clear
that, given some time and

sensitivity on

ray

part, these doctors would spontaneously
share with me

some of their feelings about their work with
cancer patients.

I

then

set about designing an interview to elicit
information on two basic
themes:

What is it like for

a

physician to treat cancer patients, and

how does the physician cope with the feelings which
such treatment
evokes?

The interview was designed to allow the physicians to
"warm up" to
more sensitive material by beginning with demographic
questions, moving
gradually to questions about the physician's desired role (bedside
manner) with patients, and finally to the physician's feelings
about treat-

ing cancer patients (see Appendix A for questionnaire).
in the final

The questions

stage of the interview were developed with the benefit of

my experience as a psychotherapist with cancer patients (after two

months, patients began to be referred), as well as that of
as a general

rny

supervisor

physician.

In a pilot study,

an interview was conducted with one of the phy-

sicians who had earlier engaged me in discussion of the psychological
needs of cancer patients.

The interview lasted almost two hours and

yielded much valuable information.
to include questions

Revisions were made in the interview

about the role of religion

in

the doctor's life and

work and to include more probes with which to counter vague or overly
general

responses to interview questions.
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With the interview established,

I

returned, with my supervisor,
to

the tumor conference at which six
months earlier,

availability as

a

I

had announced my

psychotherapist for cancer patients.

project to the physicians there, letting
them know that

I

described my

I

would be con-

tacting many of them for an interview
and asking for their cooperation.
My supervisor made a short statement
supporting my research and noting

the need for the information which

after, he sent

I

wanted to gather.

Shortly there-

letter introducing me and my research,
and encouraging

a

physician participation in the interviews,
to every physician in that
county (see Appendix B).

Reques ting Interviews

For my first interviews,

I

contacted two physicians who had refer-

red patients to me for psychotherapy, physicians
with whom

some contact by virtue of their referrals.

Since

I

I

had had

anticipated some

qualms on the part of the medical community about becoming
the subjects

of my research,

I

decided to start with physicians who showed some

awareness of psychological issues, and who had some sense and trust
of
me as a person.

Both physicians agreed to be interviewed, and once in-

terviewed, suggested names or categories of other physicians whom they

thought might be useful for me to interview.

Such referrals were to be-

come almost standard practice throughout the interviews.

Whether the

physicians found the interview experience gratifying and thus wanted
their colleagues to take part, or they became engaged in the research
process and wanted me to be sure to interview certain people whom they

thought would be valuable

subjects, we can only speculate.

In a couple
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of instances,

I

was asked if

had interviewed a specific
physician yet

I

(the same physician in both instances).

physician had

a

It became apparent that this

reputation within the community for certain
rigid be-

liefs regarding patient care and that these
physicians were really in-

terested in how he would respond to my interview.
With the first two physicians as well as those
subsequent,
the following procedure for setting up the
interview.

I

used

A letter was

written briefly describing the purpose and method of
the study and asking for the physician's participation (see Appendix
C for sample letter).

As a means of introduction,

I:

(a)

made reference, when appro-

priate, to the letter of introduction which the physician
had recently

received from my supervisor, (b) reminded the physician of my
announce-

ment at the tumor conference meeting (if he or she had attended),
or

(c)

when appropriate, stated that some other physician (known by the
addressee) had recommended that
I

I

contact the physician.

If the physician

was contacting had a distinguishing feature (sex, years of experience,

student status, research interests) which made them particularly valuable as subjects,
I

I

said so, urging them to participate for that reason.

ended the letter by saying that

I

would be calling the physician

shortly to answer any questions which he or she might have and, if he or
she agreed, to set up an appointment for the interview.

Enclosed with the letter was

Appendix

D)

with

a

a

statement of informed consent (see

place for the physician's signature.

In

it the phy-

sician agreed to an audio-taped interview on the conditions that he or
she could withdraw from the study at any time, the physician's identity

would remain confidential, and that no one but myself and my research
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committee would have access to the tapes
(or transcripts) of the interview.
In setting up interview appointments,

Interview would take

a

little over an hour.

I

told the doctors that the
I

suggested, however, that

if possible, we meet when he or she had more
free time available, telling them that other physicians had often wanted
to talk for a longer

period of time.

Many doctors subsequently scheduled me at the
end of

their office hours, came to their offices on their
days off or invited
me to their homes.

As a result, perhaps, only one interview lasted
an

hour or less (in this case due, it seemed, in part to the
physician's

ambivalence about being interviewed and in part to my getting
lost in an
unfamiliar city, thus arriving late).

Thirty- four physicians in three counties were contacted for interview, and fourteen declined to participate in the project.

Of these,

ten gave a polite but firm "No" through their receptionists without

talking to me at all.

Two doctors went as far as to speak with me on

the telephone about my research, equivocated for

a

then declined to participate, giving no reason.

Two other physicians

couple of weeks, and

stated that their practice did not include seeing cancer patients, and
thus they were not appropriate subjects.

Of the twenty physicians who agreed to an interview, several showed

enthusiasm for the project, stating that they thought such research
needed to be done in general, or indicating that they felt they might
in some way personally benefit from the interview.

Three physicians,

although voicing ambivalence about being interviewed, appeared to grant
me time in large part because of peer pressure.

They had been urged to
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participate by colleagues who had already
been interviewed.

One such

physician seemed to feel some pressure to
participate because of his

longstanding relationship with my supervisor,
who in some senses was
"sponsoring" the research.
view, asked that

I

One physician, while granting me an inter-

refrain from tape recording it.

Instead

I

took pro-

fuse notes throughout the interview.
Interestingly, more than several physicians, while
agreeing to interviews, expressed puzzlement over the point of
the study.
these understood that

I

Some of

wanted to talk to them about their feelings

about their work, but could not understand why.

Others actually had

a

difficult time comprehending what it was (their feelings
and how they
coped with them)

I

wanted to discuss with them, so alien to them were

the topics.

The Physician-Subjects

Twenty physicians agreed to an interview.
several

One of them notified me

days after being interviewed that he wished to withdraw from the

study, giving no reason.

Thus the data to be considered derive from in-

terviews with 19 physicians, 14 men and five women, ranging in age from
27 to 55 years old, with the following age distribution:

three doctors

in their twenties, nine doctors in their thirties, six doctors in their

forties, and one doctor in his fifties.

Of those who professed religi-

ous beliefs (six reported having none; five did not say one way or the

other), three labelled themselves Protestant, two Christians, one Catholic, one Jewish, and one Unitarian.

Two of the subjects were still "students," one an intern, the other
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a resident,

both in specialties which required
a fair amount of interac-

tion with cancer patients.

The rest of the physicians had
spent any-

where from eight months to twenty-two
years in practice, with the following distribution:

four doctors in practice two years
or less, five

doctors in practice for three to seven years,
five doctors in practice

for ten to thirteen years and three doctors
in practice for eighteen to

twenty-two years.

Eleven of the physicians were in private
practice,

while eight worked in clinics.

Four spent some time teaching interns

and residents either as staff members of

a

hospital affiliated with

medical school or as attending physicians at such
a hospital.

a

Three

physicians were participating in research on the treatment
of cancer.

The following list shows the number of doctors in each
specialty or subspecialty, with student physicians being subsumed by the
specialties in

which they were studying:

Oncology
Radiation Oncology
General Surgery
Internal Medicine
Family Practice
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Urology
Hematology
Ear, Nose and Throat

4
2
5
3

Physician estimates of the percentage of cancer patients in their
clientele ranged from one percent to one hundred percent with the fol-

lowing distribution:

Two physicians reported that five percent or less

of their patients had cancer.
percent cancer patients.

Five physicians reported ten to fifteen

Six physicians reported twenty to forty per-

cent cancer patients, and five physicians reported eighty to one-hundred

80

percent cancer patients.

(One physician refused to
guess at the percen-

tage of his patients who had
cancer, but said it was small.)
It is impossible to know to
what extent the sample of physicians

granting interviews is representative
of all physicians drawn from the
same specialties.
It seems safe to assume,
however, that these physicians are more open and less defensive
psychologically than the typical

physician.

This is supported in part by the fact
that the interview

often took extra time out of
dule.

a

physician's already greatly crowded sche-

Physicians who were very anxious about
sharing their feelings

were not likely to have made such an effort.

In addition, because of

my tumor conference announcement, letters,
telephone conversations, and

physician word of mouth, the purpose and method
of my study were quite
clear from the outset, leading one to presume
that those physicians who

were uncomfortable talking about their feelings would
avoid involvement
in the study.

It also is worth speculating that the
physicians inter-

viewed are more comfortable with their feelings about
treating cancer
patients and cope more effectively with such feelings.

Again, if physi-

cians tend to avoid discussing fears of feelings which make
them look
less competent (Bittker, 1976), it would make sense that those
who are

willing

to

talk about their work with and feelings about cancer patients

are physicians who see themselves as competent in these areas.
A great deal of effort was expended in trying to create an environ-

ment in which physicians would feel free to discuss the impact of their
work upon their selves.
fect?

Did these efforts produce their intended ef-

For a look at the interview process, we turn to the following

chapter.

CHAPTER

IX

THE INTERVIEW PROCESS
As previously mentioned, the interview
was structured so as to allow the physician to "warm up" to the process by
posing fairly nonthreat-

ening questions at the beginning of the interview,
and gradually pro-

ceeding to more difficult or threatening questions.

In addition,

I

used

my clinical acumen to judge when a doctor was ready
to move on to more

sensitive issues, giving the physicians as much autonomy
with regard to

interview pace and content as
in which

I

and myself

was interested.
(I

I

could, and still obtain the information

The status differential between the subjects

was younger than all whom

I

interviewed, did not have an

M.D. or even a Ph.D., had less money, and for the male physicians, had

lower social status by virtue of my sex) also probably contributed to my
being perceived as a fairly nonthreatening individual.
doctors had heard of me from other physicians whom

terviewed;

I

I

Finally, many

had previously in-

came with references, as it were.

That in fact

I

was seen for the most part as nonthreatening is il-

lustrated by numerous incidents.

Two physicians asked that

I

turn off

my tape recorder and then told of euthansia-type situations in which

they found themselves and their reactions to those situations.

Several

physicians, at the end of the interviews, asked about my availability as
a counselor for some of their patients.

One physician consented to

a

follow-up interview almost one-and-a-half years after our first inter-
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view and again talked with me for several
hours.
Most of the physicians, once they became
involved
process, appeared to enjoy their participation.

in

the interview

A few clearly liked to

hear themselves talk, and if not pulled
back to the task at hand, became
caught up in less relevant details or anecdotes.

Many seemed quite

stimulated by the interview and would think long
and hard about some of
the questions, in a way which suggested that they
had not thought about
such questions before.

tenaciousness with which

One physician, becoming a bit exasperated by the
I

asked about his feelings about the kinds of

power inherent in his role, replied, "You sure do ask hard
questions,
don' t you?"
In at least two cases,
al

the physicians clearly received very person-

kinds of gratifications from the interview.

One physician heard me

describe my project at the tumor conference and afterwards approached me

about being interviewed, saying that he wanted to find out how he felt

about some of the things

I

had mentioned!

We spent five hours in an in-

terview which left us both with a fairly comprehensive understanding of
his feelings and ways of coping with them when he is treating cancer

patients.

Another physician, whose practice is made up almost solely of

cancer patients, was clearly depressed by his work and during the interview related incident after incident in which he felt "torn apart" by
both the pressures of his job and what he perceived as the need to keep
his emotions hidden from his patients.

he stated, "I feel

saying.

In

the middle of the interview,

good now, because you seem to understand what I'm

It's like I'm having counseling."

There was wide variation in the ease and skill with which physi-
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cians talked about their feelings.

Several were psychologically
sophis-

ticated, well-versed in interpersonal
dynamics, and could talk in

a

com-

fortable and knowing way about the complex
feelings involved in their
work (two had been

in.

psychotherapy and made mention of this
fact).

About half seemed comfortable with their
feelings or had obviously given

much thought to them, but seemed unaccustomed
to talking about such
feelings and experienced more difficulty in
trying to express themselves.

The rest appeared in varying degrees less
comfortable with or

aware of the feelings which treating cancer
patients evoked in them, and

during our interview coped with my questions by
trying to think and talk

about their feelings, more or less successfully, for the
sake of the intervi ew.

Some of these physicians would answer, quite honestly it
appeared,
"I

don't know," to questions about feelings about which they had
not

given much thought.

Others were more actively defensive, unable, appar-

ently, to talk about their feelings or to admit that this was the case.
Typical defenses involved an authoritarian or overly professorial stance,

talking about patients' feelings instead of their own, or talking to me
as if

I

were a patient rather than an interviewer.

Because of the need to allow the physicians

a

certain amount of

free rein during the interview, not all questions were asked in each in-

terview.

In addition,

those questions which were asked were not always

asked in the same order.
covered with each subject.

However, most of the interview topics were

The two major topics of the interview, those

of the physician's feelings about treating cancer

patients and the way

he or she coped with these feelings were always covered.

In.

only one
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instance did

I

leave an interview with less
understanding than

have wished of a physician.

I

would

At the time, this lack of understanding

seemed due to not having enough time
with the physician, but in retrospect and in reading over the transcript
of that interview, there appears to have been a great deal of avoidance
on the part of the physi-

cian to share information about himself.

Thus my difficulty in under-

standing him both makes sense and by implication
says something about
they way in which he copes with feelings which
are difficult for him.

A few notes about my experience of the interviews
will give
clearer sense of the process.

a

My stance as an interviewer was similar

in some ways to that of an extremely curious
apprentice with an expert.
I

wanted to thoroughly and comprehensively understand these
physicians'

experience and was not willing to come away from an interview
puzzled
resigned with confusing or vague responses.
view progressed,

I

o

To this end, as an inter-

became more active in my inquiry, asking for examp-

les, confronting contradictions in content, posing hypothetical

situa-

tions, drawing upon my own experience as a caregiver to cancer patients

invariably found the first ten or so minutes of each interview

I

anxiety-provoking.
sicians

I

No matter how much reading

had done, or other phy

had talked to, it was hard not to be slightly in awe of the

physicians' skills and knowledge.
until

I

Such feelings typically lasted only

the physicians became fully involved in the interviews.

At that

point they became increasingly human by virtue of their struggles to
think about and respond to my questions and the responses themselves.
It quickly became apparent that if

I

was still

feeling anxious, or

worse, defensive by the middle of the interview, it was in response to
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a physician's anxiety or anger about
the interview and his or her at-

temps to cope with it by becoming condescending,
withholding, or abrupt
in responses to questions.

For the most part, however,

I

found the interviews gratifying in

intellectual and sometimes interpersonal ways.

get doctors to talk about feelings,

artd

I

It was a challenge to

often left interviews mentally

exhausted from following the interview process so closely, timing
my
questions appropriately, and attempting to give the doctors good "jumping-off" points from which they could more precisely describe their
internal

goings on.

When the process went well, as it often did, it felt

as if some strong interpersonal

connection had been made with the physi-

cian, a bond forged from hours of communicating about highly personal,

often touching, sometimes distressing material.

The importance of the

communication was heightened by the fact that many of the physicians had
never before talked in such
aspects of their work.
way,

a

comprehensive fashion about the emotional

Thus there was the sense that in some important

the gestalt of the physician's discussion was almost as new to him

or her as to me; we were breaking new ground together.
self was always complex and intriguing, and as
I

I

The material it-

accumulated interviews,

found myself comparing responses across interviews and mentally cross-

referencing material as

I

drove home from each interview.

During the four-month period in which
interview,

I

I

acquired all but the first

found myself beginning to see the world from the perspec-

tive of a physician.

I

was spending at least several hours per day

reading about, contacting or talking with physicians, doing psychotherapy with cancer patients, and consulting with their physicians.

Two of
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the largest components of this
medical perspective are the physician's

knowledge and language.

In order to understand and
intelligently dis-

cuss the cancer experience with

a

physician,

I

had to learn an enormous

amount about the collection of diseases
called cancer, their treatments,
and the medical language used to describe
them.

I

did so by asking

questions of my supervisor and the physicians
themselves, reading, and
by talking with cancer patients.

my research

I

By the end of the interview phase of

could quote survival

rates of numerous kinds of cancer,

with and without treatment, discuss the treatment(s)
of choice and knew
a

great deal about what particular physiological events
actually cause

the deaths of many cancer patients.
As we shall see, the acquirement of such a perspective is
part of

how a physician copes with the feelings evoked by his or her
work.
a

Such

perspective will be useful to keep in mind as we begin to examine the

interview material, the topic of the following chapter.

CHAPTER

X

PREFACE TO INTERVIEW MATERIAL

The information which follows was
culled from the interviews during
numerous hours of listening to and transcribing
the tape-recorded interviews.

Since the purpose of this study is to
understand what feelings

are evoked in a physician by caring for cancer
patients and how the physician copes with such feelings,

I

listened for the expression of feel-

ings in both the content and tone of the
interviews as well as descrip-

tions or examples of methods which the physicians
used to cope with

their feelings.

A comprehensive picture of how each and every
physician

answered each interview question is both beyond the scope and
unnecessary for the purposes of this study.

Thus, what will be reported in the

following chapters are the themes which emerged

as

important conceptu-

alizations of the vast amount of information gleaned from the interviews, and interview material which illustrates such themes.

When some quantification of the data might add a useful context for
the understanding of interview material,

I

have chosen to use adjectives

such as "several," "many," and "few" to give

a

sense of the proportion

of physicians who subscribe to certain attitudes or behaviors.

The fol-

lowing list of adjectives and corresponding numbers will give the reader
some understanding of the quantitative meanings of these adjectives:
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^^J""^^""^

Number o f

several, a few
some, more than several
about half
many, more than half

Physiri^

3_4
5I7

g^io
|l"l4
isl^g
17-18

most
almost all

A crucial component of my research
agreement with my physician-

subjects was that of confidentiality.

Thus

I

have attempted to avoid

the inclusion of any information which
would allow for the identification of any physician in the study.

For the most part this has been ac-

complished by remaining purposefully vague about
the age, specialty, location, or similar aspects of physician identity,
when discussing the

words or feelings of

a

specific physician (where

I

interviewed numerous

menbers of a particular specialty, as with oncologists
and surgeons, it
has seemed safe to use such titles).

The issue of maintaining confidentiality in reporting
results is

most difficult with respect to the sex of the physician.

Given the re-

latively small number of female physicians in this area of the
state and
the small

describing
in

proportion of women in my study, the use of female pronouns in
a

physician's work, especially if her specialty is included

the description, would leave little doubt of her identity to anyone

familiar with local medical communities.
On the other hand,

some mention of my findings with regard to dif-

ferences and similarities between the sexes seems important.

Not want-

ing to revert to the sexist and rather demeaning use of masculine pro-

nouns to denote people of both sexes,

I

have devised

a

plan which

I

hope

will both protect the identities and accurately reflect the male/female
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proportions of subjects in my study.

Both masculine and feminine pro-

nouns will be used in discussing the
physicians, and they will be used
in accordance with the female/male
proportions of subjects, that is,

about one feminine pronoun for every three
masculine pronouns.

However,

the pronouns will be applied to their
subjects without regard for the

sex of the physician being described.

That is, male physicians, may on

occasion be described with feminine pronouns,
while female physicians
are described with masculine pronouns, and
vice-versa.

Thus the only active disguising of the
physician's identities occurs with regard to their sex.

So that the reader may understand what,

if any, part the sex of the physician plays in
the kinds of feelings he

or she experiences and ways of coping with them, while
caring for cancer
patients,

summaries of my impressions in this area will be included in

the appropriate chapters.

Chapters XI and XII cover the background information usually obtained from physicians during the "warm up" period of the interview.

Chapter

XI

covers material subsumed under headings

II

and III of the

interview (see Appendix A), involving the kinds of contact the physician
has had with patients and the physician's perception of his or her role

with the patient.

Chapter XII covers material related to the kind of

bedside manner for which the physician strives with cancer patients (see
heading IV

of the interview).

Chapter XIII contains material about the

feelings evoked in the physician by his or her care of cancer patients,

while the focus of Chapter XIV is on the physician's identification with
cancer patients.

The ways in which physicians cope with the loss and

frustrations inherent in treating cancer patients are examined in
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Chapter XV.

CHAPTER

XI

THE PHYSICIANS' PERCEPTIONS OF
THEIR ROLE WITH CANCER PATIENTS
Contact with Patients
With the exception of the oncologists,
the physicians interviewed
saw cancer patients in all stages
of the disease from pre-diagnosi

cure or pre-death.

s

to

The oncologists tended to see only
those patients

whose disease had already been diagnosed.

Several such physicians

stated that by the time cancer patients
arrived for oncological treatment, they often had advanced disease and
had already been treated, often unsuccessfully, with other forms of
cancer therapy.

physicians made

a

Most of the

point of saying that they followed their patients

through the five-year (or longer) recurrence period
or the terminal
stage, making statements such as

and "Once

I

never let go of

"I

have my hooks in 'em,.

.

.1

five years are up, or in selected cases,

a

cancer patient,"

follow 'em right along until
I

follow them longer."

The intern and resident had less freedom for such follow-up since
their clientele were limited to patients who were hospitalized.

In fact

even if a cancer patient was hospitalized for treatment, and later re-

hospitalized in the terminal stage of the disease, there was no guarantee that he or she would be assigned to the same intern or resident for

care during both hospital stays.

Thus the intern's and resident's con-

tacts with a cancer patient are more brief and less continuous.

The amount of contact which the physicians reported having with any
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given cancer patient also varied.

To illustrate:

A radiation oncolo-

gist stated that he sees his patients
three to four times per week.

surgeon stated that after the post-operative
period (when

a

A

patient is

seen twice daily), he sees his patients
every few months for two years,

every six months for another three years,
and every year thereafter for
the rest of their lives.

A medical oncologist reports seeing
patients

twice per month for as long as chemotherapy
is needed.

Many physicians

reported seeing their hospitalized terminal
patients twice daily.

Pi^imary Physician

:

To Be or Not to Be

The question "Would you be considered the primary
physician for the
patients you treat?" yielded some interesting answers.

said "yes."

Many physicians

Some of these qualified their responses by saying that if

patient developed

a

a

serious condition unrelated to cancer (such as heart

trouble), he or she was referred to another physician for treatment
of
that particular problem only.

role of primary physician:

Other physicians reported shunning the

if a cancer patient developed the flu, he or

she was sent back to his or her family physician.

One oncologist be-

lieves it is important, during the chemotherapy, to be the primary physician:

.when I take over using chemotherapy for instance, I handle all the problems because there are many things related to
the chemotherapy and that you have to be aware of--all the
symptoms of the problems.
It's very hard to do it just as a
marginal individual and get a call from soneone [another doctor] who says, 'you know, the patient is suffering from this
or complaining about that'— could be very significant in
either a reaction to the treatment or a change in disease that
you have to know about. So I try to keep constant touch with
the people.
.

.
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The issue of being the primary
physician at the time of
death is still apparently an emotional
one.

a

patient's

One physician, who gives

chemotherapy, rather angrily stated that
he felt that patients should
return to their referring physician to
die:

Doctor (D): When they come in to die it
really shouldn't be
me who handles the dying process as well.
It really
should be their regular physician who does
that
Interviewer (I): Why is that?
Well, because I give chemotherapy; I treat
0:
cancer patients,
but every doctor should be treating dying
patients
For
the simple fact that dying from cancer
should not be limited to one specialty.
It's one thing if you're treating
them to treat them, but it's another thing if
they're dying and you are not doing anything effectively.
Then
every physician should learn how to cope with the dying
patient.
It's part of the whole living process.
I:
Do you find that a lot of physicians
don't?
D:
They don't know about it. They can't accept the diagnosis,
and it's their own hangups.
It's a way of getting rid of
a patient who's become very unpleasant at the end.

He went on to say that he refers his patients back to their family phy-

sicians as soon as chemotherapy is completed and tries to avoid seeing
a

patient through to death.
Most physicians stated, however, that once connected to cancer pa-

tients, they see the patients during the terminal stage of the illness.
If there is one.

Exceptions occurred when patients had to come great

distances to a medical center; they were seen there for treatment but,
due to the distances involved, were seen primarily by their referring

physicians in their hometowns if and when their diseases became terminal

.

One physician noted that she has had patients who were unhappy with

the care they were receiving from other physicians come to her for care

during the dying process.
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Jhe Doctors' Responsibilities to Cancer
Patients
As for the role of the physician
with respect to cancer patients,

most physicians responded to the question
"How would you define your responsibilities vis-a-vis the cancer patient?"
with an answer containing
the elements of both physical and
psychological care of the patient,

with physical care being seen as foremost.

Among these physicians there

was some variance as to how much importance
was attached to dealing with
the patient's emotional response to the
disease.

Many saw it as crucial

or very important; some, while not viewing this
aspect of their role as
crucial, made clear that they felt the responsibility
of assessing and

responding to the patient's emotional needs.

Several gave responses

which suggested that helping their patients cope with the
emotional aspects of having cancer was not necessarily considered
part of their

medical responsibility.

One surgical specialist when asked how he would

define his responsibilities in caring for cancer patients said:

.you make the diagnosis, start on a treatment plan, carry
out the treatment plan, to do the follow-up care, any kind of
surgical reconstruction that's necessary to make sure sure any
physical.
.therapy that is required is done afterwards.
With cancer patients, the big concern is the nutritional status and that has to be attended to before, during and after
surgery or radiation. To follow them up on a regular basis to
make sure there is no recurrence or new.
.cancer and to see
that they are in touch with their family doctor for any other
problems they have during that time. Then to treat any recurrence or new cancer appropriately whether it's by further surgery, radiation or chemotherapy.
Plus you have to deal with
the patient's family emotionally and psychologically.
.

.

.

.

Notable is the long, detailed list of responsibilities and
eral statement, tacked on at the end, about

he.1

a vague,

gen-

ping the patient's family
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psychologically.

(Further, when asked what was meant
by this phrase,

the physician launched into a
description of how he tells the
patient

that perhaps he or she has cancer,
with little expressed cognizance
of
the effects of such a description on
the patient.)

A surgeon, when asked about his role
in caring for the cancer patient, could not understand the question.

I

rephrased the question in

terms of how he saw his responsibilities,
and his answer suggested that
the idea of a Vole" was foreign to him
and that he saw his responsibilities almost solely as the actual physical
care of the patient's cancer

problem.
Several physicians made clear that helping the
patient cope with
the emotional aspects of the illness was a part
of their work in which

they were highly invested, worked hard, and took
pride.

An oncologist

stated:

To me, it's a gratifying thing to feel that the patient has
confidence in you and will confide in you, not only about
their medical condition, but they'll confide in you about emotional problems and family problems.
When you get to this
point, you know you're doing something right.

Another physician, when asked if she talked to patients about
their diagnoses stated that that was
gating.

a

point which she was then investi-

She went on to say that a physician can tell

the patient the

diagnosis and spell out exactly what his or her life will be like and

what to expect, or can give the diagnosis but let the physical symptoms
and sequelae of the disease evolve and talk with the patient about them
as

they do.

She was trying both methods of helping patients cope with

the course of cancer and had made a tenative conclusion that the latter
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technique was more useful to patients.

Finding a useful way to help

patients cope with the news of the
diagnosis was clearly important
to
her.

Another physician talked about the
importance to him of remaining
involved with his patients in the terminal
phase of their illnesses,
even when he was not doing anything medically
to help them:
D:

Because I think just coming in here and
chatting for 10 or
lb minutes, I think it helps some
of these people. They
have said things to me that I know they would
never say to
anyone, such as 'I know what's going on here and
I
don't
know what's going to happen to my son. You know
I'm afraid
he s going to go completely wild when I'm not
around
Then we talk about it, 'All right— have you got a
sister?
Have you got someone there? A home, or a social
service,
a boarder in the house who will think of some alternate
thing to handle it?'
That made the visit worthwhile.
If
I
could help resolve one little problem, which for her was
not to worry. And that's why I have them come back.
I wonder if it doesn't also help you
in a sense?
Oh, sure it does.
As long as you're keeping active?
I'm keeping active even though I know for her I'm not doing anything any more. But maybe I'm doing something in
another vein for her.
I
don't know--that's gratification.
You get your gratification in di fferent ways
'

Physician's Responsibilities to the Patient's Family

Few physicians spontaneously mentioned dealing with the cancer patient's family when asked about their responsibilities.

Mention of the

patient's family typically occurred in the context of talking with the

patient about his or her disease.
family members present when

a

Many of the doctors tried to have

patient was told his or her diagnosis.

Similarly, the doctors all deemed it necessary to have contact with the
family when a patient was hospitalized, perhaps because such contact

is
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unavoidable and because the patient himor herself may be too sick for

doctor-patient communication, necessitating
doctor-family communication
around important medical matters.

Most doctors stressed that their primary
responsibilities are to
their patients, and that their relationship
with
pends upon the needs of the patient.

a

patient's family de-

At one extreme was

a

surgeon who

would not initiate contact with patients' families;
at another was

a

physician who stated:

You really have to deal with the whole family. The family
is
really going through as much of a dynamic process as the patient is in certain instances.
The care for the patient really doesn't end when the patient dies or when the patient
is
cured.
It's a whole family unit.

Another physician talked in greater detail about the importance of
understanding and meeting the needs of the patient's family:

/

It's very common for the family to get angry at the dying person and you have to teach them that the patient's anger directed at them is expected, that they really shouldn't get angry in return, that they have to accept these things, that
they have to go off by themselves and blow off steam for a
while and come and get angry at me or somebody else, but they
have to maintain their relationship because if they do get
angry and reject the patient they'll have many more problems
after the patient is dead, in their guilt and everything else,
and that they just have to go through this and work with them
on it, and most of the people accept the problems and do a
very good job, and when they get all through you have to leave
them with the satisfaction that they've done everything.
They've done their best and when the family member dies and
the person feels that they have been helped to do their best,
they've done all in their power to make this come out in the
best way possible then they have a good feeling when it's
over.
Their guilt is minimal and their memories are the best.

In between these extremes were many physicians who attempted,

to
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varying degrees, to listen for family
problems, and to help resolve
those problems or find other people
(such as hospital social workers)
who could.

Such help ranged from talking with
the family about concerns

which the patient felt unable to express
to arranging for financial help
through the hospital business office.
Interestingly, a common complaint, even among
physicians who saw

dealing with the patient's family as part of their
responsibility, was
that the families often impeded the patient's
medical progress.
is,

That

the physicians saw families upsetting the delicate
emotional balance

struck by the physician in the doctor-patient relationship
with regard
to telling the diagnosis and convincing the patient
to undergo

continue to undergo) treatment.

(or to

Oft-cited were the requests on the part

of the family that the patient not be told that he or she had cancer
and
the difficulties that this posed for the physician.
On the other hand, some physicians mentioned finding gratification
in their work with patients and their families.

that although he could not save

a

An oncologist noted

patient's life, he had, through the

use of chemotherapy, given that patient time which was badly needed to

resolve the conflict which his coming death had injected into his marriage.

Knowing that the wife was more resolved about the loss of her

husband was important to the physician and made him feel less upset

about the patient's approaching death.

Another physician made clear

that her own fear of death was mitigated by seeing families draw together and support terminal patients.

Seeing families grow closer as the

patient's death approached gave the physician more faith in human nature

and made her less concerned about her own death.
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Thus physicians vary in the amount
and kind of contact they have
with cancer patients, and this
variation seems due both to factors
outside the physician's control (such
as the distance the patient must
travel
is

to a treatment center or the stage
of illness at which a patient

referred for treatment) and the kinds of
feelings the physician has

about dealing with such aspects of patient
care

as

the treatment of sec-

ondary illnesses (colds, the flu, etc.)
and treatment during the terminal

phase of the patient's illness.
The doctors tended to see the physical care
of patients as their

primary responsibility with some variation in the
extent to which they
also saw the psychological care of the patient as
important.

Few physi-

cians spontaneously mentioned feeling a responsibility
toward the cancer

patient's family, but when asked about it, the physicians
ranged in
their responses from feeling essentially no responsibility
to the family,

to feeling that the patient and family had to be dealt
with as a

unit.

A common concern was that of the potential for family interfer-

ence in the doctor-patient alliance against the illness.

What kind of alliance or relationship do the physicians report
striving for with their cancer patients?

This, and the concept of bed-

side manner, are explored in the following chapter.

CHAPTER

XII

BEDSIDE MANNER

The question "What kind of relationship
do you like to have with

your patients?" elicited some complex
and interesting responses.

Of

special interest was the language and tone
used to describe the physi-

cian's "bedside manner"; sometimes these
differed substantially from the

content of the response.

For example,

a

surgeon talked of wanting to be

on equal footing with his patients, or
a friend to them, yet made it

clear that he holds both the interpersonal
and medical control in his

relationships with patients.

It was also apparent that many physicians

lacked a sophisticated language for discussing
relationships, and that
careful questioning and scrutiny of their responses
was necessary to un-

derstand what they were really saying about how they
conceived of their
relationships with patients.

For instance, one physician struggled to

explain to me how he considered his patients friends, yet would
not allow them to call him at home, lacking in his language such terms as

"boundaries" and "role."

Telling the Patient

All

of the physicians emphasized the need for honesty

in their re-

lationships with patients, most particularly in sharing with
the information that he or she has cancer.

a

patient

It does not seem safe, how-

ever, to assume that all physicians are so honest, for two reasons.
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mentioned previously, it is likely
that physicians who are
uncomfortable
with telling a patient that he
or she has cancer would
likewise be uncomfortable talking with me and thus
did not agree to an interview,

leaving

a

biased sample of interviewed
physicians.

Secondly, more than

several of the doctors interviewed
complained of referring physicians
who would not tell cancer patients
of their diagnoses, leaving the
spe-

cialist interviewed in an awkward and
difficult position with the patient.

One oncologist (Dr.

below) stated:

There are a few surgeons for instance,
who operate on ^a
^"-^
patient, and they say 'Do I have cancer.
Doc?'
^''""^
^^^'"9 wrong, but you've got to go and
r!!!'^^' "^'"^K^
.pp Ur.
because the's going to give you some special
medicine that'll make the operation perfect.'
|Why do I need it if you didn't find
anything?'
Well, don't you worry about it, just you
trust me.'
... .Well, there are a few doctors who do that all the
time, and I know that they can't tell the
patient, they can't
handle it.
It makes it very hard to manage these
people
Doc So-and-So said that there wasn't anything
wrong in there '
but why are you doing this to me?' And you've
got to lie to
them, then.
It happens every now and then, but eventually
it
comes around that they find out and you tell them,
and then
you have to give them some story as to why that broke up that
way.
That happens from time to time; you get trapped.

Almost all of the doctors explained that while they tell cancer patients of their diagnoses, they do so with respect for the patient's

emotional status and perceived ability to cope with the information.

One physician stated that he tries not
with it [diagnostic information]."
do not immediately tell

a

to "hit the patient over the head

Several physicians noted that they

cancer patient his or her diagnosis, but in-

stead attempt to get to know that patient and patient's family in order
to determine how much and in what way to tell

the patient of the dis-
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turbing facts.

A few physicians seemed less
open In discussing the ill.
ness with the patient than the
others, saying that they
do not think patients need to know everything or
indicating that they see a
"positive
attitude" on the part of the patient
as Imperative and thus avoid
doctor-patient discussions which they
think might threaten such an
attitude.

A crucial determinant of what, when
and how

a

cancer patient is

told the facts of his or her illness
by the physicians interviewed
is
that of the maintenance of hope. This
was such a common thread through-

out the physicians' discussions of telling
or not telling, that one wonders about its genesis as a concept.

It may indeed be a remnant of past

medical philosophy which dictated that to tell

a

patient that he or she

had a potentially terminal illness was to
take away the patient's hope.
In addition hope is seen by the medical

community as an important pa-

tient contribution to the process of recovery
(Bahnson, 1975; LeShan,
1964).

Hope was often promoted in one of two ways.

One was that of empha-

sizing the number of different treatment options available
to the patient:

Usually,.
.unless we have clear-cut data that says something's successful eighty percent of the time, we stress that
we'll see how this works and if we don't get the success we
want, then there are other options we will have to use.
We try to avoid getting the patient in a position of feeling
that if the drug doesn't work, everything is lost.
.

.

.

.

Another means of encouraging the patient to be hopeful was the use of

a

here-and-now orientation, focusing on the patient's present life rather
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his or her eventual death:

It s only when you're getting to
the end stage of treatment
that sometimes you have to tell the
patient or the family that
even though at th s point you don't have
any cure, that we do
have a means to slow down the disease
process, make life more
comfortable and more useful. There's also,
you try to infuse
hope to the patient and family. Sometimes
we end up sayinq
Well, we can buy some time; who knows,
maybe tomorrow we'll
have a miracle drug come out. He can
still be cured
And of
course there's faith that even though it's
an incurable situation, that the patient can be alive for
several years without
much problem.
It's important to try to convince the
patient
that he or she can live a fairly normal life,
be productive,
for some time to come.
'

Finally, each patient has an individual level of denial

(which may

vary with time) about his or her illness, required for
optimal psychological

functioning (Herter, 1972).

One oncologist described his at-

tempts to determine a patient's need for information (or no
information)
in the following manner:

.most times I start my conversation and say 'Do you know
exactly what you have?', and the patient would say 'yes', and
it makes things a lot easier on me. And if the patient says
'No,' then I ask him, 'Well would you want to know the truth,
nothing but the truth?', half jokingly, half serious. And if
the patient says 'I don't want to know,' then I don't force
.

.

the issue.

Another oncologist described the extreme denial he encountered
a patient with cancer:

I:

D:

Can you give me an example of what you might, of a time
you determined that somebody couldn't handle the whole
truth of what you'd tell them instead, what parts about
treatment, how you phrased it?
Well, I've had patients, I've had one gentleman whom I can
I
remember very distinctly.
sat down and told him he had
cancer of his kidney and that it had spread to his lungs

and that he had to have chemotherapy and that there's a

in
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I:
D:

I:

D:

Answering Questions

Most of the physicians stressed their sense of the
importance of
being continually available to their cancer patients,
especially to answer questions and give reassurance.

One physician spoke of the "small

terrors" of cancer patients, for instance the stomach ache
which, while
to

most people indicates

a

too hastily eaten meal, can be for a cancer

patient, the first sign of a return or worsening of his or her disease.

Another physician came to the hospital at 11:30 one weekend night
amine and reassure

a

to ex-

patient with ovarian cancer in remission that her

abdominal pain was unrelated to her cancer.

More than several physici-

ans commented upon the need to oft repeat information to the patient

about his or her illness because of the difficulty with which the patients assimilate such information.

Some physicians were more than

"available" to patients with questions and actively sought such ques-
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tions.

In discussing the fears of couples
in which the women must re-

ceive radiation to the cervix, one physician
stated:

.their husbands will absolutely go nowhere
near them
they fear catching the cancer and two, the
fear of radiation damage to themsel ves-possi ble sterilization.
Unless
you bring this up, it doesn't come up. I have
fallen into
these kind of things [finding out that a
woman has such fears
or problems J by talking to a patient when she was
very depressed.
.now when I have a young couple here I bring this
up spontaneously because I'm sure it's in their
minds; it would
be in my mind too, if I didn't know anything about
it.
.

.

One,

.

The Physician's Emotional Invol vement with Patients
The most frequently mentioned aspect of the doctors' relationships

with their patients is that of their emotional involvement with the
patients.

Many of the physicians described becoming attached to their

cancer patients through the course of illness and its treatment,
because of the frequency and extended range of patient visits.
tion,

in part
In addi-

the serious and complicated nature of the disease also encourages

more active psychological involvement of the physician with the patient.
One physician stated:

The two kinds of patients I feel the closest to are the pregnant patients who have a problem, or, because they've come often and I really feel for them, and the other is the person
who is dying of cancer because they really, I feel, many of
the ones I've taken care of, have been a friend, and it's a
fatal kind of approach, because I know they're going to die,
and they know it.

Another physician responded to the question "What kind of relationship are you comfortable with with your patients?" with:

pretty close to them so

I

"I

try to get

can understand their problems and worries, try
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to help with these things, actually
get rather attached to most of

these people."

He later explained one way in
which he develops such a

rel ationshi p:

Oh, I have in the chart of many of
my patients, a little note
up in the corner as to what their
hobbies and interests are
And actually, when they come here, three-fourths
of the time
IS spent talking about what they've been
doing and not what
their problem is, because you can only discuss
that so many
times when they come in every week for
treatment. We talk
about lots of other things. I make a little note
in the chart
as to what their interests are and talk about
that
Not so
much as a diversion but just to get to know people
and talk
with them and bring out these things.
I
don't try to divert
It away from the facts or information; you've
got to fill up
some of the time with other more pleasant things.

Many physicians described becoming "friends" with their cancer
patients.

When questioned about this most noted that they meant that they

talked with their patients about

a range of

mutually interesting sub-

jects and, during medical visits, related to the patient socially and

personally as well as medically.

Typically, such a doctor-patient

"friendship" did not include doctor-patient contact outside the context

of the patient's regular office appointments or hospital stays.
a

However

few physicians did make contact with particular patients outside

professional context.

a

One doctor invited a young male patient (someone

the doctor knew to be dying) to join him in his Sunday afternoon hobby

while another physician stopped at the hospital on her day off

to make a

purely social visit to one of her patients (cared for medically on that
day by the physician's partner).

It appears that the extent of involvement with cancer patients is

perceived by physicians somewhat differently depending upon the physi-
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cian's specialty.

Several surgeons noted that they
appreciate the

chance for ongoing personal involvement
with

cancer patient gives them.

That is, treating

patient that treating

a

a

cancer patient over

period of months or years allows for the
development of

relationship which is rare for

a

doctor-patient

a

gallbladder or an

Conversely, two of the older oncologists talked
of their de-

sire to keep

a

percentage of general medicine patients, whom they
could

treat for colds and flu, in their practice.

customed

a

surgeon who otherwise makes singular

interventions in patients' lives, such as removal
of
appendix.

a

a

to

For these physicians, ac-

seeing at least eighty percent of their patients die
within

two years of the start of treatment, a chance to treat
patients over
tens of years, throughout various life crises, is seen as
an important

counterbalance to their involvement with cancer patients, which is seen
as limited.

Several aspects of the cancer disease process, in addition to the

number of doctor-patient visits which it requires, appear to encourage
an

unusually intense involvement between doctor and patient.

viously discussed, is the patient's reaction to having cancer.

One, pre-

The pa-

tient's often intense emotional reactions to having a malignancy and his

or her need for help in coping with the feelings evoked by it can provide the basis for emotionally powerful doctor-patient interactions

which lead to an intense involvement between them.
Further, unlike treatments for more common bodily ills, medical or
surgical treatments for cancer often result in drastic changes in the

patient's lifestyle and body appearance and function.

The decision

then, to radiate or surgically remove a body part typically requires the
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patient-

s

active involvement in the decision-making
process.

patient obviously has

a

(While

a

part in deciding whether or not
to participate

in treatment for the flu or
tonsillitis,

plicit, usually taking place after
or gargles or antibiotics.)

a

the participation is more im-

physician has prescribed bedrest

For the patient to knowledgeably
partici-

pate in decisions about the treatment of his
or her disease requires
that physician and patient spend time
discussing treatment procedures,
side effects, efficacy, and consequences for
the patient's lifestyle.

Again, such doctor-patient discussions can lead
to strong interpersonal

involvement between doctor and patient.

One physician, in discussing

his attempts to extend the lives of patients who
might otherwise die

fairly soon after the discovery of their disease, stated:

.you don't get the long-term care of these people, but for
that period of time, you're involved very frequently in giving
them things that change their lifestyle temporarily and makes
them sick and ties them down to the office, so you're working
with them very closely. And you have to explain what the
goals are and try to get them through this treatment to accept
the side effects and complete their course of treatment.
.

.

Training

in^

When asked how they arrived at

Bedside Manner

a

particular bedside manner, the

physicians confirmed the findings of research on medical education:
there is little if any systematic training in dealing with the psychological aspects of the doctor-patient relationship.

An oncologist

sta ted:

.
.
.how to deal with patients is something we never had any
formal course in in medical school.
And when you go to medical school, you find that everyone talks of how many rads
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you're going to use, and how you position
the machine, and
what treatment you prescribe for the
patient. And nobody
really tells you how to treat the patient.

Another oncologist noted:

You have a tendency, I think, when you go
into medical school
or go into training, you get very disease-oriented,
and unfortunately there s no place in training where you
get patientoriented.
Now a lot of medical schools are starting
with
their.
.departments of psychiatry so you get some awareness
courses on the part of physicians.
I
think that's good.
.

Few of the physicians had had any formal training
in dealing with

patients.

More than several, however, noted that they closely
watched

their mentors during internship and residency years for
clues about how
to

(and not to) most effectively work with patients.

scribed watching

a

mentor tell

"turned my stomach."
said,

a

One physician de-

patient he had cancer in

a

way which

The mentor approached the elderly gentleman and

"O.K., Mr. So-and-So, you've got cancer of the prostate.

It's

spread all over the place, and we have to cut your balls off."
Several physicians who trained at

a

hospital

in

which private phy-

sicians had "attending" privileges (could treat patients and train students) stated that attending physicians focused upon the psychological

aspects of patient care infinitely more than did the academic physicians
and were much used by the students as sources of information about such

aspects of patient care.

There was no formal or systematic training in

this area, reported the physicians; obtaining such information and

skills depended heavily upon the medical student's motivation to watch

and ask questions of the attending physician.

CHAPTER

XIII

TREATMENT OF CANCER PATIENTS:
DIFFICULTIES AND GRATIFICATIONS
FOR THE PHYSICIAN
If there is

a

word which most accurately captures
the emotional ex-

perience of physicians who care for
cancer patients, it
When
"I

a

patient's cancer is cured,

a

can cure somebody sometimes and.

or disabling and give them

a

is

"ambivalence."

physician feels powerful and good:
.take something ordinarily fatal

.

viable piece of life out of it."

When a

patient is suffering, the physician can
feel helpless and angry:
hate it [patient suffering].

You never get hardened to it.

frustrated sometimes that you can't do anything
about it."

"I

You feel so

However, the

physician's gratifications are not, fortunately,
limited to the cure of
patients with cancer.

Nor are his or her difficulties limited to watch-

ing the patients suffer.

It is some of the varieties

and complexities

of the physician's difficulties and gratifications with
treating cancer
which we shall explore in this chapter.

Giving the Patient

a

Diagnosis

oiF

Cancer

Twelve physicians mentioned their discomfort with telling

a

that he or she has cancer (we would not expect this to be much of

patient
a

problem for oncologists, since typically, patients already know their
diagnoses before being referred to

a

"cancer doctor."

the six oncologists saw it as problematic.)
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However, two of

An oncologist stated, "I

m
hate telling people they have cancer.
say that word."

.

.

i

.

always feel bad when

A surgeon noted his dismay when

feeling fine but with

a

a

patient comes in,

bit of blood in his or her stool,
and leaves

knowing that he or she will need

a

colostomy.

Obviously it becomes more difficult for the
physician to share
diagnosis of cancer with

I

a

patient if it

is

a

apparent from the beginning

that the cancer has spread and that the patient
has little chance of

surviving the disease.

"The trouble

I

have is when someone comes in and

the tumor has spread and there's nothing we can
do.

cult to deal with.

That's very diffi-

How do you tell someone they're dying of cancer?"

An oncologist stated:

I think that the most difficult part is
when I have a patient
that I know has a chance of cure which is very slim, even the
chance of living a fairly normal life is pretty slim, and the
time is very short.
I would have some difficulty trying
to
tell the patient.
I
manage, but I never feel comfortable doing it.

Another physician noted:

The most difficult part of dealing with the patient is to level with him or her, especially when they have a poor prognosis.
It's not difficult if it's a carcinoma of the cervix and
you know they can be cured. But then I get excited about
telling them when a prognosis is good. When you've got a poor
prognosis, that's the most difficult part I suppose, finding a
way to let them know without coming out and saying, 'You have
cancer.
I
think you have six months to live.'

A couple of physicians noted that telling

a

patient that he or she

had cancer posed no problem when the physician knew the cancer to be
curable.

While only one physician (above) reported being gratified by

sharing such information with

a

patient, as we shall discover, physi-
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cians are greatly gratified by being
able to cure cancer.

It stands

to

reason then, that telling a patient
that he or she has cancer but
that
it can be cured probably poses
little problem for and may even
gratify

most of the physicians, even though
this was not explicitly stated.
However, given the difficulty in determining
when

a

cancer is curable it

is probably somewhat rare for a
physician to tell

a

patient, "You have

cancer, but we can cure it."
It is

apparently not just the sharing of the
diagnosis which can be

troublesome for the physician, but its discovery
as well.

A physician

stated:

I was working up a patient
for a routine [hernia operation!
and I picked up the fact that he had a liver
mass, and it
turned out to be metastatic carcinoma from the sigmoid
colon
But through the whole thing the guy maintained
this jolly,
perfectly benign outlook on things. ...
It was really hard
for me.
I
thought, 'God, what a tragedy,' you know this man
comes in for a routine procedure and ends up having a life expectancy of four months.
It was awful.

A surgeon observed:

.when physicians do surgery on somebody, if it's not for
cancer, well then it's benign lesions, fine. But if they have
cancer, then somehow the physician sort of feels— how should I
say it? If they do surgery on a patient that has cancer, they
have a different feeling about it than if it's a benign lesion, I think.
.

.

Active Treatment of

The line between treating

a

a

Patient's Cancer

patient for the purposes of curing him

or her, and treatment for the sake of palliation is a thin one.

The

same kinds of therapy may be used in both instances, although palliative
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cure is sometimes marked by a cessation
of surgery, radiation, and che-

motherapy and usually involves the
use of painkilling medication.
the purposes of gaining

a

For

clearer understanding of physicians'
feelings

about administering each kind of care,
the two kinds of treatment,
"active" (this term chosen because of
its frequent use by physicians
to de-

scribe their attempts to cure patients
of cancer) and palliative, will
be examined in separate sections.

Three interrelated aspects of malignant
disease and its treatmentthe a) potential seriousness and b) highly
individual nature of each
case of cancer and c) the relatively infantile
state of knowledge about

how to treat the disease-give rise to many
of the frustrations and

gratifications for the physician who treats cancer
patients.
of the physicians, particularly those who see

a

About half

great many cancer pa-

tients, remarked upon the excitement involved in meeting
the medical

challenge posed by the cancer patient.

One surgeon stated:

Anybody can take care of a hernia or gallbladder. But it's
something extra special to be the doctor who's tackling and
taking on the cancer problem and making some headway with it.
And that's satisfying to me, the physician, to take something
that has the death ring to it and postpone the death ring,
eliminate it or make it more comfortable.

Another surgeon stated,

".

.

.you're doing something that nobody

else can do, and the people adore you, and.

satisfying to be

a

.

.it's tremendously ego

doctor [with cancer patients]."

An oncologist noted:

.sometimes you get a very unusual case and nobody knows
exactly what to do, and if you can get the patient through
[the illness], you really feel like you're a hero. The sort
.

.
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^'^'s the charge-is that vou
?!-"^^'?uPr*"^°"
can dn
this that nobody can do or that
nobody wants to

Also gratifying for the physicians are
patients who do well for

a

long period of time, even though
technically they may not be cured:
".

.

.in a case

like that, really, maybe you say by
all standards, we

may not have cured her; we can never be
sure.

But just to see them liv-

ing happily for the past year, it really
makes you feel good."

Another physician, who sees many cancer patients,
when asked what
she found satisfying about her work, stated:

I
see so many of them do well.
So many come in with real
problems and walk out well. And I think I've
contributed to
a reasonable extent to their doing well.
And that's my satisfaction.
If everybody went out in a casket, I couldn't see
any purpose in doing it.

She also went on to describe the gratification involved
when a "cured"

patient returns for a visit:

Oh, I get a big kick out of seeing my patients come back.
You
know, a gal I did a radical hysterectomy on in the first month
I was here
[some years ago] is coming back this week.
I've
seen her once or twice before, and she's free of disease, and
that's a lot of satisfaction.
For all expectations, she ought
to stay free of disease,.
.and she ought to do very well.
That's gratification.
I
enjoy seeing her; you know, it's fun.
.

In addition to the emotional

or interpersonal gratification that

obtains from having important knowledge and skills which few others possess, there appear to be strong intellectual and professional gratifications in treating cancer patients.

An oncologist noted that part of

what compensates for the tremendous amount of loss to which she
posed is her strong interest in the field.

"I

is ex-

think it's interesting.
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I

think

1fs

literature.
.

n>ost

fascinating profession.

a

.

.

could spend every night
reading it.

i

every night."

There's a tremendous amount
of
I

do read al-

Several physicians also stated
that their involve-

ment in research on the treatment
of cancer was particularly
gratifying
and again, mitigated the
interpersonal and professional
loss involved in
their work.
The most basic gratification for
physicians who are actively treating malignant disease seems to
involve just that:
a sense of actively
grappling with the disease. The elements
of satisfaction in this activity will become most apparent when
contrasted with what some physicians

see as the more passive work of
palliative care.

However, several in-

terview excerpts will here highlight the
physician satisfaction in the
"activeness" of their work.
One physician stated:

"Giving chemotherapy is rewarding.

Even if

it's only a placebo effect, the patients
feel better and they're thank-

ful."

A surgeon observed:

surgery is kind of fun.
a

"Doing surgery is fun, the actual act of

...

I

like to be able to do something and see

result which is why I'm in surgery.

.

.

."

Another physician noted

that she liked being able to anticipate and address patients'
questions
and concerns.
ple.

I

back.

A surgical specialist stated, "I enjoy working with peo-

got sick and tired of talking to test-tubes.

There is always

cure somebody.
In

a

finite possibility with

a

They didn't talk

knife that you can

..."

fact, this potential

for cure, and the hope which it generates,

seem to be the factors which in large part determine the difference in
physician attitudes toward the active versus the palliative care of can-
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cer patients.
ans can feel

When fighting

a

disease which they hope to
cure, physici-

powerful and useful.

The other somewhat different
kinds of

gratifications available to the
physicians who are providing
palliative
care will be discussed in another
section of this chapter.

While grappling with

a

complex and often serious disease
through

the use of radically new kinds
of treatment can provide
excitement and

gratification for the physician, it can
also provoke guilt, anxiety and
despair.
Interestingly, less than a third of the
physicians voiced concerns about the pain or destructi
veness of the treatments they adminis-

tered to their patients.

enced physicians, and

a

Those who did so tended to be the less
expericouple of them wondered if their concerns
might

change after they had more opportunities
to see the benefits of the

treatments.

A doctor discussing his oncological
training stated:

You're seeing the most horrible things you can
imagine
So
the intern goes through this period, at least I
did, and feels
just Yech".
.feeling terrible because you know that emotionally it's just going to be overwhelming, 'cause you
see
patients who are just rotting away and you're having to do
all
these terrible things to 'em.
.terrible in that you're giving the chemotherapy that's gonna make 'em throw up all night
You're having to stick 'em to get the blood culture.
.it
just goes on and on and on the things you physically have to
do.
You have to make 'em turn over and do a rectal exam every
day when you know that they really just wish you'd leave 'em
alone.
There are a lot of things you really have to do that
are in some ways disgusting, but they have to be done.
I've
been more overwhelmed by that than I've been by being with the
patient.
.

.

.

He went on to say that as he went through this process with more and

more patients, he gained faith in the abilities of the patient (and himself) to deal with the discomfort.

Further, he realized that his pa-

tients were very sick and that if he did not do anything for them, no-
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body would.

However, he concluded with,

"I

still think pushing chemo-

therapy and drawing blood--I just never
enjoy doing that to 'em."
An oncologist stated,

hurts.

It hurts them.

I

"I

don

hate sticking IV's in people,
't

like needles myself ."

'cause it

He went on to say

that "hurting" people and watching them develop
side effects from the

chemotherapy (such as severe ulcers in the mouth) are
easier if the patient understands why he or she must endure such
discomfort.
instances, reported the physician, "you're not such

a

In those

bad guy."

Other physicians, when asked about their feelings
vis-a-vis the
pain or destructi veness of their treatments, appeared to be
more firmly

entrenched in

a

medical perspective.

These physicians, particularly the

surgeons, observed that saving patients' lives justified their procedures and thus they felt little concern over the damages that treatment

might inflict upon the patient.

Several doctors backed up this observa-

tion with statements to the effect that if they or their spouses were in
the patient's shoes, the physicians would recommend the same treatment

procedures.

Such statements seemed intended to prove that there was no

physician malice in performing radical procedures on patients; after all
the physician would want the same treatment were he or she ill with can-

cer.

The very raising of such an issue, however, and the need to reas-

sure, suggests that these physicians did hold some concerns, conscious
or not, about performing damaging procedures on their patients.

The ex-

tent of physicians' concerns about the appropriateness of particular

treatments for particular patients, discussed below, also suggests that
physicians may be more concerned about the potential destructi veness of

their procedures than they were willing to express.
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Most often expressed about the
active treatment of the cancer
patient was the physician's anxiety
about whether or not treatment
procedure was appropriate for a
particular patient. Such concerns
were most
frequently expressed with regard to
surgery and chemotherapy. Several
surgeons noted that they sometimes
have trouble sleeping before
operating on a cancer patient; they
are-kept awake by their concerns
about

whether surgery in general or
treatment for the patient.

a

particular kind of surgery is the best

One surgeon, when asked what
was the most

difficult part of treating cancer patients,
said:

Having doubts sometimes, as to whether
you're doing exactly
the right thing for a patient. Trying
to keep up with the
changes in attitudes and changes in therapy.
Because
you re always having to justify, when you
present the case at
tumor conference. Why did you do this? Why
didn't you do
this? Why weren't you more radical? Why were
you so radical?
That s probably the roughest thing to justify.
I
think I can
handle my patients, handle families easier, but I
think that's
true not just in cancer but everything in medicine
now.
There's an awful lot of pressure.
This peer review
business is terrible. ... The hardest person to justify
^ to
IS yourself.
.

.

.

This surgeon noted that the hardest part of the surgery process
involved
the decision as to what kind of surgery to employ.

Once that decision

is made, and the surgery carried out, he stated, he feels
a lot better.

An oncologist noted

a

slightly different conflict over what method

of treatment (in this case chemotherapy) to use.

which he prescribes make

a

Sometimes the drugs

particular patient so sick that after awhile,

the patient refuses to take them.

In an attempt to compromise with the

patient, the oncologist will prescribe

a

different form of chemotherapy,

one which is often less efficient than the original drug in fighting the
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patient's disease.

In the instance in which
a patient's disease does

not respond as well to the second
drug, the oncologist blares
himself
for the patient's downswing, feeling
that he should not have compromised

the treatment.

Another physician found herself agonizing
over patients' requests
that she stop treatment.
very sick.

Often such requests are made when a
patient is

This physician hesitates to accede
to the request because

she knows that the patient might feel quite
differently when he or she
is

feeling better.

The physician stated:

You have to really think about what people are
saying to you
Maybe two weeks ago when she [the patient] was in
the midst
of that huge infection, if she could have said to me,
and I
had listened to her, 'I don't want you to give me
another antibiotic shot,' she could have died right then. Now
she's
alive.

This physician attempts to talk with patients before they become
so sick
(if she expects that they might) and encourages them to think about
and

discuss with her the extent to which they want treatment.

The patient

thus has a chance to think about such difficult issues at a time when he

or she is not burdened by severe malaise.

solely responsible for making such

a

The physician then feels less

difficult decision.

Issues of re-

sponsibility and power permeated the physicians' discussions of their

work with cancer patients.

Because these topics are broad ones, and are

so closely intertwined with those of the physicians'

identifications and

empathy with their patients, they will be more comprehensively dealt
with in

a

separate chapter.

One concern that the physician who

is

actively treating the cancer
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patient must always deal with is anxiety
about

treatment and the recurrence of disease.

a

potential failure of

An oncologist's description of

this anticipation of such a recurrence
illustrates the intensity of

feeling which can be provoked:

have a lady whom I'm not sure if she's
failing or not on a
particular regimen. The anticipation of walking
in and feeling whether this lymph node has grown
any or not-if it has
she s failed. The outlook for her then looks
very dim
Mv
treatment has failed. My goddamn drugs have
failed.
I

When in fact the treatment has failed and the
patient's cancer has recurred, the physician

is

faced with a different set of frustrations and

gratifications

Recurrence of

tlie

Disease

A surgeon noted that one of the two most difficult parts of treating cancer occurs when a patient suffers from a recurrence of his or
her

disease after doing well up to that point:

.if the patient whom you thought probably had a fairly
.
poor prognosis, and then the patient does very well for
awhile, and you think he's got it licked and then suddenly
turns sour, that's the other thing that I find difficult.
I
don't find the dying itself so difficult, but when they've
got to that point where ol' Wilfred's done fine and gone
along for a year and a half now, enjoying his golf and doin'
this and been to Florida and had a good time, and he thinks
he's got it licked. He knew.
.that the chances of fiveyear survival in this case were only eleven percent, but he
thought he was one of those eleven; now suddenly he finds out
he's not, and I've got to tell him.
That is the other difficult thing, which is more difficult than the patient who's
got it spread all over and just keeps going downhill.
.

.

.

.

.

An oncologist noted the difficulty involved in trying to reconcile
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his fantasies of curing all of his
patients with the reality of the
patients' deaths:

There's a difference in everyone's
life as to what thev think
and what IS real or possible. I
think every patient who wifks
'"""^^^
chemotherapy!
eve
ihin^'Jhfr
^'!-'°fwho walks
think that every patient
in this door, whether I believe I t or not, some part of me thinks
I
have a chance for a
complete response because every tumor
has had one complete
response.
It might have lasted for two months.
I
think every
person I give that chemotherapy to, the
tumor's going to
feel better for awhile.
Now I know damn well
fi.?f the
f'^
that
chances [of curej are only three in ten,
four in ten.
I
know that--if you ask me I'll quote you a
thousand statistics, but there s a difference between
knowing the facts and
accepting the facts, and I haven't done that
yet. And that's
why sometimes it's very hard for me to see in
one week five
peopl e fail

Later this same oncologist made explicit the fantasy
which many
physicians only implied:

that the failure of treatment to cure the pa-

tient is felt as a personal failure on the part of the physician.

I
take it [the growth of a tumor during treatment] as a personal affront.
The drugs didn't work. Then I have to realize
with the drugs, that I only give them; I have nothing to do
with their efficacy. Which I don't believe in either.

The surgical specialist who observed (page

)

that surgeons have

different feelings when they operate on someone and discover cancer from
those which they have upon the discovery of

a

benign lesion went on to

tell why:

Most surgeons, or most doctors who operate but are not cancer
surgeons per se have almost universally a feeling when they
operate on somebody, that they want to help them. When you
operate on somebody with cancer, a certain cancer, you have in
the back of your mind, did I really cure this person? So what
you're really asking yoursel f is, 'Am I going to be a failure
this time?'
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Thus, with the recurrence or
spread of a cancer which the
physician

had hoped to cure, the fantasies
of omnipotence which some
(Wahl
1969;
White, 1969) believe to provide the
most basic motivation to become a
,

physician (and for which the above interview
excerpts give evidence)

meet with the reality of

a

disease which is "more powerful"
than the

physician:

D:

Disease, especially cancer, is a great
humbler of physicians.
You go in and do surgery, and you think
you got
every last bit out, and several months later
the patient
comes back with metastases.
It just shows you don't know
everything; you can't do everything.
What is it like when this happens?
It's really upsetting and you feel like you're
up against
something, well, that's more powerful than you,
obviously,
even though it's mindless and insidious.

It is the "upset" experienced upon the discovery
of a recurrence or

spread of the patient's cancer which leads the physician to
look for
gratifications other than the curing of his or her patients.

Many doc-

tors, particularly those whose practices consisted largely of cancer
pa-

tients, attempt to gain satisfaction from "the small successes," typic-

ally defined as giving the patient more time in which to live and/or

more freedom from the symptoms of his or her disease, as noted in this

excerpt from an interview with an oncologist:

D;

You set different goals when you're doing this type of
work.
Palliation is a reasonable goal; it doesn't always
have to be survival.
I have a number of patients who are
survivals, but we help these patients for six months, or
year, or a good family life. That's a sensible goal.
That's o.k. for you?
Yes , sure.
That gives you a sense of satisfaction?
It does, definitely.
You've got to set different goals
for different kinds of situations, and some situations are
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just biologically hopeless and
you're not going to accomplish as much as you'd like.

Another oncologist described treating

a man

with a neck cancer, us-

ing a drug to which the disease responds
only one-third of the time.
The physician began treating the man in
July and by Thanksgiving, the
patient was able to eat a bit of turkey, cut
into small pieces-something which he would have been unable to do
prior to treatment.

The on-

cologist states:

That to me was a success. The tumor shrunk a little
bit
If
you put the measurements of the tumor in a [research] protocol, it would say you got no response.
But I did. We gave
him something. We have him some time; we gave him some decent
life.
That's a success for me.
I
think what an oncologist views it [success] as is— have you benefitted the
patient? And I don't even have to put a time on it.
Did you make the tumor shrink so that they weren't crippled
or make it shrink so they could eat.
.for whatever period.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The sense of being gratified with the knowledge of having helped
the patient was a common one.

The physicians often described feeling

good about the psychological benefits which the patient obtained, di-

rectly or indirectly, from the treatment.

An oncologist noted that he

felt good about prolonging one man's life an extra year because it gave
the man and his wife much-needed time to resolve the marital

conflict

which had been exacerbated by his approaching death.

Another oncologist stated:

To me it's a gratifying thing to feel that the patient has
confidence in you and will confide in you not only about their
medical condition, but they'll confide in you about emotional
problems and family problems.
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A relatively new physician was
involved in the hospital care
of a
man who would eventually die from
his disease.
Initially the patient
was quite angry with her because he
was very ill and she continued
to
draw his blood and perform other
uncomfortable medical procedures.

tried to make him more comfortable
and communicate her concern.

She

One day

he made the following statement to her:
You never will believe what your words mean
to me.
Your sentences -what you say in the morning, by
afternoon becomes a
paragraph, then two paragraphs. By the next
morning, by the
time you come in, there's a chapter.

In discussing the gratifications which allowed
her to tolerate the dif-

ficulties of watching and contributing to this man's
physical sufferings
the physician noted the importance of seeing

a

relationship of respect

develop between the patient and herself:

Coming through it with some respect on both our parts. Having
him basically throw me out of the room the first day because I
wanted to do a blood gas [a blood test] on him, because he was
really too sick to. And I wanted to send him down to the
third floor in X-ray and having him tell me, 'You're crazy; I'm
not going to go,' 'cause he was so sick, to coming back to his
saying, 'What you say to me goes from a paragraph to a chapter.'
Seeing that. That probably helped me more than anything.

The Dying Process

An event which seemed for some physicians to mark the beginning of
the terminal phase of

a

patient's illness was the decision to discon-

tinue active treatment of the disease.

Sometimes

a

patient's treatment

was continued until his or her death because the treatment contributed
to the patient's comfort.

Often, however, the treatment appeared to be
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having little impact on the patient's
malignancy and was inducing sideeffects which caused a good deal of
suffering for the patient.
In these
instances, a decision to stop the
treatment was required of either
the
physician or the physician and the
patient.

The decision to stop the patient's
treatment was presented by the
physicians as evoking a variety of
feelings.
Ironically, one physician
noted that the ability and authority
to make such decisions was
gratifying:

"When it's time to make those decisions
[concerning the cessation

of treatment], you're ^lad you can, because
the patient is usually suffering."
A surgeon noted that it was very difficult
to tell

a

patient that

there was nothing more he could do for the
patient:

because I've gotten involved with the patient. They
are someone I know fairly well, and I've gotten involved
with their
family, and most of them I consider friends. ...
So it's
like coming away almost from the deathbed of a friend
of vours
and that's difficult.

A surgical specialist stated:

.if I realize that the person is not going to make it, I
begin to prepare them for it, but in my own feeling about it,
I guess
I
feel that I begin to sense a loss, and I don't know
exactly how they feel, also if and how they are going to be
able to deal with it, and certainly how their family deals
with it is another part of the picture between myself and the
patient.
I
feel, I don't feel helpless ever, I just feel kind
of a sense of loss or impending loss.
.

.

The same physician who felt gratified by being able to make the decision to stop treating the patient found it "wrenching" to tell the pa-

tient that she had no more treatment to offer:

"The only part [of the
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terminal phase] that's hard is when
the patient says to you,
tor,

I'm dying.

What are you doing for me?"'

'But doc-

Immediately after such an

encounter, the physician found it "a
relief to be able to get away."

Later she plays it back in her head:
anything else?

Should

I

"Is there anything else?

be talking to her differently?

So [another physician] see her?

Can

I

do

Should So-and-

Could he maybe do something?"

An oncologist saw the decision to
quit treating the patient as a

relief:

tJ:

.you see yourself worrying that what you've
tried to
accomplish hasn't succeeded, when you get to that
point
and make that decision it's a relief.
What is it like immediately prior to 'reaching that decision?.
Well, you have to be sure that you're right in the sense
that you're missing something that could be done and might
do something remarkable for the patient.
That is you have
to feel confident that you have the knowledge and you have
kept up your training and you've investigated all the
skills and you have been in contact with other people.
That is, I talk with the surgeons, and I talk with the
other specialists involved in radiation therapies and so
forth, and I rely on their judgement in terms of something
they might add. And I come to a consensus that I have investigated everything and done everything and done my best
to know that this is it; we can't do anything more that's
practical in any sense that will allow a reasonable chance
of some palliation or improvements.
Is there much worry in that stage of it?.
There used to be when I was younger, but now I've gathered
enough experience to see that there's nobody else in the
world who can do any better.
.

I:

.

.

D:

I:

D:

.

.

.

The need to mentally review one's efforts to cure the patient was

a

common one for physicians treating patients in the terminal stage of

their illnesses.

Several physicians stated that the knowledge that they

had done not only all that they could, but

in

their opinion, all that

anyone could do for their patients made it possible for them to begin to
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accept their patients' impending deaths.

For one oncologist, doing all

that could be done often consisted of
doing everything possible to make
the patient more comfortable.

"failed to make the patient

a

It was only if he felt that he
somehow

little more comfortable, a little better

in their lifetime," that he felt bad
about a patient's death.

The shift in the physician's goal mentioned
above, from that of

curing to that of caring becomes even more profound
when the patient
enters the terminal stage of his or her illness.

With all but the

faintest hope of curing their patients gone, all of the
physicians
deemed their satisfactions as those stemming from making
the patients'
final

days as comfortable as possible.

One physician noted that in gen-

eral she saw her role with patients as helping them through life's
tran-

sitions; she was proud of the way she emotionally connected with people
to help

them through the transition from life to death.

An oncologist noted his mental agony over watching a favorite pa-

tient suffer and literally rot away during the final stage of her illness.

After sitting and talking with her and holding her hand, however,

he felt "great, because of the peace on her face," peace which his in-

teraction with her had promoted.
A relatively new physician, while discussing his work with hospital
terminal patients, stated:

The things you learn about yourself and about the patient are
the most gratifying. And possibly being able to anticipate
someone's questions and offer some comfort is really gratifying.
Like having the cafeteria order watermelon if they want
It— simple little things in the realm of comfort.

The physicians who described their involvement and relationships
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with cancer patients as the source of
important gratifications in thei r
work often focused on their interactions
with patients during the terminal

phase of the patients' illnesses.

There appears to be something

about helping somebody through the transition
from life to death which
encourages

a

strong bond between the participants.

More than several

physicians described crying with their patients
over the patients' im-

pending deaths.

Similarly, several mentioned touching their
patients

during this phase of their illnesses, often holding
their patients'
hands when there was nothing more to be said.

Some physicians mentioned feeling that their own lives
had been en-

riched by such encounters.

One physician noted that learning to cope

with the needs of the dying had led to more emotional maturity
on his
part.

A surgeon appreciated caring for a patient who chose to die
at

home because the surgeon was gratified, and his sense of what is impor-

tant about life confirmed, by watching a family be supportive of

a

dying

menter.
As with any intense interpersonal

relationship, however, there were

negative as well as positive experiences which contributed to the intensity of the involvement.

D:
I:

D:

An oncologist stated:

Sometimes there are rooms [of patients who are dying] I do
not want to walk into every day.
Do you?
Yeah.
If they're down in physical therapy, though, it's
almost a relief.
When I walk into someone's room,
I'm not oblivious to the fact they're dying.
.

.

.

A surgical specialist gave

a

graphic portrait of what it is like to

spend time with some of his dying patients:
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D.

Chemotherapy isn't working
anymore and they are Ivinn
there in bed can't open their
mouths and their insure
the size of their arms and
their eyes are swo len shur.nd
they have a great big hole
in the neck where a 1
the sk?n
has broken down and it's
pretty obvious to evervbodv in
'° die
''''
^'
a^d
it'f "letter of going in, '''y
I think touching
}^^^
is important
I think It's very
important to go in and touc Ihe
person
don t be repulsed, which you
can be by these people
Put'
''''
som'et'h?ng' and talk
'''''
°"
toThem

I:

How do you do that?.
Because I like the people. By the
time you get to that
point, I like the people.
I
like people. When people die
of cancer, it really robs them of their
dignity
They
turn into grotesqueries that are
repulsive to e^;erybody
including staff around them who can't
go up into the room
with odor so strong it's almost
physical.
The cancer
?^ ^^99er it gets, the more rapidly it grows
Ihe b ood supply breaks down and
becomes necrotic, and
they literally rot in the room.
LI mention that as a psychotherapist with
a dying patient,
i.20f"^times had to force myself to enter the room.]
Oh, that happens to everybody.
Sure it drags you down.
If you have a patient that is lingering
on for two or
three months and you're seeing them every
day, sure it's
depressing as hell. You have to think, 'Well, I'm
supposed to do that and I'm not going to let that
patient
.

D:

I:

n
U:

One physician voiced his dislike of the dying process:

When they're dying, I just don't like to see people suffer.
I
really wish we did have euthanasia.
Cancer patients can
take a month to deteriorate in front of you.
It's a very
wearing process, far worse on the family than on me, but it,
you know, gets to the point where it's very upsetting. The
family wishes it were over and I wish it were over, but
there's nothing I can do and it's very frustrating. ... We
are all very happy when we can do something active. A passive
process is a very unpleasant thing.
.

.

.

One physician had strong negative feelings about working with the
dying, and voiced a bitterness about her involvement with dying patients

which was not heard in the statements of other physicians:
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If you read Kubler-Ross [author
of On Death: and Dyinq] she
says If you just treat dying patient?
ly have
a true appreciation of living.
I
don't think ^o.
I
don't
think you ever get used to dying
and death and I don't think
dying is a dignified process.
I think it's a necessity
and
It s part of living but I will
never get used to dying!

^h77o/?ill

Other physicians, unlike the doctor above,
defined the process of
helping

a

patient die as a much more active process.

stated, "I think

I

help people die well."

An oncologist

Another oncologist was vehe-

ment in his belief in the usefulness of
narcotics for

terminal pa-

a

tient:

If I can make her comfortable and allow her
to lead some semblance of a normal life.
.well that's the goal, and if it
looks like we're not accomplishing that goal, then we'll
switch to continuous ongoing narcotics.
I
have no personal
qualms in a terminal patient in giving them whatever quantity
of narcotics is necessary to make them comfortable. If they
get hooked on it, well that's too bad.
It doesn't bother me.
What else do you have to offer?
.

The Patient's Death

Many physicians saw the death of a patient as
an end to the dying process,

a

relief.

It brought

that period wherein the physician was often

forced to watch, with some helplessness, a great deal of suffering on
the parts of both patient and family.

An oncologist stated:

.the loss [involved in the patient's death] is one, actually relatively small, part of the whole process.
The
lead up to it [patient's death] is such a big thing.
[When the death comes] it's almost a relief, and with some
people it's definitely a relief.
First of all it's a
relief off of me because I don't have to figure out what we're
gonna do next.
It's not that I enjoy death, I don't think
[pause], I don't think.
don't have to suffer with them anyI
more.
I
don't have to also, when I go out of the room, suffer
with what I'm going to do on their chart. The family doesn't
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Another oncologist noted:

patient's death] is sort of a relief
actually
[l^^ point where
you're no longer striving for sorn^
^ki^^^
unattainable goal and that you've made
the commitment that

InTnll

mLJ

Along with the relief, however, comes

After maintaining an involvement with
and through

a

a

a

sense of sadness and loss.

patient over months and/or years

series of highly emotional events, the
physician can ex-

perience the patient's death as "the loss of

a

friend."

A surgical spe-

cialist stated:

.When the patient actually does die, I mean I've
had peove taken care of, that I know, die.
You get very close
to these people, because you see them on a daily
basis or on
a very frequent basis towards the end, and when they
die,
that's the final thing. A patient's a person first; it isn't
a patient anymore to me, it's a person, and the
person's not
there anymore, and they mean something to me, and I feel
a
sense of loss, and I feel bad about it.
.

.

ple

I

An oncologist noted:

.you're very good friends [with the patient].
You talk
about a lot of different things, get involved in a lot of
philosophical discussions and that kind of thing, and you become closer to people and then they're gone.
.

.

He went on to say that he gets "depressed" about the deaths of some pa-

tients and wishes that he could have done more for those patients.

While many of the physicians described or implied feeling some
sense of sadness or loss at the time of

a

patient's death, most of them
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noted that these feelings did not last
for very long, in part because
the physicians did not allow them to.

The following excerpt from an in-

terview with an oncologist is illustrative:

[Notes from oncologist's discussion that he
must suffer a
certain amount of loss each time a patient
dies ]
You do, you really do.
And how do you cope with that?
Substitution
Getting new patients.
Move ahead.
I
look for the positive side. Because if I
sat and dwelled on that patient dying at seven
o'clock
this morning, I' d be ineffective all day today
and I've
got lots of patients.

I:

D:

Another oncologist when asked about her feelings upon the death
of
a patient said:

"Yeah, there's sadness, but then there are

a

dozen

other patients who have newer problems and you turn your energies there.
You just turn it off."

One physician described going from the deathbed of a ninety-yearold cancer patient to doing a physical exam on
fant.

a

healthy week-old in-

The sadness he felt at the loss of the old woman quickly turned

to a sense of awe and appreciation of the continuity of life.

Thus, to some extent the physicians' feelings of loss upon the

deaths of their patients are attenuated both by their relief that the

patients are no longer suffering and the necessity of moving on to treat
their numerous other patients.

These and other factors which allow the

physician to cope with his or her feelings about cancer patients' deaths
as well as other aspects of their illnesses will

chapter.

be explored in a later

Before turning to an examination of the physicians' methods of

coping with such feelings, however, let

us first take a

closer look at
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the Issues evoked by the
physician's identification «ith
the cancer pa-

tient.

CHAPTER XIV
THE PHYSICIANS'

IDENTIFICATION WITH THE CANCER PATIENT:

EMPATHY, RESPONSIBILITY AND POWER
The issues of empathy, responsibility
and power appear to be com-

plexly intertwined for the physician who
treats cancer patients.

While

these issues could easily occupy an entire
book, such a comprehensive

understanding of them is beyond the scope of
this work.

attempted instead is

a

What will be

brief delineation of the ways in which the
physi-

Clan subjects identified with their cancer
patients and the empathy and

sense of responsibility which such identifications
evoked, as well as
the power the physicians accrued by virtue of their
knowledge.

Empathy and Identification

The physicians experienced and expressed their empathy with cancer
patients in a variety of ways.

One physician spent so much of the in-

terview discussing how physically gruesome it was for his patients to
have cancer and to undergo his treatments that it was hard to discern
his empathy for them.

His discussions of the patients' pain, disfigure-

ment and loss of bodily function were not counterbalanced with expressions of his concern for the patients; instead the focus was implicitly
upon his power to make radical interventions in their lives.

Although

the physician also made reference to such acts of caring as following
the patient through to the patient's death, and a willingness to touch
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the patient (beyond medical
examinations) during the patient's
dying
days, a careful reading of the
interview leaves the reader with
little
sense of warmth or of even a more
emotionally distant kind of concern

for patients on the part of this
physician.
In contrast, another physician
presented himself as an extremely

controlled person, with

a

distaste for strong emotions (on either
his

patients' or his own part), but his concern
for his patients was evident.

He used his knowledge of and experience
with a close friend's ill-

ness with cancer to understand his patients'
emotional experience with
the disease, although his tight rein on his
own emotions probably limited

the extent of his willingness to identify with
patients.

Many of the physicians made clear their identifications
with their
patients, and the empathy which these engendered.

A surgeon discussed

the suffering he must watch in some of his patients and
how frustrated
this left him.

He went on to say:

But, on the other hand, the only thing you can do in the long
run with inoperable patients is to make damn well sure that
they're going to be comfortable. Once again, I want to say,
'I'm gonna put myself in your place.
And I'll be damned if
I'm gonna go home and be uncomfortable or stuck in the hospital and be uncomfortable.'

Another surgeon made clear that his straightforward approach to
telling patients that they had cancer stemmed from his imagining himself
in the patient's position and then treating the patient as he (the phy-

sician) would like to be treated:

I do put myself in the patient's shoes, and if I had to face
the news the patient does--it's bad whenever it comes--the
best way to get the bad news is to get it out early, so I
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appreciate what's there for the

taking!

A surgical specialist stated that
it was important to her to make
the time to help the cancer patient
understand what was going on and express his or her concerns.

She noted, "If

^

had it,

I

would like to

have someone sit down and tell me what's
going on and spend some time
with me."

Two physicians, both men, saw primarily
women in their practices.
Both spontaneously noted in their
discussions of disfiguring treatments

of their cancer patients that, in,spite of the
psychological difficulties
which the treatments imposed, they would want
the same treatments for
their wives should they ever have such cancers.

Unable, because of

their sex, to fully identify with their patients,
the physicians did

a

kind of "second-person" identification with their
patients and then

treated them accordingly.

Interestingly, an oncologist, who also trains

physicians, taught his students
tients'; places

iiot to

imagine themselves in their pa-

(apparently concerned that the students would overidenti-

fy with their patients) but to imagine members of their families
in the

patients'

positions as a way of engendering empathy with the patients.

Quality of

I

den tifi cation

The quality of the physicians' identifications with their patients
appeared, from their statements about it, to vary greatly.

It is, of

course, impposible from these data to do more than make inferences about
the kind and extent of the physicians'

identifications with their pa-
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tients.

What is Important for our
purposes 1s

so^

understanding of the
kinds of feelings which such
Identifications evoked and how
the physlcians coped with them.

Some physicians readily "put
themselves in their patients' shoes"
while some were much more involved
with and concerned about the
effects
of their medical interventions on
the patient's disease.
Some identified more regularly with their
patients' physical suffering while
some

seemed more engaged by their patients'
psychological concerns.
It is interesting to note here
that none of the women physicians

even approached an extreme of avoiding
an identification with the patients' psychological needs through

a

highly professional, technology-

oriented stance (two or perhaps three of the
13 men could be accurately
described in such

a

manner).

The women physicians, as

a

group, tended

to be much more cognizant

of and concerned about the patient's physical

comfort than did the men.

In discussing her sense of being attuned
to

her patients' pain,

a

woman physician described an incident in which she

had been sent by her male physician for
tance from her home.

a

biopsy at

Having been told that it was

she went to her appointment alone.

a
a

hospital some dis-

minor procedure,

Although minor, the procedure is ac-

tually quite painful and the pain can last for hours after the
procedure.

Afterwards, it was

a real

struggle for her to drive home and she

stated:

I don't know if it's a male bravado thing to have to be tough
and take care of yourself and if you're a lady doctor or woman
of the world, you just have to pull yourself together, and
drive home (which is nonsense ).
I should have had some one
with me.
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There were two women who exhibited

a

tighter control over their
own

feelings and thus were less tolerant
of certain kinds of patient
emtions than the other women
physicians and some male physicians.
However, they also exhibited a certain
warmth and were accepting a certain
humanness in themselves and their
patients (one woman sometimes brought
her children with her on weekend
hospital rounds, for instance) which

prevented them from appearing coldly
professional.

Defense against Identification

It was apparent that while physicians
identify with patients and

then use their medical knowledge and skills
to help the patients, they

also use their professional role as a way
to avoid identifying with the

patient's painful, dependent and sometimes terminal
plight.

what it was like to be

in a relationship where he has the

When asked

power to cut

another person,

a

tionship than

relationship where someone else has the power.

a

surgeon stated:

I'd rather be the one to call

pairman."

"I'd rather be in that kind of rela-

the shots than take my car to the auto re-

Another physician stated,

"I

hate being a patient," and a

third physician admitted to having, against medical advice, avoided going to see any physician for several years.

Power and Responsibili ty

An important function of the physician's identification and empathy

with his or her patients appears to be its effect in reducing whatever

guilt is involved for the physician

in

carrying out procedures which are

painful, disfiguring or harmful to the patient.

With one exception (the

physician discussed above whose
empathy was hard to discern),
the physicians interviewed did not talk
about power without putting
it in the

context of helping patients.

A surgeon states:

^'^

the strings, that I have a lot
'
^^'"9 I like about it. Mayhi l
fr.\L
be
ke to
be in It^
the powerful seat.
I
like to be the leader
or I Ike to be the guy that's directing
everything
Maybe
even like it so that 'My, God, I've
got life and death over
these people.'
But I hope I don't think of it
like thar T
like to think that I've been fortunate
enough to be b rn wi h
enough brains so I could make it
through medical school and do
my job well,
doing that I'm meeting people, not
so I can
control them but so I can help them out
a little bit

J/powIr'

uL

^\r.U^t"^

m

A surgical specialist described his sense
of his power as a physician,

and the concern which goes with it.

D:
I:

D:

There's a certain power in being able to carve
somebody up
and put them back together again.
What's it like to have that power?
A little frightening at times. Just because the way
you
relate [describe] the disease to the patient, you can
have the patient agree to pretty much anything you want
to
do to him.
For the most part patients, they're gonna
trust you. They're gonna do what you say. There's always
that thought:
'Am I doing the right thing for them.
.'
There's always the old expression 'Knife-happy,'.
.or 'a
chance to cut is a chance to cure,' etc.
How do you resolve the power?
The only way I can deal with it is: how do I want somebody to deal with me if I'm in this si tuation— only way I
can relate to it.
I
don't know how else to make an ultimate decision. You know, if it were myself, my child, my
wife, somebody I'm intimately related with, what would I
want done? There's nothing else to fall back upon, no
absolutes. Obviously, you can say surgically, 'This is
the maximum I can do,' but is it the right thing to do? I
don t know.
.

.

.

.

I:

D:

.

.

'

Thus for many of the physicians, the power to treat appeared a little frightening unless they reassured themselves of their beneficient
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use of it.

One physician seemed more
aware and accepting of whatever

destructive impulses she had mastered
through her choice of profession:
D:

I:

D:

.a long time ago, my
psychiatric professor once said
The surgeon,' (I'll use the surgeon
as an examp?e) 'the'
personality and they cut up pa'
Z?.tT
tients, rul
cut up people, but it seems that
cutting up people
'"^
9et into trouble! so they
hPrn^"'^
become a surgeon, turn their destructive
instincts to be
constructive traits.' Now not to imply
that that might be
my thinking, but it could be.
I'm not so sure
How would you apply that to
[her specialty]?
Well in a way,
[her spiTiiTty], if you think of it
that way, is a powerful tool. We sometimes
refer to it as
an expensive toy.
Now with this toy, you have a chance,
let s say, to say, 'Well, I have this
power in my hands;
now I can cure you.
I
can make you better.'
But in the
same time I'm saying that 'I can make you worse.'

Another way in which physicians coped with their
concerns about the
use of their power was by seeing themselves as
collaborators with their

patients in the fight against the patient's cancer.

By encouraging the

patient's active participation in the treatment decisions and
procedures, these physicians felt more assured that what they were doing
was
in the patient's best interests.

A few physicians flatly denied having any power with regard to

their patients, perhaps again, as a way of attempting to cope with the
concerns which the acknowledgement of such power could evoke.

One such

physician, a surgeon, informed me that in fact his cancer patients have
the power in the treatment situation because they can always refuse to

let him treat them and thus prevent him from curing them!

That the responsibilities and concerns engendered by the physician's power to help and harm weigh heavily is further attested to by
the frequency with which the physicians reported obtaining consultations
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from their colleagues and the desire
of oncologists to see patients
other than those with cancer. A
specialist who was in practice
without
a partner and with no other
similar specialist in town stated:

Nobody on an intellectual basis can
give me any suooort be
cause they don't know any more about
it, can't have^acons^ndiscomfort'has to do with the
fact'^h°?'?}?"•
Tact
that
s a unilateral decision.
And that's a little
bothersome when I'm talking about mutilating
somebody. And
this will disappear when I just get
°/
a h«
part^
ifr ^^Z^
^
ner
I
^
can talk to.
It's

f

U

hard.

A physician who is part of

a

...

team of physicians who meet regularly

to discuss their patients said.

In the team approach you sit down and talk
about it together
and use everybody's knowledge. That helps to
improve medicine, but it also helps to support you in your
decisions, I'm
sure. And the doctors are banding together to come
to a difficult decision and a very difficult disease and do it
together, and that spreads out the responsibility.

An oncologist noted that she is trying to increase the proportion

of general medicine patients in her practice to one-third.

When asked

why she was doing that now, she replied that she was tired and didn't
have the stamina she had when she was younger.

In describing why cancer

patients require more stamina, she stated, "The pressures of making big

decisions do weigh on you, they do."

Later she affirmed her sense that

It is the constant making of big decisions which makes an oncology prac-

tice more demanding than

a

general medicine practice:

"Yes, it's the

decisions, the hardness of the decisions."
Thus it appears that physicians coped with the issues of responsi-

bility and power in different ways, but that almost all of them relied
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on their identifications and empathy
with their patients to assure
them
selves that they used the power of
their medical knowledge wisely.
In

the next chapter, we shall explore
the ways in which physicians
coped
with other feelings evoked by the
care of the cancer patients, most
par

ticularly the frustrations and loss involved
when the physician
able to cure and thus save the life of
such

a

patient.

is

un-

CHAPTERXV
WHEN PHYSICIANS CAN'T CURE:

COPING WITH THE FEELINGS

Physicians cope with feelings evoked by the
medical care of the
cancer patient in

a

variety of ways.

mentioned in Chapter XIII.

Some of these have already been

For instance, physicians cope with the

frustration of being unable to cure many of their
patients by "looking
on the bright side," that is, feeling gratified
by being able to palli-

ate their patients' symptoms and extend their lives.

In

addition, the

numbers of patients to which the physician must attend
provide him or

her with

a

continuing source of new medical challenges, which compen-

sate for the physician's sense of loss when a cancer patient
dies.
In this chapter, we will

examine other methods which physicians use

to cope with their feelings about treating cancer patients.

Since the

ways in which the physician copes with his or her power vis-a-vis the

cancer patient have been discussed in Chapter XIV, the focus of this
chapter will be the ways in which the physicians deal with the frustration and loss involved in being unable to cure their patients.

For the

sake of clarity, these coping strategies will be grouped together ac-

cording to their similarity in style and discussed as such.

Looking on the Bright Side

The ability and willingness to "look on the bright side" of things

appeared to be essential for physicians who treated
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a

great many cancer
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patients (those whose practices contained

a

small

proportion of cancer

patients tended to look on the bright
side by shifting their focus to
their less seriously ill patients), and
were manifest in a host of specific coping techniques.

The capacity for hope in the face of
poor odds

made it possible for physicians who
were treating people with poor prognoses to tolerate the anxiety over whether
or not the treatments would

work as well as the depression inherent
in the knowledge that the treat-

ment would probably not work.
the positive.

tioning well.

have one die, but

I

.

An oncologist stated,

.

look ahead at

have three walking around func-

can.t dwell on the negative or

I

.

I

"I

I

become very

negative myself."

There are numerous ways in which physicians can focus
on the positive aspects of the treatment of patients with cancer,
even patients

whose cancer

is

exceptionally disfiguring or fatal.

In addition to the

aforementioned focus upon saving the patient's life (in the case of disfigurement) or giving the patient more time, fewer symptoms, or
less death (in the case of fatal disease),

what is learned about
as

a

there can be

a

pain-

focus upon

a

particular kind of cancer or cancer treatment

the result of the treatment of a given patient.

One physician found that his frustration at being unable to cure
very many patients with

a

specific kind of cancer was attenuated by the

fact that more of these cancers are being detected at an early stage
(and thus have higher chances for cure) than previously:

I:

D:

[How do you cope with] treating somebody [and].
.watching them go downhill?
By looking ahead a little bit.
By seeing more and more
[people].
.coming in for routine examinations, by physi.

.
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cians having a higher index of suspicion
it's the
greater effort [on the part of docto-s
to try to detect
the cancer].
Plus there's a fair amount of research
on
early diagnosis. ...

Some physicians found solace in their
attempts to educate both the
public and other physicians about detecting
and treating cancer.

One

physician had obtained funds to develop an
audio-visual program on cancer for hospital waiting rooms.

Two physicians had developed nurse

training programs to make nurses more cognizant
of the medical needs of

certain cancer patients and to give such nurses
the requisite skills
for dealing with them.

These physicians took pride in the spearheading

of such educational efforts and noted that the efforts
allowed them to

obtain some distance from the feelings evoked by their
clinical work.

Similarly, physicians who were involved in research on the treat-

ment or detection of cancer noted that the knowledge that they were contributing (or had already contributed) to

a

breakthrough in the care of

cancer patients helped the physicians tolerate their current frustrations at being unable to cure many patients.

The Medical Perspecti ve

Physicians bring to their interactions with cancer patients

a

per-

spective, perhaps inherent in those who are attracted to the medical

profession, but definitely imbued by their training, which greatly mediates how they are affected by many interpersonal and biological events.

The components of this perspective, and the ways in which they help

physicians cope with the feelings evoked by caring for the cancer patient will be examined here.
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An important component of the
medical perspective derives
from the
physician's frequent exposure to
human suffering and death.
Becker et
al.

(1961) noted that a patient's death is
viewed by the medical student

in the context of the student's

responsibility both to the patient and

for the information which the
patient's death generates.
does not encourage an emotional
response to

a

Such a context

patient's death.

Like-

wise, physicians are exposed to
numerous deaths in their careers; to

become distraught over each death would
be maladaptive.

physician's training and experience impart

a

Thus both the

certain psychological dis-

tance from individual deaths, and this
distance becomes an important

coping mechanism for the doctor.
A less experienced physician stated:

Most people experience ten or twenty deaths [in a
lifetime]
I
ye been with at least fifty in one year.
.so I've become
adjusted to it.
It's not as unusual, not as frightening, just something I know exists.
.

.

.

.

An oncologist echoes these sentiments:

You have to have the view that everybody will die someday
somehow.
So you don't look at death as a dreadful condition.
Someday we must go through it, so when I hear a patient diedy
I
really don't feel too bad about it.

He went on to say that he had heard that morning that one of his pa-

tients had died in his sleep, from "natural causes" (i.e. not from cancer), and stated, "I think it's fortunate for him that he died in a com-

fortable way."

Similarly, the enormous amount of human discomfort and suffering
to which physicians are exposed makes

it clear that this, too,

is

part
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of life.
a

While physicians may still feel
helpless and angry at watching

cancer patient suffer, they have had
greater opportunity to observe

the strength of individuals to withstand
physical suffering and have de-

veloped

a

certain faith in people's (including
their own) abilities to

cope with such suffering.
A third aspect of the medical perspective
involves the amount of

information which the physician is responsible for
collecting, integrating, and using for the patient's benefit.

A focus on the cognitive and

intellectual activities of treating cancer patients
can help the physician defend against the painful feelings involved
in caring for someone

who

is

viewing

suffering and/or who will soon die.
a

specialist when she received

a

Interestingly,

I

was inter-

phone call from another physi-

cian letting her know that one of their mutual patients had
succumbed
to her cancer that morning.

After the sharing of this news, and

a

brief

statement to the effect that the patient's death was "too bad," the two
physicians spent several minutes reviewing aloud the medical "facts" of
the case, the diagnosis, the surgery and drug regimens used, her re-

sponse to them, etc.^

It gradually became apparent that their reviewing

the facts of their patient's disease and their treatment of it was in

fact a stylized way of grieving her death and supporting each other as
they did so.

Such intel lectual ization was used by the doctors as

a

way to main-

Obviously, I heard only one side of this conversation.
From the
phone statements made by the physician I was interviewing and the
pauses in her side of the conversation, it seemed fairly safe to assume
that the physician on the other end was participating in the same manner.
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tain some distance from their painful
or difficult feelings throughout
the treatment of

a

cancer patient, not just at the
patient's death.

The

previously mentioned practice of mentally
reviewing all of their attempts to treat a particular patient
as

a

way of reassuring themselves

that they (the physicians) had done all
they could do to fight the pa-

tient's disease is another example of the
use of intellectualization.

Tlie

Role^ of the

Physician

There are several aspects of the social and
professional role of
the physician (undoubtedly affected by training
in

a

medical perspec-

tive, but here examined separately for the sake of
clarity) which also

serve to mitigate the painful feelings encountered in
the physician's
care of cancer patients.

In the last half-century,

the physician's

role has been largely defined by the knowledge of science and
technol-

ogy which he or she brings to the care of patients.

The less technolog-

ical care of patients has, until recently, been the domain of nurses

(Bates, 1970).

In a system with rigidly defined roles, wherein only

physicians are given the knowledge and power to cure patients, and the
ranks of the physicians are relatively small, it is neither expected of

nor feasible for physicians to spend much time

\)/ith

their patients.

Even physicians who reported seeing their terminal patients two or
three times daily made clear that these visits. were brief.
Thus the role of the physician, which typically involves short

visits with numerous patients daily, primarily for the purposes of

bringing medical technology to bear upon the patients' maladies, encourages

a

bounded kind of involvement between doctors and patients.

An
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oncologist stated:

To me, it's a doctor-patient
relationship.
I
friendly when I ni here, but I'm not
trying to
me there's a slight difference
in
i
the relationship,
how close you are.
I
think
enough to my patients to know how they
feel.
somebody to talk to, I'm there to
talk to.
I
•

J

tlT.tlf
the night

try to be

make friends
the degree of
I'm close
When they need
help them re

^^^^
^'^^
in the middle of
H ask me
and
to come over, or something like
that.

^T^

He had earlier stated:

somehow try to separate my professional life,
so that when
come onto work at eight o'clock in the morning,
I
pull a
switch, and then I'm working. And almost all
my concern is
for my patient; I do all that.
When I go home at 4:30, again
I
pull the switch and I say, 'That's it.'
I
I

These boundaries on the doctor-patient relationship again allow
the

physician some distance from the painful realities with which he or
she
may cope every day and the feelings such realities evoke.

The physi-

cians noted this themselves when they described how having to deal with
an office full of patients prevented them from dwelling upon the death

of

a

particular patient.
The two physicians who had extra-professional contacts

(p.

loe)

with their patients were, interestingly, among the physicians who ad-

mitted the most distress over the suffering and loss of their patients.
Such a finding adds credence to the idea that the physician's limited

involvement with cancer patients also limits the difficult feelings

which can be evoked by their care.

The two physicians who allowed them-

selves less bounded involvements with some of their patients, in
sense, had more to mourn at the loss of such patients.

a
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In Chapter XIII

it was noted that physicians
can become intensely

involved with their cancer patients
and that such involvement
can evoke
strong feelings on the part of the
physician.
Here the boundaries on
physicians'

relationships with cancer patients and
the emotional dis-

tance which these provide are being
emphasized.

apparent contradiction

is

A note explaining this

necessary.

Physicians certainly have opportunities
to become involved with and
feel

strongly for their patients.

However, contrast this type of pa-

tient-caregiver involvement with that which
results from the care given
to a patient by an inpatient nurse.

patient for eight hours

a day,

The nurse works with or near the

five days per week.

She (or he) is part

of the patient's "home" for the length of
the patient's hospital stay,
•and as such can become a primary source of
daily support for the pa-

tient.

The nurse is often present at the patient's death,
while the

physician is not.
Thus, the physician's bond with his or her cancer patient
can aptly
be described as provoking intense feelings for the
physician.

For the

most part, however, the boundaries of time and professional role with
the patient limit the intensity of feelings which physicians may have

about the suffering and loss of their patients.
A final aspect of the physician's professional role which attenuates his or her feelings about the pain or death of the cancer patient
is

that of the physician's control over these components of the illness.

It has been shown that painful events are experienced as less stressful

by people when they have some control over the duration of such events

(Geer and Maisel, 1972).

Physicians often have the means to greatly re-
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duce

a

patient's suffering in the terminal stage of
his or her illness

and as has been noted, some physicians
do not hesitate to use them
(p.
130).

In addition, physicians often have
a

tremendous amount of con-

trol over the time of a patient's death,
and the kind of death he or she

experiences.

Several physicians noted the usefulness of
morphine in

both relieving the patient's suffering and
hastening the patient's
death.

D:

One physician discussed

a

patient's upcoming death:

[There's].
.a lady dying of lung cancer [whom] I
will
talk to about resuscitation efforts only because she has
fought tooth and nail to stay alive.
But her cancer is
closing off her breathing tubes on both sides, and there's
nothing I'm gonna do to make her stay alive.
In fact,
when she literally has trouble breathing, I will give her
as much morphine as it takes until she doesn't breath anymore
Would you be giving morphine for pain or because you want
her to die?
It's hard to separate those things, but I'm not going to
watch her gasping for air.
.

.

I:

D:

The physician went on to say that all of this would be discussed with
the patient, who was terrified of suffocating, and that the patient

would be reassured that she would not die in this manner.

Another physician stated that he often sees terminal patients who
are mentally incompetent and thus incapable of making decisions about
the times or conditions of their deaths.

In these instances

the physi-

cian talks with the patients' families about stopping the patient's
treatment, but makes the decision to do so on his own:

I:

D:

I:

What are you stopping.
.?
Intravenous, the chemotherapy. The only thing we don't
You stop the pills that are necesstop is the morphine.
sary, for instance, to keep them alive sometimes.
So they would die, say, of what?
.
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Dehydration, infection, no antibiotics.
If they've had
for instance, their adrenal glands
removed, and they need
hormone replacements, you stop them.
They can't exis?
more than a few days without it. You
don't tell anybody
you don't tell the family you've stopped
it.
You fust
say.
Look, he's going to die soon,' and
you turn it off.

D.

With some degree of control over the
circumstances of the death of
the cancer patient,

While

a

the physician then feels less stressed
by the event

patient's death may still evoke feelings of
frustration and sad

ness, it comes as no surprise, and the
physician maintains

a

sense of

control over the process which attenuates the
sense of powerlessness

which death evokes in us all.

Individual Coping Strategies

Beyond the institutionalized coping strategies inherent in the
medical perspective and the physician's professional role, or the
mind-

set ("look on the bright side") which seems endemic to medical specialists who deal with a large number of terminal patients, what sorts of

individual strategies did the physicians use to cope with the negative

feelings evoked by caring for the cancer patient?

Several strategies

appeared often enough in physician statements to mention here.
One of these

strategy.

have dubbed the "keep on keepin' on" (Dylan, 1974)

I

It involves the physician's ability to keep on working, no

matter what has happened or how he or she feels about

Related to

it.

that aspect of the physician's role which demands long hours and many

patient contacts, it appeared to be more fundamentally
trait of physicians.

you functioning in

a

a

character

One physician, when asked, "What is it that keeps

profession where the exposure to loss

is

so great.
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and how do you cope with it?"
replied:

wfidL.

It applies to farmly things
too
If I'm h^vinn
90 to wo?k, I will'go tot^
turn It off.
t;^n^VoTf
I m not any less
worried about it, but

^

^v^-;

d^""

there
''''''
i'to
'
work and
work'
nS'do'?h
do that.
ft 'V'^'lr'
It's the same with patients who
are dying.

-

Another physician, in discussing her
attempts

to cope with the

feelings that treating cancer patients
evoked for her during her internship, said:

.Most of the time in the hospital you're
just training to
hold yourself together to get through
it all [the internship]
without much discussion of your emotions or
your own feelinqs
about a particular situation.
You just try to handle it
Another thing you have to remember is that my
[internship] day
.[wasj 36 hours long.
Something might happen at eight one
morning and I.
.[would].
.work all day and all night, and
the next mght.
I
[would] come home, and by that time it's 36
hours away, and 15 thousand other things have
happened.
And
the actual impact.
.might not still be there.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Thus the physician's ability to "just try to handle it" when
ap-

plied to the difficulties of treating cancer patients means that he
or
she may, in the context of busy days,

suffering or loss of

a

"let go" of the feelings about the

particular patient in order to continue to func-

tion in a highly responsible role.

Whether these physicians' ability

to move from one emotionally laden situation to another to the next is
a

result of

a

defensive detachment from feelings or

ability to immerse oneself in

a

a

highly trained

situation, deal with it and quickly

move on to the next, we cannot say.

The sense of the interviewer was

that for some physicians it involved such

a

defensive detachment while

for others it resulted from more experience or more physician acceptance
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of his or her feelings, and
thus a flexibility in functioning.

Another strategy which physicians
used to cope with the emotionally difficult aspects of
treating cancer patients was that
of spending
time alone.
This was the most common physician
response to questions
such as, "When you find your work
upsetting, how do you cope with that

upset?"

One physician described how he coped
with his feelings about

hospitalizing

lung-cancer patient for the second or
third time:

a

Probably the worst depression I've had
in six months was after
°' t^^^d time I put
in the hospital, and saw
Iktf
What the tumor was doing to him. For me
it was
... I can remember I put him in Intensive Caredifficult
one night
and went out into the lounge and just
sat there for about half
an hour totally depressed, seeing what
the disease had done to
the patient and the hell he was going through
and how it just
didn t seem fair at all.
i
just sat there and got depressed, thought about it a lot and picked myself
up and went
home.
I
don't know what kind of defense mechanisms I used
y I just sat by myself for a while.
I
didn't want to talk to
anybody.
.

.

.

Several physicians described hobbies in which they involve them-

selves when they feel

about their work.

a

need to gain some distance from their concerns

The hobbies were solitary activities which in their

dirtiness and/or destructi veness were antithetical to medicine.

The

physicians described "losing" themselves in these hobbies; they provided
a

much-needed escape from the concerns, relationships, and responsibil-

ities of working with cancer patients.
Several male physicians mentioned that they sometimes talked to

their wives about events which they found particularly upsetting, while

more than several noted that they made
concerns at home.

a

point of not talking about such

(Only two female physicians were married and neither

reported talking to he.
spouse about professional
concerns.,
Interestingly, of the several
physicians who said they
talked to their
Wives about their concerns
vis-a-vis their cancer
patients, two noted
that talking to their
wives occurred only after
they had spent ti^e
trying to cope with their
feelings by themselves.
One physician
Stated:

'^'fullyrllZTsZ\l'lUV^^^^^
tell her.
She's better of? n^t
and I.. ,uiet d^ri^

lup

e'^,"

^u-™''^
dl'^uf'^ "

"ehave
long enough I'll
e

[

'

'X,

^a^^

hTdoi^r---"nln^lhi^?

I:

?n^'

l""'^-.

WhJrnnoc
to yoursel??

D:

rbe7";^irs?

But before that-^;!h

I-

a^M^g^et

I

u^'"^

'^'^^y

to do it myself.

If

I

°^ y^^"^ business; don't bug me
^'"''"^
''^^
^^^P it
'

think about it.

Most of the physicians stated that they
did not talk to other phy-

sicians as

a

way of coping with their loss when
patients died.

One

doctor noted that for him to do so would
raise questions about his competence as

a

doctor in the other physicians' minds.

Those who did talk

to other physicians about such matters
tended to talk with their part-

ners.

Notable was one partnership in which the two
physicians spoke at

length on the phone every night after work to
discuss their hospital-

ized or difficult patients.

Such conversations were clearly the major

source of support for the physician interviewed.
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The group of people most often
mentioned as sources of
support for
a physician who was upset
by his or her work vn'th
cancer patients was
that of the doctor's office
staff-nurses, aides, and receptionists.
Typically female, these staff members
apparently were unthreatening as
well as nurturant to the doctors.
In addition, unlike the
doctors'
spouses, office staff members usually
also had relationships with the
very cancer patients whose course
of illness the physicians found
so

upsetting.

They were often as invested

as

the physician in finding an

outlet for their feelings.
Thus physicians typically coped by
themselves with the emotional
upsets in their work with cancer
patients.

When they did seek support

from others, it was most often from
their office staff, less often from

their spouses and colleagues.
Finally, religion was rarely mentioned as

a

source of support for

physicians who treated cancer patients, but when
it was, it became

clear that it was

a

fairly important source of support.

sician relied heavily on her sense that

a

One such phy-

higher being was participat-

ing in decisions about treatment for patients.

guess

feel

that

have faith, and I guess I have a belief
as God, and I don't feel that I ever
make judgements or decisions alone in that respect.
I
feel
when I'm dealing with the patients, say, about cancer, that
it|s not just him, it's not just me; we're part of the world;
we're part of the cosmos or whatever you want to call it,
where there is something more meaningful than just these two.
I

I

in principles

I

as well

She went on to say that her patients occupied

a

place in her prayers.

Another physician was asked if there was anything about his religion which he found sustaining for the work he did with cancer pa-
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tients.

He replied:

I'm by no means soupy
reliainu';
I'm . t+..i
but I have a strong faith
objective,
ha ^^e I
"^r^
^^^'th'^''^"S
amounts to at times savinn
It
Zt"^^
'
this; I cou?S
''''^
e
hrSp''.
the support.
You know wKen I'm d nV
%ldi
''anH^'"
^/^^\cal
and we're
on our twelfth or fiftepnt-h nint
k?
ing hairy, you know
^ookee
ttle e?n
^P' ^ "^^^^
I
say it very honestly.
can

J

Z'fT

T
,

T

Thus the physicians used

a

variety of strategies to cope
with the

frustrations and loss inherent
in caring for cancer
patients.
Some of
these strategies, such as
intellectuali zation or a sense of
detachment
from distressing situations
were institutionalized components
of a
medical perspective and the
physician's professional role.
Other
strategies, such as spending time
alone or continuing to work regardless of one's feelings, while
not necessarily institutionalized,
were
commonly used by the physicians
interviewed.
Still other strategies,
such as talking to one's wife or
office staff or

a

reliance upon reli-

gious faith, appeared to be fairly
individualized methods which physicians used to cope with their feelings.

CHAPTER

XVI

CONCLUSIONS
We now have a fairly detailed
picture of the kinds of feelings

which caring for

a

cancer patient can evoke in the
physician and the

ways in which he or she is apt
to cope with them.
such findings lies in two areas:

1)

The usefulness of

the further investigation
of such

feelings and physicians' methods
of coping with them and
2) the practical application of the findings
to the medical profession. The
im-

plications of these findings for future
research on this topic will be

explored first.

Future Research

With the delineation of physicians'

feelings and methods of coping

with them provided by this study, the topic
of the physician's psychological

response to treating cancer patients is ready for
research

which has

a

narrower focus and

is

more experimental in nature.

Several

areas of research come to mind.

Are there institutional factors in the way in which
medicine is

practiced today which affect the kinds or severity of feelings which
physicians experience when treating cancer patients?

Several physi-

cians in the current study mentioned the usefulness of the collegial

support inherent in the team approach to treating cancer patients.

Do

physicians who share the responsibility of patient care with other phy-
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sicians. with whom they regularly

^et

to discuss cases,
experience

less frustration and
despair when they are unable
to cure patients?
(Do they also experience
less pride and excitement
when they do cure

patients?)

Studies which examined
physician levels of stress
and gratification (with regard to
treating cancer patients) in
settings as
varied as solo private
practices, group private
practices and hospital
team practices would provide
a useful starting point
for this line of
research. Participant-observation
research in such settings, to
at-

tempt to determine exactly
what physician experiences
and/or interactions appeared to provide
physician support, could bring some
clarity
to what aspects of an
institutional setting provide what kinds
of sup-

port.

A second line of research which
might be usefully pursued is that

which examines the relationships
between individual physicians' styles

of coping and the kinds or levels of
feelings experienced by those physicians when they care for cancer patients.

For instance, do physi-

cians who discuss their feelings about
their work with colleagues tend
to feel

less frustrated than physicians who talk
to their spouses or to

no one at all when their attempts to actively
treat
fail?

patient's cancer

Could it be that the effectiveness of any particular
method of

coping with feelings depends upon how comfortable
such

a

a

a

physician is with

method?

A fascinating, perhaps even feasible, experiment in this area would

involve selecting

a

large group of oncologists (obviously such

would involve many geographical areas,

in

a

study

order to gather enough oncol-

ogists) and rating them on measures of work-related stress and gratifi-
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cation.

Then, half of the oncologists
would be requested to begin
to
include non-cancer patients in
their practice., continuing
until the
proportion of non-cancer patients
reached an arbitrary percentage,
such
as 30 percent.
The other half would continue
practicing and add no

non-cancer patients to their
practices.

Over

period of several
years, the physicians would be
rated several times on the
measures of
job-related stress and gratification.
Assuming that the induction of
non-cancer patients into their
practices was the only factor which
differentiated the two groups in terms
of coping styles (the same months
and years of experience would be
gained by both groups, although, theoa

retically the "control" group would
actually see more patients

in

that

time), the overall changes from beginning
to end of the experiment in

each group's levels of work-related
satisfaction and stress could be

compared to determine the usefulness of
seeing non-cancer patients as
a

coping strategy for oncologists.
A third line of research which could
usefully follow the present

study would be that which examines the
relationships between physicians' feelings (and methods of coping with them),
physician behavior

with patients and patient satisfaction.

The impetus for the present

study was the author's discovery that physicians seemed
to be denying

their patients' difficulties in dealing with their diseases.
how physicians'

Wondering

feelings about their work affected their perceptions of

and dealings with patients led to

a

study of physician feelings.

Do

physicians who cope well with their own feelings about the treatment of

cancer patients also cope well with their patients' feelings?

Do pa-

tients feel any more or less well taken care of depending upon

a

physi-
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Clan's style of coping with
his or her feelings?
The thrust of all such research
should be toward improving
the care
of the cancer patients. The
effect which the feelings and
personality
of the physician have on the
course of their patients'
illnesses has
long been ignored in the
literature in this country (the
Tavistock In-

stitute in London has carried on
the work of psychoanalyst
Michael
Balint in examining and writing
about such factors, see Bourne,
I975).
With

a

clearer picture of some of the
feelings evoked

in

the physician

by the care of a cancer patient,
and the physician's methods of
coping

with them, it becomes imperative to
move on to research which will fill
this conceptual

gap and which suggests ways in which
physicians can be

more effective as medical caregivers.

Practical

Implications

The area of medicine for which this study
holds the strongest im-

plications is that of medical training.

The results discussed in pre-

vious chapters can be used to help physicians
and physicians-in-training gain a clearer understanding of the
emotions they are likely to
feel while caring for cancer patients and the ways in
which physicians

before them have found useful to cope with such emotions.

^(1973) (p. 59 this text) stated, the physician who
her response to caring for

a

is

As Astrachan

aware of his or

critically ill person, "is forewarned and

forearmed" (p. 126).

Thus, one use for the information gathered during this research

would be

in- a

seminar during the student-physician's clinical training.

Helping students understand that feelings of frustration and failure
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are

co™

for physicians who treat
cancer patients can help
the students accept and work through
their own such feelings.
Helping then see
the gratification that
can be engendered by caring
for cancer patients
can both counterbalance the
technology-oriented approach to
disease

typically taught to students and
provide them with the means
to begin
coping with their negative feelings
about treating such patients.
Another, case-oriented, seminar
whose usefulness

is

implied by the

results of this research is one
which helps student-physicians
explore
their identifications with and
sense of responsibility for their
cancer
patients. The physicians interviewed
showed great variety in the quality of their identifications with
cancer patients, and it appeared that

they often based their treatment
approaches on their senses of what
they would want if they were
patients.

Helping students explore their

fantasies of what it would be like to be
patients and thus acquainting

them with their treatment biases could
pave the way for such physicians
to be more flexible and reality-oriented
in their treatment approaches

to patients.

Given the finding that team approaches to cancer
treatment are useful

for the collegial support of the physician, such
approaches ought

to be further developed and adapted for various medical
settings.

While smaller communities or outpatient physicians often lack the re-

sources for "teams," it appears that tumor conferences play much the
same purpose in providing

a

time and place in which physicians may dis-

cuss their treatment procedures, questions and concerns about patients.

The research findings suggest that it may be such conferences where ef-

forts to encourage physicians to discuss their feelings as well as
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'

medical information about
their patients ought to
take place.
As will be recalled, one
physician stated that to
share his feelings about a patient's
death with other physicians
would make them
question his competence as a
doctor.
Yet, some physicians seemed
able
to work through their feelings
with each other about such
an event in
an intellectualized fashion,
as illustrated by the
phone conversation
discussed on page 147. Thus
a tumor conference, in
which both treatment decisions and patient
"management" are discussed, provides
an op-

portunity for physicians to begin
exploring their feelings about
patients, using the non-threatening
vehicle of intellectual discussion.
Moving from such

a

discussion to one more frankly for
the purposes of

grieving or venting frustration at
one's impotence to cure would be
an
enormous step, and by no means guaranteed.
Interestingly, however, one
physician who attended regular tumor
conferences expressed the hope
that the results of this research might
help his conference move into
a

more psychological vein.

There are groups designed for the purposes
of helping physicians

understand the "transference" with which patients
enter doctors' offices and the ways in which physicians respond.

These are the so-

called "Balint groups" held at the Tavistock Institute
mentioned earlier (Bourne, 1975).

tioners and

a

Such groups consist of about eight general practi-

group leader (or two), and meet weekly for an hour and

half to present and discuss various of the doctors' cases.

of such meetings

is

a

The focus

the doctor-patient relationship and its effects on

the problems which a physician encounters.

late about the usefulness of such

a

It is

interesting to specu-

group for physicians who treat
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only, or .ostly, cancer
patients.

Physician responses to
patients" de-

sires for an omnipotent
figure or anger at

surely arise, providing

a

a

"castrating" figure would

vehicle for physician
understanding of their

own powerful issues of
omnipotence, power and authority.
One thing is clear fron
this research.

not talk about their feelings
easily.

Physicians, as

a

group, do

Any attempt to help the.
become

more aware of and/or comfortable
with their feelings must
be undertaken
with a respect for each
physician's current .^thods of
expressing and
coping with his or her feelings.
Pushing physicians to take
part in

support groups or even to express
feelings in tumor conferences
will
most likely be counterproductive,
(m fact not one of the physicians
expressed interest in a professional
support group when asked.) Thus
the avenues for physician change
appear to be through medical training,
as

discussed above or through physicians'
voluntary participation in

a

change-provoking environment.
Several physicians spoke of such efforts.

two had taken part in psychotherapy.

ner and

a

As previously mentioned,

Another met weekly with his part-

psychiatrist for consultation on patient management.

Still

another physician expressed interest in
such psychological consultation.

In

a

given medical community, it seems feasible to
introduce

psychological services in the form of workshops, tumor
conference pre-

sentations or consultations for physicians who are already
interested
In exploring their feelings about and ways of
coping with the upsetting

parts of their work.

If physician response to my request for inter-

views is any indication of the ways in which

a

medical community re-

sponds to things new and psychological, word of mouth from interested

physicians 1s

a

powerful ™t1vator for other
physicians.

Thus, seminars or consultations for
the purposes of helping
physicians develop
their abilities to cope with
the psychosocial experience
of treating
cancer patients, if successfully
presented to a nucleus of
interested
Physicians, are likely to eventually
draw others who hear about
them
from their colleagues.

Conclusion
This study was undertaken in
an attempt to understand the
psychoso
cial experience of physicians
who treat cancer patients.

It became

clear that while there is much in
the way of frustration and sadness
in
herent in caring for cancer patients,
there are joys and satisfactions
in the work as well.

There are many factors in the medical
perspective

in which physicians are trained,

and the professional

assume, which mitigate the pain that

death of a friend or acquaintance.

a

roles which they

layperson would feel at the

Physicians cope with the destruc-

tiveness inherent in their work by assuring themselves
of their benevolent wishes for the patients and of the fact that
they would want simi-

lar treatment were they in the shoes of a patient.

The mourning of the

loss of a cancer patient to death appears to be solely an internal
pro-

cess for many physicians who prefer to deal with such feelings by them-

selves.

There is one further impression gained by this researcher which,

given the data at hand, must remain no more solid than that.

The im-

pression is -that physicians who treat mostly or solely cancer patients
have experienced an early and particularly intense conflict vis-a-vis
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loss and death which they
are attempting to resolve
or master in their
work.
This has been a common
assumption about doctors in
general
(Krant, 1976; White,
1969), but this author is
here speculating that,

for physicians «ho deal
primarily «ith cancer patients,
there are issues around loss and death
that are ™re powerful than
those of physicians whose practices do not
contain
will

a

large proportion of patients
who

soon die.

Such an impression is being
presented briefly here because it

is

based in large part on the author's
assumptions, given her clinical
training, about the kinds of
motivations which would allow physicians
to deal,

while it

to such a great extent, with
people who are dying.
is

That is,

undoubtedly true that a medical perspective
and physician's

role, along with other more individualized
coping styles, help the phy-

sician deal with the tremendous amount of
loss inherent in caring for

cancer patients, to this author, these
factors do not seem sufficient
to explain the physicians' willingness
to be continually confronted

with such loss.
What makes sense instead is that to some extent
physicians tolerate the intense feelings which watching others die
provokes in all of
us because their work allows the gratification
of a primitive need to

control the frustrating other, to gain some control over the ultimate

act of separation.

Thus, while caring for cancer patients may evoke

powerful feelings of loss and frustration, it simultaneously gives the

physician countless opportunities to master such feelings.

In addition

it provides situations in which the physician can postpone or prevent
the loss altogether, leaving him or her with a perhaps much-needed
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sense of omnipotence.

To determine the accuracy
of the author's
speculations about the
primitive underpinnings of the
physicians' abilities to
tolerate the
tremendous amount of loss and
frustration inherent in treating
cancer
patients would of course require
a different mode of
research, more
psychoanalytic in nature.
However, such speculations
seem useful to
keep in mind in any future
explorations of the feelings of
physicians
who treat cancer patients, as
well as in interventions
designed to help

physicians develop their abilities
to cope with their work.

If the

author's speculations are true,
they add even more credence to
the idea
that efforts to "help" the
physician with his or her feelings
vis-a-vis
the treatment of cancer patients
should allow for physician autonomy
in

participation (or take place during medical
training where infringements upon student-physician's autonomy
are taken for granted).
Finally, there are results of this study
which can be of use to all
of us.

It is reassuring to know that some
physicians take pride in

helping people make
death.

a

physically comfortable transition from life to

It is also comforting to discover
physicians who are committed

to remaining emotionally involved with their
patients through the pa-

tients'

deaths. Most importantly however, it is reassuring to
know, even

if the knowledge comes to us secondhand, that death
can be coped with,

both by the dying and those who remain behind.

For if there was one

statement which emerged loud and clear from the discussions of the physicians, it was that death
can, cope.

is

something with which we all have to, and
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APPENDIX A
Doctor's Interview

Demographic Information

I.

Age
Sex
Religion
Number of years in practice
Kind of practice
Approximate percent of clientele are
cancer patients
II.

Describe the kinds of contact you have
with cancer patients.

Probes:

III.

"^^^ what

purposes and at what stage of his/her
disease process would a cancer patient come to
see you?
--About how often would you see a particular
cancer patient"?
--Would you be considered the primary
physician for the patients you treat?
If not, what kind of time period
are you
^
likely to treat them for?

What do you see as your role in caring for
the cancer patient?

Probes:

--How would you define your responsibilities
vis-a-vis the
cancer patient?
—Do you talk with the patient about the expected course and/
or treatment of the disease? Why or why not?
--Do your patients ask many questions or share many of
their
concerns with you?
—How do you feel when they do?
In what ways, if at all, are you involved with the
families
of the cancer patients you treat?
--What kinds of questions or concerns do these families address to you?
--What difficulties come up in dealing with the cancer patient's family?
—Are there any gratifying aspects in dealing with the fami-

—

lies?
IV.

Is there a particular way of being with patients (or bedside manner) that you strive for with the cancer patients you treat?

Probes:

—Can you describe

—
—

it for me, using examples? What kind of
relationship do you like to have with each of your patients?
Why do you feel it important to be this way?
What effects do you think it has on your patients?
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(lead in to next question
with material from above)

What is it like for you
to treat cancer patients?

V.

Probes:

-How

does it affect you
emotionally to be involved in fhP
t'Tt ^?ke\Tteir"''%'-^^'^^ People"ho°\rave"can' r7
'''''''' ''''^^'^
ha^e

bLrl^LtJe^df^L^ Sf;ru^dJM/^^

--Whafi.'yrvu^^P'^'''"^'

''''

"'fl If IJher pe^r^^n^?
"Does that power/responsibility

^h^t they are dying^

responsibility

ij;/fo^.

the

ever make you feel uneasy?

-When and how

do you decide when to stop
performing
iuninny proce
procedures on an individual?
-Do you ever feel bad about the physical
destructi veness of
(mastectomy, che.mtherapy rad?a
^?ori,"etc')?
-How do you resolve for yourself this
destructi veness?
-Do you ever imagine yourself in your patient's
shoes? What
feelings does this arouse?
-Do patients ever get angry with you? Why? What
is it like
nKe
^
for you when they do so?

When you find your work upsetting,
how do you cope with such up-

VI.

Probes:

VII

-Do

you talk to other doctors about it, share
your concerns
witn your family or friends, seek
professional help, deal
with It by yourself?
-Can you give me specific examples of upsetting incidents
and
how you found it most effective to cope with
your feelinqs
about them?
—What is your purpose in dealing with your feelinqs in
this
manner?
--How would you feel about having some sort of setting
where
you could share these kinds of feelings with other doctors
(in support groups, tumor conferences, etc.)?
--Is there anything you could change about your job as a whole
which would make it a less emotionally stressful one? (hospital policy, access to other professionals, group practice,
better home health care, etc.)?

How do you think your feelings about your work affect your patients?

Probes:

--Do they know when you're feeling gratified or distressed by
your work with them?
Do you ever share these feelings with them?
Under what circumstances would you do so?

—
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VIII.

Probes:

Why do you choose to work
with cancer patients?

-Do

you ever think about getting
cancer

vn.jr<:pif

u

^

'"""^
I" "'^^
"0 you think
""aboSt"1f?'
-Do you have a religious faith which
sustains vou in anv wav
^
in your work with cancer
^
patients? Mow?
^"yt*!<"9 el^e you think it
important to share with me

care1^?orc^^Xr^\^??en*?^^™"°"^^ ^'^P--"X.

Probes:

What has this interview been like
for you?

-Were^there any issues that you had not
thought much about

"Do
as

you think that you will feel or behave
any differently
a result of thinking about these
issues?

°

APPENDIX

B

Franklin County Mental Health
Center
59 Sanderson Street
Greenfield, Massachusetts 01301
Telephone (413) 773-7662
March 30, 1978

Dear Dr.
As you know

the Franklin County Mental Health
Center has

developed
programaimed at meeting the psychological needs
of cancer pi? Tts
and

a

their families
Ms. Anne McComb, a doctoral candidate
in ci n cal
psychology has, under agency supervision,
been counseling cancer pa
tients and their families at the hospital,
in their homes and a[ ?he
interest in the cancer experience, however,
extends bethe patient. She is currently conducting
research on how
physicians who treat cancer patients cope with the
difficulties and
gratifications in doing so. To better understand the
physician's experience, she isin the process of interviewing
area physicians who
treat cancer patients.
She may contact you in the near future to fur-

vnnH^^^fof
yondthat

ther detai. her research and request your
participation in an interview.

I believe
that Ms. McComb's research will provide some valuable insights into a much neglected area of medicine.
I
thank you in advance
for the time you can provide in meeting with her.

Sincerely

Merle R. Ingraham, M.D.
Clinical Director

dm
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APPENDIX
Samele Letter

C

Re^^

Dear Dr.

-

conducting
^"^^^-^ '
re;\'arcK"on"'.;it'ri"'?^^^*°". '^T
.^'-^^^ Physicians who treat
cancer patients to do so
I
am .J . n
'^'"^^^'^ ^^^^^ I "^ed
to interview doctors about
H.ff
il'-^
'''''''''''''
gratifications
inherent in treating sue pa
ientT

L

th.nL^?

7

particularly interested in speaking
with you because

ojer:^

iSnsH-r-l^P?;--^^^
''''
a

UteJ'datr
You will

'

''''

°

'

al

hr ;Lrwi;r-;r
''''' '' the iateMa^ at

find additional

information about my project in the enlaw to h v you
'
r aTan
read
and s^oTh'/°"^?"'''•'?''"'•"'^^'
sign before the interview.
And, of course, I will be happy to
answer any other questions you may have
about the interview in particular or my research in general.
I
will be contacting you soon by phone
and am looking forward to talking with
you.
Sincerely,

Anne L. McComb, M.S.
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APPENDIX

D

Informed Consent

Subjects

.

Please

read~TF7TiTT^HT^f—

ilL3iTts_

and Welfare of Human

^° ^""^"^"^
questions which you have about my resear^h^'^Jn^^Hn]?^
search
In addition, you are free
to withdraw your consent to be
a
subject of my study and to discontinue
participation in
at any time
i

a

I have read the above
information and am willing to Haf^-icipate
participate
subject in this research.

Signed:
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